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ABSTRACT
Optical Injection Locking on Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers (VCSELs):
Physics and Applications
by
Xiaoxue Zhao
Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering – Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Constance J. Chang-Hasnain, Chair

The

revolutionary

achievements

on

both

digital

and

analog

fiber-optic

communications have shown their powerful functions and significant influences on our
everyday life – from the Internet to cable TV. Semiconductor optoelectronic devices, as
major enabling components in the physical layer of the optical communication network,
are being explored extensively for various high-speed applications.
Direct modulated semiconductor lasers, particularly vertical-cavity surface-emitting
lasers (VCSELs), with their great advantages on cost and size, are attractive for optical
data transmission along both analog and digital links. However, these devices have
limited modulation performance that prevents them from being widely employed as data
transmitters in various communication systems. Other than novel device design and
engineering, an alternative technique to help improve the laser modulation properties is
optical injection locking, which refers to a state when the frequency and phase of one
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laser oscillator, known as the slave laser, are locked through the direct coupling to the
light injection from another laser oscillator, known as the master laser.
In this dissertation, optical injection locking induced laser dynamics in a VCSEL is
investigated in detail both theoretically and experimentally. A hybrid model based on a
Fabry-Perot amplifier structure for the VCSEL and the well-formulated injection-locking
laser rate equations is established, which can be used to intuitively explain the physics of
various experimental phenomena. Systematic experimental study on the modulation
characteristics of injection-locked VCSELs is conducted, showing significant
performance improvement, such as record resonance frequency > 100 GHz and 3-dB
bandwidth of 66 GHz for small-signal modulation, and 10 times chirp reduction and > 10
times transmission distance enhancement for large-signal modulation. A number of
intriguing applications are discussed, including a microwave optoelectronic oscillator
(OEO), pre-chirp technique for digital data transmission and wavelength-divisionmultiplexed (WDM) passive optical networks (PONs), all of which appear exceptionally
good performance. Finally, future work and projections of the technology are briefly
mentioned to encourage further study and development on this research topic.

_______________________________________

Professor Constance J. Chang-Hasnain
Dissertation Committee Chair
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Optical Injection Locking

1.1 BRIEF HISTORY OF INJECTION LOCKING
Optical injection locking of semiconductor lasers has been studied for more than two
decades and demonstrated as an efficient and robust technique to improve the spectral
and dynamic performance of a directly modulated diode laser. The concept “injection
locking” refers to a state when the frequency and phase of an oscillator, often known as
the slave oscillator, are locked via direct coupling or injection by another oscillator,
known as the master oscillator. This concept applies to all kinds of oscillators – from
mechanical oscillators to electronic oscillators and to optical oscillators, as one will see in
the brief history stated below.
The concept of injection locking was first observed and described by Huygens in
1665 [1]. He recorded the phenomenon that two pendulum clocks (mechanical
oscillators) hanging on the same wall could synchronize to each other even when they
started with different frequencies and phases (Figure 1.1). Van der Pol [2] used this
phenomenon to create forced oscillator circuit (electronic oscillators) in 1927. Adler [3]
further developed the technique in electronics and communications in 1945. In 1960s,
after the invention of lasers (optical oscillators), Stover and Steier [4] studied injection
locking on He-Ne lasers in 1966, which is considered the first demonstration of optical
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injection locking (OIL). Up to this point, no matter which type of oscillator is under
investigation, the primary interest was locking or synchronization of oscillator frequency
and phase. With the development of semiconductor diode lasers in the 80s, which
stimulated the revolutionary change in telecommunication technology, optical injection
locking as well entered a new era – additional properties of the laser were found to be
strongly dependent on external light injection, particularly the dynamic modulation
characteristics, which are critical for communication applications.

Figure 1.1 Christaan Huygens and his record
synchronization of two pendulum clocks in 1665 [5].

of

discovering

the

1.2 OPTICAL INJECTION LOCKING ON SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS
In the late 1970s, the emerging of semiconductor lasers started the revolution of
lightwave telecommunication. Numerous investigations were carried out to push the
performance, especially the modulation performance, of diode lasers, which would serve
as data transmitters in a communication link. Kobayashi and Kimura [6] reported the first
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demonstration of OIL in 1980 on an AlGaAs semiconductor laser, which showed
frequency stabilization. Iwashita and Nakagawa [7] subsequently demonstrated side
mode suppression of a Fabry-Perot laser diode by injection locking, turning a multimode
laser to a single-mode laser with much reduced mode partition noise. Lang [8] published
the first theory paper on injection locking of semiconductor lasers in 1982, which
established the theoretical framework, and later became the foundation of various
subsequent theoretical predictions and studies. Over the past two decades, significant
progress was made on numerical simulations and experimental demonstrations of chirp
reduction [9, 10, 11], modulation bandwidth enhancement [12-15], and broadband noise
reduction [12, 16, 17].
1.3 ADVANTAGES OF VERTICAL-CAVITY SURFACE-EMITTING LASERS
(VCSELS)
Optical injection locking was initially studied on Fabry-Perot lasers in the early
1980s as a technique to attain single-longitudinal-mode lasers [6] for improved
transmission performance in single-mode fibers (SMFs). As laser technology advances,
single-mode lasers, namely distributed feedback (DFB) lasers, became commercially
available. Then OIL was revisited as a technique to improve various dynamic
performances of these lasers rather than simply frequency selection and stabilization.
The vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) was invented by Iga in 1977
[18], and soon was proven to have a number of unique advantageous features over other
types of semiconductor lasers. For VCSELs, the electric field (light) is traveling and
bouncing in the vertical direction inside the laser cavity and emitting typically from the
top surface of the device as opposed to its edge-emitting counterpart where light moving
in the lateral direction and emitting from both facets on the sides. Figure 1.2 shows a
3

standard VCSEL structure. The active gain region composed of a few layers of quantum
wells are sandwiched between stacks of distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) serving as
high-reflectivity mirrors. Since the cavity length of VCSELs is in the order of 1 µm, the
large free spectral range (FSR) results in only one cavity mode in the gain spectrum,
producing excellent single-longitudinal-mode behavior. Single-transverse-mode emission
can be obtained at the same time by controlling the size of the laser aperture. The laser
beam emitting from the symmetric aperture is in a narrow circular shape with only a
small amount of divergence, which is ideal for direct fiber coupling. In addition, the
surface-normal geometry enables very cost-effective fabrication and wafer-scale testing
processes. Besides many well-known sensing and display applications, the economic
manufacturing together with the high-speed device design also made the VCSEL a
competitive candidate over copper and coax cables in various communication
applications, such as metropolitan area networks (MANs), local area networks (LANs)
passive optical networks (PONs), and radio over fiber (RoF) and so on.

Figure 1.2 Schematic showing a standard VCSEL structure.
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However, the thick DBR mirrors as well as the oxide layer around the active region
for current and light confinement create large device parasitic impedance, which severely
limits the speed of VCSELs under direct current modulation (< 20 GHz). Therefore, it is
expected that the modulation properties of VCSELs can be much improved to fit in
applications deploying devices with high-speed performance. Much effort has been put
into device design and engineering to increase the direct modulation speed of VCSELs.
Devices with modulation speed of 35 Gb/s are demonstrated at 980 nm [19] and 30 Gb/s
at 850 nm [20]. Wavelength at 1550 nm is much preferred for long-haul transmission due
to the low loss window of optical fiber as well as the maturity of the technology of other
link components. However, the nonlinear gain effect and the carrier transport lifetime of
the material system at 1550 nm are the main hurdles that prevent the modulation speed of
long-wavelength VCSELs being engineered even higher. As an alternative, optical
injection locking has been demonstrated as an effective technique to drastically improve
the dynamic performance of semiconductor lasers, particularly on the resonance
frequency and modulation bandwidth. Therefore, it is expected that by applying OIL, the
overall modulation characteristics of long-wavelength VCSELs can also be greatly
enhanced.
This dissertation studies the physical origin, modulation characteristics and various
applications of injection-locked VCSELs both theoretically and experimentally with
particular emphasis on high-speed performance for communications. Recent advances of
VCSELs under ultrahigh injection locking conditions are discussed with highlights on
one order of magnitude increase in resonance frequency, one order of magnitude
reduction in chirp, ~ 20 dB increase in both spur-free dynamic range (SFDR) and RF link
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gain, ~ 20 dB reduction in laser noise. A record high modulation bandwidth of 66 GHz is
also attained by injection locking a 10 GHz VCSEL. These properties can eventually lead
to a quantum leap on transmission distance or bandwidth. New applications of injection
locking for optoelectronic oscillators and wavelength-division-multiplexed passive
optical network (WDM-PON) systems are proposed and demonstrated. Finally, as
multimode (transverse mode) VCSELs become more and more appealing for short-reach
fiber-optic links, injection locking on multimode VCSELs is investigated, which shows
great potential on commercialization of the technique.
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Chapter 2
Basic Principles of Optical Injection Locking

Optical injection locking (OIL) refers to a technique of injecting light from one laser
(master) to another laser (slave) to result in an apparent locking condition of coherent
oscillation of the two lasers. Usually, the master laser is kept under continuous-wave
(CW) operation. As the roles of the two lasers are clearly defined, an isolation component
is usually in the configuration to achieve unidirectional locking. Figure 2.1 shows the
typical OIL experimental setup for either an edge-emitting laser or a surface-emitting
laser as a slave laser. An optical isolator or circulator will be used accordingly.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2.1 Typical experimental setups for (a) edge-emitting laser as a slave
laser (b) surface-emitting laser as a slave laser.
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2.1 OPTICAL-INJECTION-LOCKING RATE EQUATIONS
The dynamics of injection-locked slave laser can be described by injection-locking
rate equations. It was established by modifying the laser master equation within the
framework of the semiconductor laser theory developed by Lamb [21] in 1964.
For free-running lasers, based on the laser master equation, the laser field equation can be
written as

(2.1)
E(t) is the laser field, G is the gain from the active material inside the laser cavity, γ is the
loss including both material loss and mirror loss, which is equal to the inverse of the
photon lifetime 1/τp, and ω is the cavity resonance frequency. The laser field can be
written in a complex form. The amplitude equation together with the carrier conservation
equation for electrically injected diode lasers forms the well-known laser rate equations.
If

, then

(2.2

a,

b)
where N is the total carrier number in the active region, I is the injected current, q is the
electron charge, and τN is the carrier lifetime. Note that spontaneous emission term is not
included here, which can become important if transient is considered, especially when the
laser is being switched on and off.
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The first thorough theoretical study on OIL of semiconductor lasers was done by
Roy Lang [8] in 1982. By adding in the external light injection term, the master equation
changes to

(2.3)
where

and

are the complex fields

of the slave and the master laser.
In addition, as the external field enhances the stimulated emission inside the slave
laser cavity, which will reduce the carrier number N, the index of refraction, hence the
cavity resonance will be red shifted. This is represented by ω as a function of N in Eqn
(2.3). It will be seen in the next chapter that this cavity resonance shift plays a very
important role in the resonance frequency enhancement of an injection-locked laser under
direct modulation.
Plugging the complex form of both the injection field and the slave laser field into
the modified master equation and separating the real and imaginary parts using the master
laser phase as the reference, a set of three equations can be derived and they are the wellknown rate equations for an injection-locked laser [22].

(2.4 ac)
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where E(t) is the normalized the filed and E2(t) = S the total number of photons, Nth is the
threshold carrier number, Δω = ωinj – ωFR is the frequency difference between the master
and the slave laser, often refer to as the frequency detuning, φ(t) = φs(t) – Δωt – φinj(t) is
the relative phase between the master and the slave laser field, α is the linewidth
enhancement factor of the slave laser, κ = (vg/2L)(1–R)1/2 is the coupling coefficient of
the master light into the slave laser depending on the group velocity vg, the slave laser
cavity length L and its mirror reflectivity R, and finally G0 is the gain coefficient and can
be expressed as G0 = Γvg gn /Va with Γ as the confinement factor describing the overlap
between the laser electric field and the active region, vg as the group velocity of the field
inside the cavity, gn the differential gain and Va the volume of the active region.
This is a set of simplified rate equations as spontaneous emission, nonlinear gain
effects and the noise terms are neglected. However, it can be solved analytically with
some physical insights uncovered, which will help understand the dynamics of injection
locking as shown in the next subsection. If numerical simulation is to be performed on
these equations, all these terms can be included to achieve more accurate solutions as will
be shown in the following subsection. Also note that the phase equation, which did not
show up in the free-running case, is equally important now as compared to the field and
the carrier equations in Eqn set (2.4), indicating that OIL is a coherent process.
2.1.1 Analytical Solutions to OIL Rate Equations
The steady state solution (with subscript 0 to the symbol) can be obtained by setting
the time derivatives of the three rate equations to zeros. In the amplitude equation, by
setting the derivative of (2.4a) to zero, carrier number change can be related to the steady
state phase difference as
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.

(2.5)

Physically, the carrier density is decreased due to the enhanced stimulated emission
caused by the external light injection. Therefore, the condition that ΔN < 0 confines the
phase term to be 0 < cosφ0 < 1. In the phase equation, by setting the derivative of the
phase to zero and utilizing the equation for (ΔN), an expression of frequency detuning is
derived and given by

.

(2.6)

The boundaries of injection locking are given by the maximum and minimum of the
frequency detuning. By applying the constraints of the trigonometric functions on the
above equation, it is straightforward to get
and

.

Therefore, the range within which the slave laser can be locked by the master laser is

,

(2.7)

and the corresponding phase value is –π/2 < φ0 < 0.
However, the experimental detuning values are often presented in wavelength, and
the power ratio between the master laser and the slave laser is often referred to as the
injection ratio. The ratio of the injection field to the slave laser field can be expressed as
the square root of the power ratio of the two quantities. Therefore, the locking range can
be rewritten in terms of wavelength as
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(2.8)
where Δλ = λmaster – λslave, c is the speed of light, and Pinj / P0 is the injection ratio. It is
interesting to note that the locking range is asymmetric due to the linewidth enhancement
factor α. The physical origin of this asymmetry can be explained qualitatively as follows.
The external light injection reduces the carrier number, which will in turn reduce the gain
of the slave laser. Because the linewidth enhancement factor couples the gain and the
phase of the laser field, the gain variation results in a red-shift (shift to longer
wavelength) of the slave-cavity wavelength through α. Therefore, the slave laser tends to
be locked to a wavelength longer than its lasing wavelength.
A two-dimensional stability plot can be generated with wavelength / frequency
detuning as the vertical axis and injection ratio as the horizontal axis, which is usually
used to determine the locking condition, including injection regime and locking range.
Figure 2.2 shows such a plot both analytically and experimentally by plotting Eqn (2.8)
and measuring the injection ratio and locking range, respectively. Locking regimes can be
empirically separated into weak, moderate, strong and ultrahigh injection with injection
ratio in a range that is below -20 dB, between -20 and -10 dB, greater than, -10 dB, and
greater than 0 dB, respectively. The stronger the injection ratio is, the larger the locking
range is. This shows the increase of the robustness of the technique with increase of the
injection ratio. In addition, as will be shown in the following chapters, the dramatic
dynamic performance improvement of the slave laser occurs in the strong or ultrahighinjection regimes. Hence, these are the regimes where the experiments were performed
unless elsewhere stated.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2 Locking stability plot (a) calculated from Eqn (2.8) and (b)
measured from experiment.

However, a more rigorous control theory points out that the stability of a system that
is initially in the steady state is determined by the response of the system to a small
single-frequency perturbation. The system is defined as unstable if the perturbation gets
amplified, while the system is stable if the perturbation dies out quickly. Mathematically,
this can be examined by linearizing the rate equations (2.4) using small sinusoidal signal
as the perturbation. The eigenvalues of the linearized equations provides the stability
condition. The imaginary part of the eigenvalues represents the resonance frequency,
while the real part represents the associated damping. Therefore, a stable condition is
obtained if the damping term is negative. It is also equivalent to say that the stable
locking condition is obtained if all the eigenvalues are located on the left half of the
complex plane. Detailed derivation on the small-signal linearization of the rate equations
can be found in [22, 23]. A locking stability plot generated by this frequency domain
method together with the locking range defined by Eqn (2.8) is shown in Figure 2.3. The
asymmetry is caused by a large value of α = 5 used, which is usually the case for
13

VCSELs. There is a thin region on the blue detuning side (bottom in Figure 2.3) within
the locking range defined by Eqn (2.8) but is not stable according to the control theory
stated above. In this region, various nonlinear phenomena could take place, such as fourwave mixing, pulsation, and chaos. These effects have been studied by a number of
groups [24-27]. However, to achieve performance improvement, which is the main focus
here, usually the injection-locked laser is operated in the stable locking region.

Figure 2.3 Locking stability plot calculated from Eqn (2.8) (solid blue line)
and from frequency domain method (red dots). See Appendix A1.1 for
MATLAB code.

Experimentally, the locking condition is measured and monitored by an optical
spectrum analyzer (OSA). A stream of locking spectra is shown in Figure 2.4 at a
particular injection ratio but with various detuning values. It is interesting to see that in
the ultra-high-injection regime, even though the slave laser is injection-locked by the
master laser and is lasing at the master wavelength; the slave laser mode does not
completely disappear. The slave laser cavity-resonance mode can still be seen using a
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high-resolution OSA. A rule of thumb to judge the locking range in such a case is that the
slave-cavity mode is at least 30 dB below the master mode.

Figure 2.4 Experimentally measured optical spectra of injection locking at a
fixed ultra-high injection ratio but various detuning values over the locking
range.

An illustrative model to understand the injection-locking dynamics is the phasor
model developed by Henry et al. [28] in 1985. This model gives an intuitive description
of the coherence interaction between the photons of the two lasers. It also explains the
fact that the slave laser will lase at the master laser frequency under injection locking
even though the master laser frequency is detuned from the actual cavity resonance
frequency of the slave laser. A phasor diagram of a statically injection-locked laser field
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is shown in Figure 2.5. The free-running slave laser field is labeled by E0. When the slave
laser is injection-locked by a master laser field, the locked slave field vector rotates by
ΔωΔt during each time interval Δt due to the frequency difference between the master
and the slave laser, Δω, shown by the black arrow in Figure 2.5. In addition, the external
light field contributes to the field as shown by the dashed vector in Figure 2.5 (the
coordinate is chosen such that the real part of the electrical field is aligned with the
external field merely for calculation simplicity). However, due to the injected external
stimulated emission, the slave laser gain is reduced, thus its field amplitude. This
introduces the dotted vector shown in the phasor diagram. Therefore, the slave laser field
phasor returns to its original position, indicating a steady-state injection-locking
condition. It should be noted that the phasor diagram is consistent with the first two OIL
rate equations, (2.4a) for amplitude and (2.4b) for phase shown previously. It is also
worth mentioning that due to the linewidth enhancement factor and the gain reduction,
the slave laser cavity mode will be red shifted under OIL. This will be discussed in detail
in the following section.

Figure 2.5 Phasor diagram showing the dynamics of injection locking.
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2.1.2 Numerical Simulation of OIL Rate Equations
Instead of seeking for analytical solutions, numerical simulation can be performed on
the injection-locking rate equations. In this case, a comprehensive model including
nonlinear gain effects [29], such as carrier heating and spectral hole burning, and
spontaneous emission can be used to describe the locking process. The rate equations
used for numerical simulation are as follows

(2.9 a-c)
where S = S(t) is the total photon number, ε is the gain compression factor, β is the
spontaneous emission rate and B is the recombination coefficient.
Stable locking condition can be tested by solving the set of differential equations
numerically and examining the convergence of the results after a reasonably long time
period. A stability plot generated by the numerical method is shown in Figure 2.6.
The numerical method is a powerful tool that can simulate various modulation
properties of an injection-locked laser. For example, noise performance can be simulated
by adding the Langevin noise terms [30], small-signal frequency response [31] and the
nonlinearity [32] can be simulated by adding the modulation signal to the current term in
Eqn (2.9 c).
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Figure 2.6 Simulated locking stability plot using time domain method by
solving Eqn (2.9a-c). See Appendix A1.2 for MATLAB code.

2.2 PHYSICS OF OPTICAL-INJECTION-LOCKING DYNAMICS
Although the rate equations describe injection locking in a fairly accurate and
comprehensive way, they still do not sufficiently provide an intuitive picture to
understand the dynamics of the locking process. In this section, we combine the
analytical solutions to the rate equations with some experimental observations to try to
paint a picture showing the physics of OIL dynamics.
Figure 2.7(a) shows the optical spectra of an OIL VCSEL at various detuning values.
On the longer wavelength side, a small peak is observed corresponding to the amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) spectrum of the substantially red-shifted VCSEL cavity
mode due to the carrier reduction by external optical injection. These features change as
Δλ increases, as shown in a zoom-in picture on the cavity ASE peak in Figure 2.7(b). As
Δλ increases (master wavelength gets to the red side), the cavity resonance peak is more
suppressed and closer to the injection-locked lasing mode.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7 (a) Optical spectra of an OIL VCSEL at various detuning values.
(b) Zoom-in of the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) of the VCSEL
cavity at various detuning values.

All these experimental observations result from the dynamic coupling between
photons and carriers as well as their number change under external light injection. It can
be described by the OIL rate equations. From the steady-state solutions to Eqn set (2.4)
the steady-state phase as well as the carrier number change (Eqn (2.5), shown again here)
is deduced as shown below.

(2.5)

(2.10)
A simple inspection on the above equation shows that the carrier number of the slave
laser under external light injection is reduced. The underlying physics is that the
stimulated emission introduced by the external field depletes the carriers of the slave
laser. Therefore, the gain of the injection-locked slave laser is lower than its threshold
value, which makes the locked slave laser act essentially like a gain-clamped optical
19

amplifier. Furthermore, the gain level of the OIL laser amplifier can be tuned by the
wavelength detuning, Δλ, because the amount of carrier reduction increases with Δλ.
However, the stimulated emission from the master laser compensates the gain reduction
in the slave laser, and overall the injection-locked slave laser is lasing at the master
wavelength. Through the linewidth enhancement factor α, this gain reduction changes the
refractive index of the slave laser, thus the cavity resonance frequency. The cavity shift
was originally included in the rate equations and clearly pointed out in [22]. The amount
of the cavity resonance shift in wavelength can be derived as

(2.11)
As ΔN is always negative, the cavity resonance will be red-shifted. The steady-state
phase difference φ0 can be estimated roughly in the range (-π/2, 0) across the locking
range of Δλ according to Eqn (2.10). Therefore, on the blue detuning side, the carrier
number only has a small amount of reduction from the threshold value, whereas on the
red side, the reduction is larger according to Eqn (2.5). This trend can also be understood
by examining the gain reduction change compensated by the same amount of stimulated
emission from the master laser at different Δλ. The dynamics and its detuning
dependence are visualized in Figure 2.8. It is consistent with the experimental
observation shown in Figure 2.7. In essence, the injection-locked VCSEL cavity works as
an amplifier with a detuning-controlled gain level.
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Figure 2.8 Schematic of the gain/loss spectrum and the optical spectrum as
well as a flow chart to illustrate the OIL dynamic process and its detuning
dependence.

2.3 FABRY-PEROT AMPLIFIER MODEL
Based on the understanding presented in the previous section, the injection-locked
VCSEL can be modeled as a simple Fabry-Perot amplifier consisting of two mirrors and
active media in between, whose gain level is controlled by the detuning value. To
experimentally verify this model, the optical reflection spectrum of a VCSEL amplifier as
well as the OIL VCSEL can be measured.
The experimental setup of measuring the reflection spectrum of a VCSEL amplifier
and the measurement results are shown in Figure 2.9. By illuminating the light from a
broadband optical source, such as an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), onto the
VCSEL then collecting the reflected light, the reflection spectrum of a VCSEL amplifier
at various bias, hence gain levels, below lasing threshold (Ith = 0.6 mA) can be measured
21

using an OSA. It is interesting to notice that a minimum reflection power occurs at the
cavity transparency (I = 0.32 mA for this particular device), where the material gain (γ) is
equal to the material loss (αi), so that the active cavity is equivalent to a cold cavity
without any gain medium. Therefore, bias level above cavity transparency is the gain
regime (γ > αi), whereas bias level below cavity transparency is the loss regime (γ < αi).
Because of the linewidth enhancement factor, the resonance red shifts as the bias level
decreases. This can be calculated simply from the multiple reflections between the two
mirrors of the Fabry-Perot amplifier structure. A detailed derivation can be found in [33].
Transmission matrix simulation of a VCSEL amplifier structure generates the same result
[34].

Figure 2.9 Experimental setup and measurement results of the reflection
spectra of a VCSEL amplifier at various bias (gain) levels.

Knowing the reflection characteristics of a VCSEL amplifier, one can measure the
reflection spectra of an OIL VCSEL and verify that the cavity mode exhibits similar
22

features. The setup and the results are shown in Figure 2.10. The master light and the
broadband light are combined at a 50/50 combiner and shun onto the VCSEL, which is
biased above threshold now. Similar as shown in Figure 2.7, the cavity resonance can be
observed on the longer wavelength side of the master mode. As detuning increases, the
carrier number is reduced further, hence larger reduction in gain level. By examining the
zoom-in of the cavity mode reflection as a function of detuning shown in the inset, it is
clear that the OIL VCSEL possesses similar characteristics as a VCSEL amplifier. This
measurement experimentally proves that the VCSEL becomes a gain-clamped detuningcontrolled amplifier under injection locking.

Figure 2.10 Experimental setup and measurement results of the reflection
spectra of an OIL VCSEL at various detuning (gain) values.
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As will be seen in later chapters, this amplifier model can effectively provide some
intuitive understandings thus explanations of the modulation performance improvement
of OIL VCSELs, such as the resonance frequency enhancement (Chapter 3) and negative
chirp by data pattern inversion (Chapter 4).
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Chapter 3
Small-Signal Modulation Characteristics

There is an ever-increasing demand of very high-speed, low-cost optical transmitters
to transmit analog and digital signals over optical fibers. High-speed transmitters are
enabling components for not only the RF and millimeter-wave applications, but also next
generation 100-Gb/s Ethernet and local area networks (LANs). Over the past ten years,
much effort has been put into developing wide-bandwidth lasers and modulators. Devices
working at wavelength around 1.55 µm are preferred due to more mature technologies of
the link and other components. In a typical laser, the relaxation oscillation (resonance)
frequency is a figure-of-merit that is a necessary but not sufficient condition for
determining its maximum direct modulation bandwidth. The resonance frequency of
directly modulated diode lasers at 1.55 µm has been demonstrated up to 30 GHz
measured from a multiple-quantum-well laser [35] as well as a DBR laser [36]. Practical
limitations, including laser heating and gain compression [29], limit the maximum
resonance frequency. Furthermore, increased damping at higher resonance frequencies
limit the maximum bandwidth to 30-40 GHz [35, 36]. On the other hand, the external
modulators are demonstrated with impressive achievements. Up to 105 GHz and 150
GHz modulation have been shown on a Ti:LiNbO3 traveling wave modulator [37] and a
polymer electro-optic modulator [38], respectively. However, the half-wave voltage, Vπ,
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is currently still very high, making it difficult for system applications. Long-term stability
of polymer materials is still undergoing development. In addition, overall design and
fabrication process of these devices are complex and costly. Therefore, a very highspeed, direct-modulated laser is highly desirable for the rapidly growing applications.
Optical injection locking (OIL) has been shown as a very effective technique to
increase the laser resonance frequency [23, 39]. A record resonance frequency of 72 GHz
was reported on a directly modulated injection-locked DFB laser [23]. High-speed
VCSELs are also of great interests for many short-haul communication systems due to
their cost-effective fabrication and simple testing process. Although the modulation speed
of 1.55-µm VCSELs is limited by device parasitics to < 20 GHz, the dynamic
performance can be drastically improved by applying strong optical injection locking [39,
40]. Small-signal frequency response of a laser is the standard measurement to
characterize the laser resonance frequency as well as the modulation bandwidth. In this
chapter, small-signal characteristics of an OIL VCSEL are studied thoroughly and
systematically with the focus on high-speed performance. Physical explanations using the
amplifier model developed in Chapter 2 are also discussed.
3.1 RESONANCE FREQUENCY ENHANCEMENT
3.1.1 Experimental Demonstration
One of the predictions made by the OIL theory is that injection locking can increase
the resonance frequency of a directly modulated laser, and it was published by a number
of groups independently [12, 22, 31]. Experimental results demonstrated at the same
time. Systematic experimental study has been done on 1.55-µm VCSELs [39, 40] in the
ultra-high injection regime. As mentioned in the previous chapter, there are two
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parameters, injection ratio and detuning, to control the locking condition. Therefore,
small-signal frequency response is usually examined as a function of both parameters.
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.1. A commercial DFB laser is used as
the master laser with maximum output power ~ 40 mW. The VCSEL is single-mode (side
polarization mode suppression ratio > 40 dB) at 1.55 µm with buried tunnel junction
(BTJ) structure designed for high-speed operation (3-dB bandwidth of ~ 10 GHz) [41].
The threshold current is 0.6 mA, and the output power is > 1 mW. The VCSEL is
mounted on a copper block and temperature controlled by thermal electric coolers
(TECs). The emitted light is coupled into tapered fiber, hence can be injection-locked
through an optical circulator. Polarization controller is used to match the master
polarization to the VCSEL preferred polarization to maximize the locking stability.
Biasing and modulation signals are delivered to the VCSELs through high-speed 1-mm
coaxial microwave signal-ground probe. A small amount of the output light is sent to an
optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) to monitor the locking condition. The majority of the
light is detected by a photo-detector (PD) with 3-dB bandwidth of 84 GHz. A 110-GHz
vector network analyzer (VNA), Agilent N5250A, is used to test the small-signal
frequency response. All the frequency response shown in Figure 3.1 is corrected for RF
cable loss only. The VCSEL parasitic response is not de-embedded.
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Figure 3.1 Experimental Setup. (VNA: vector network analyzer, PD: photodetector, OSA: optical spectrum analyzer)

Detuning dependence is tested by keeping the injection ratio at a fixed value within
strong or ultra-high injection regime and varying the master wavelength. Figure 3.2
shows the frequency response and optical spectra of the VCSEL at various detuning
values under a constant external light injection of 16 dB. Free-running response is also
shown as a reference. The VCSEL is biased at 2 mA (3.3×Ith) with 0.43 mW output
power and a 6-GHz resonance frequency. As the master wavelength is tuned from
detuning values (Δλ) of -0.748 nm to -0.906 nm as shown in Figure 3.2(b), the resonance
peak increases from 92 GHz to 107 GHz with a reduced damping factor. The resonance
frequency of 107 GHz sets the record for directly modulated diode laser so far. However,
this number is currently limited by the measurement instrument but not any fundamental
physics. Correspondingly, the cavity mode shown in the optical spectra is suppressed as
Δλ increases. It is interesting but also important to note that the frequency spacing
between the master mode and the cavity mode in the optical domain corresponds to the
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resonance frequency in the electric / radio frequency (RF) domain. This discovery can be
explained very well by the amplifier model as one will see in the next section.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2 (a) Frequency response and (b) optical spectra of an OIL VCSEL
at various detuning values. A record resonance frequency of 107 GHz is
shown. The master laser wavelength is tuned. The frequency spacing
between the master mode and the cavity mode in the optical domain is equal
to the resonance frequency in the electric domain.

In strong or ultra-high injection regime, first-order approximation of the linearized
rate equations shows that the square of the enhanced resonance frequency of an injectionlocked laser is in a linear relationship with the injection ratio [23, 42]:

(3.1)
This indicates that an OIL laser resonance frequency is dominated by the injection ratio
and continues to increase under stronger injection.
The injection ratio dependence of the frequency response is obtained varying the
master laser power. Figure 3.3 shows the frequency response and optical spectra of the
OIL VCSEL at different injection ratio levels. At each injection ratio, the detuning is
adjusted slightly so that the RF gain of the resonance peak is about ~ 20 dB (thus a
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similar damping factor). Correspondingly, in the optical domain, shown in Figure 3.3(b),
the cavity modes for different injection ratio conditions are all aligned with similar
optical gain. As shown theoretically above in Eqn (3.1), the maximum resonance
frequency enhancement increases with injection ratio. Therefore, even higher resonance
frequency is expected with a higher injection ratio. However, the ultimate limit of the
resonance frequency remains an interesting, important, and unanswered question.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3 Frequency response and (b) optical spectra of an OIL VCSEL at
various injection ratios. The resonance frequency increases with injection
ratio.

If combine the trend in both detuning and injection ratio dependence, it is clear that
to achieve high-resonance frequency, the locking condition should be in a high injection
ratio regime with a small wavelength detuning (master wavelength on the blue side
relative to the slave laser). Furthermore, by adjusting injection ratio and detuning
independently, one can customize the frequency response to have a desired shape of laser
transfer function.
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3.1.2 Physical Explanation of Resonance Enhancement Using the Fabry-Perot
Amplifier Model
The detuning-dependent behavior of the frequency response shown in Figure 3.2(a)
was repeatedly observed, not only on OIL VCSELs but also on other types of injectionlocked lasers. Although the small-signal modeling using OIL rate equations provides
excellent agreement with the measurement, a physically intuitive explanation that is
critical to further the understanding is still in need. In this section, we show a hybrid
model using the OIL rate equations as the foundation, and then incorporate the amplifier
model developed in Chapter 2 to explain the properties of small-signal frequency
response of an OIL laser, especially its resonance frequency enhancement and detuning
dependence.
When the frequency response of an injection-locked laser is being measured, the
modulation sidebands (ωm) scan over a certain frequency range beside the master mode
as shown in Figure 3.4. The sidebands, which work like probes, replicate the features of
the VCSEL amplifier gain profile and represent it in the RF domain after detection.
Therefore, major features including the gain of the resonance peak and the frequency at
which the resonance peak is located in the RF domain, as functions of the detuning,
should follow those of the cavity mode in the optical domain. To verify these strong
correlations, hence the physical origin of the resonance enhancement, optical spectra and
the frequency response of an OIL VCSEL are simulated using an F-P amplifier model.
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Figure 3.4 Schematic optical spectrum of a modulated OIL laser. The
modulation frequency ωm is being scanned when frequency response
measurement is performed.

A simple F-P amplifier structure is shown in Figure 3.5, which consists of two
mirrors and active media in between. A reflection spectrum can be obtained from
multiple reflections between the front and back mirror,

.

(3.2)

Figure 3.5 A simple F-P amplifier model used to simulate the OIL VCSEL.
Ei is the incident light field, Er is the reflected light field, L is the cavity
length, r1 and r2 are the mirror field reflectivity, γ and αi are the gain and the
distributed loss of the active medium.

By calculating the reflection spectrum of the two optical sidebands, the RF response
in the frequency domain will be attained accordingly. The optical spectrum, which
measures the intensity of the field, is the norm square of Eqn (3.2). The frequency
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response in the RF domain, including contributions from both the lower and the upper
sidebands, can be expressed as

.

(3.3)

From a particular injection-locking condition, with a known injection ratio and a
detuning value, one can calculate the carrier density reduction from Eqn (2.5). This
determines the gain of the slave laser through γ = gn(Nth + ΔN), where gn is the
differential gain, and the threshold carrier density, Nth, can be obtained from the threshold
gain γth = αi – (1/L)lnr1r2. The cavity resonance shift is attained through Eqn (2.11). This
needs to be taken into account when computing the frequency of the modulation
sidebands ωlower and ωupper relative to the cavity resonance as labeled in Figure 3.4, thus
obtaining RF response from interactions of both sidebands with the cavity mode.
Therefore, the phase of the two sidebands needed in Eqn 3.2 are

(3.4 a)

(3.4 b)

The flow chart of the modeling process is shown in Figure 3.6 as a reference.
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Figure 3.6 Flow chart of the simulation process of a hybrid model using both
steady-state solutions to OIL rate equations and the Fabry-Perot amplifier
structure.
Table 3.1 Parameters for simulations using the amplifier model.

r1

99.5%

r2

99.9%

L

1 µm

αi

10 cm-1

λ0

1550 nm

vg 8.3×107 m/s

Top mirror field
reflectivity
Bottom mirror field
reflectivity
Cavity length
Material distributed
loss

rinj

0.65

Field injection ratio

g

3×10-16 cm2

Differential gain

κ

1012 s-1

Coupling rate

γth

70.13 cm-1

Threshold gain value

Emission wavelength

Nth 2.34×1017 cm-3

Index = 3.6, vg = c/n

α

6

Threshold carrier
density
Linewidth
enhancement factor

Simulation is performed based on this modeling framework. The values of the
parameters are carefully chosen and listed in Table 3.1 so that they resemble the actual
values used in the experiment. The simulated optical spectra and frequency response are
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shown in Figure 3.7. As Δλ increases, from -0.35, -0.15 to 0 nm, the carrier density
reduces further, resulting in a more and more suppressed amplifier peak. This reduced
amplifier peak manifests itself in the RF domain as a more damped resonance peak.
Hence, strong correlation between the VCSEL cavity quality factor (Q), the bandwidth of
the ASE spectrum and the damping of the RF response are clearly illustrated. In addition,
the carrier density reduction further red-shifts the slave cavity mode. However, the
overall spacing between the master and the slave laser cavity mode is reduced. This
spacing in fact determines the resonance frequency. And the resonance frequency is
reduced as Δλ is increased.

Figure 3.7 Simulated optical spectra and frequency response of an OIL
VCSEL at three detuning conditions. (FR: free-running, SL: slave laser, ML:
master laser) See Appendix A1.3 for MATLAB code.

Figure 3.8 replots the experimental optical spectra and their corresponding smallsignal modulation response shown previously in Figure 3.2 to compare with the
simulation results. The experimental results in Figure 3.8 agree well with the simulation
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results in Figure 3.7, expect the overall efficiency declination of the RF response, which
is due to the parasitic response of the VCSEL (bandwidth ~ 10 GHz).

Figure 3.8 Measured optical spectra and frequency response of an OIL
VCSEL at three detuning conditions. The frequency response is raw data
without removing detector responsivity, and VCSEL parasitics (estimated
cutoff at 10 GHz).

A more convincing and interesting observation is the double-resonance on the
frequency response as shown in Figure 3.9. The two resonance peaks correspond to the
two polarization modes of the VCSEL [43], which are typically 0.3-0.4 nm apart. The
master polarization is aligned with the slave lasing mode M1. As labeled in both optical
spectrum and the frequency response, the optical mode spacing corresponds to the
resonance frequency of both polarization modes. Furthermore, since M2 is not the lasing
mode, it possesses a much lower gain, resulting in a broader and more damped peak in
the optical domain as well as in the RF domain. This concurs with the amplifier model
presented here.
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Figure 3.9 Measured optical spectrum and frequency response showing a
double-resonance phenomenon. The two resonance peaks are due to the two
polarization modes of the VCSEL under strong injection locking.

3.2 INTRINSIC MODULATION BANDWIDTH ENHANCEMENT
All the results of the frequency response measurement shown in the previous section
(the rest of the chapter too unless otherwise stated) are raw data with at most only cable
loss calibrated. Therefore, the measured frequency response is the total response of the
entire system, including the laser intrinsic response (determined by the relaxation
oscillation frequency – exchange between carriers and photons), laser parasitic response
(determined by the parasitic resistance and capacitance – RC), packaging response (e.g.
the bonding wires of the VCSEL), and also the response of the detector, cables,
connectors, bias Tees and the testing instrument itself (network analyzer). However, to
reveal the features and trends caused by OIL on the laser modulation behavior, only the
intrinsic response is of interest here [44]. Since it is usually buried in the parasitic
response of the whole system, a set of proper procedures need to be developed to de-
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embed the intrinsic response. The procedures described below are similar as presented in
[45], but for calibrating an OIL laser response instead of a free-running laser response.
The measured transfer function can be written as the product of system parasitic
response and the laser intrinsic response. The system parasitic response lumps together
all the components response (RC, packaging, cable, detector, etc) other than the laser
intrinsic response. The OIL laser intrinsic response can be obtained by doing small-signal
analysis on the rate equations [23]. The square on the transfer function comes from the
fact that power is being measured in the experiment while the transfer function is defined
using voltage.
(3.5 a)

(3.5 b)
In the experiment, power is usually presented in logarithmic scale. So Eqn (3.5a) can be
written as
.

(3.6)

So the question here is how one can remove the parasitic response from the measured
system response without knowing it either experimentally or mathematically to obtain the
intrinsic OIL laser response. Based on the expression in Eqn (3.6), the procedures of deembedding are stated below with the assistance of the flow chart shown in Figure 3.10.
First, system response curves at different locking conditions are measured
experimentally in logarithmic scale labeled as 20logHs1, … 20logHsN. It is reasonable to
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assume the system parasitic response stays the same while injection-locking condition
(detuning, injection ratio) is being changed since it is mainly from passive electronic
components. Then if one takes the difference of any two of the system response curves,
the system parasitic term will be cancelled out as shown below.

(3.7)
Since the expression of the transfer function of an injection-locked laser is known, one
can use the right-hand side of Eqn (3.7) (mathematical expression) to curve-fit the lefthand side of it (measured raw data). From the fitting, parameters such as fz, fp, fr, and γ for
each locking condition are available. Next, by plugging these parameters back to Eqn
(3.5b), laser intrinsic response for each locking condition is obtained. Now if one
subtracts the intrinsic response from the raw data as
,

(3.8)

the system parasitic is attained. If this process is repeated for any combination of the two
measured curves, the system parasitic is finally taken as an average of all of the parasitic
response generated. Then, one can subtract this averaged parasitic response from the raw
data to get the parasitic-removed OIL laser intrinsic response. Finally, curve-fitting of
this de-embedded response is performed to grab important fitting parameters such as fz,
fp, fr, and γ etc., and also to check if the whole process is consistent.
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Figure 3.10 Flow chart of the de-embedding procedures to obtain OIL laser
intrinsic response. See Appendix A1.4 for MATLAB code.

Comparing the measured system response curves with the de-embedded ones in
Figure 3.10, it is obvious that the intrinsic response reveals the detuning dependence
much more clearly.
The de-embedding process on frequency response is sometimes controversial,
because the actual 3-dB bandwidth without de-embedding is the determining factor for
the data rate in a digital fiber-optic link though the de-embedded response shows a highresonance frequency and a flat response. However, the total response can be improved by
engineering the laser and the system parasitics.
3.3 CASCADED OPTICAL INJECTION LOCKING FOR BROADBAND
MODULATION
As pointed out already previously that the resonance enhancement not necessarily
results in bandwidth enhancement which actually determines how fast the laser can be
modulated for communication systems. One factor that bottlenecks the 3-dB bandwidth
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of an injection-locked laser is the device parasitics. However, this is not a fundamental
limit and can be engineered by modern laser device design. Another factor, which is more
closely related to OIL itself, is the 3rd pool of the transfer function introduced by the
nonlinear process [23]. A detailed examination of the OIL rate equations shows that the
intrinsic bandwidth can be greatly increased by increasing the DC bias of the slave laser
in absence of the RC parasitics of the slave laser [44]. In this section, we present a
comprehensive study on a cascaded optical injection locking (COIL) technique, which
cleverly leverages the resonance amplification using two slave lasers to achieve a wide
and tailorable modulation bandwidth in spite of the existence of the RC parasitics of the
slave laser.
3.3.1 Slave-Modulated Cascaded Optical Injection Locking
The resonance frequency enhancement of an OIL laser is primarily due to the redshifted cavity resonance of the slave laser, which resulted in the amplification of the
modulation sideband of either the master or the slave laser as explained in section 3.1.2.
The frequency difference between the injection-locked laser mode (same as the master
mode) and the cavity mode corresponds to the resonance frequency in the RF domain. If
we extend the typical OIL configuration by adding one more slave laser, injection-locked
by the same master laser but with a different detuning, an even larger difference between
the OIL mode and the cavity mode can be achieved. Hence a second resonance peak is
created in the modulation response at an even higher frequency.
This cascaded OIL (COIL) idea is schematically illustrated in Figure 3.11. The first
slave laser, colored in blue, is injection-locked and directly modulated, while the second
slave laser, colored in red, is kept under CW operation while injection-locked by the
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output of the first stage. The slave laser is lasing at the master mode when it is injectionlocked shown in gray, while its cavity resonance is red-shifted and exhibit amplified
spontaneous emission in the optical spectrum, shown in blue and red for the first stage
and the second stage, respectively. When the modulation lower sideband (with lower
frequency) scans over the cavity mode and experiences the amplification, a resonance
peak shows up in the frequency response at the frequency corresponding to the spacing
between the OIL mode and the cavity mode as labeled in the Figure 3.11. Since the
resonance peak is due to the amplification of the sideband by the slave laser cavity, a
second resonance peak exhibits even though the second slave laser is not modulated.
Therefore, by repeatedly utilizing the cavity effect based on the understanding of OIL
dynamics, it is promising to achieve high-speed devices using COIL.

Figure 3.11 A schematic explaining the idea of cascaded optical injection
locking (COIL).
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Experiments are performed to verify the COIL idea. The measurement setup is
shown in Figure 3.12. All the devices, components and measurement instruments are the
same as shown in Figure 3.1 except two VCSELs are used here.

Figure 3.12 Experimental setup. Orange lines are optical paths, while blue
lines are electrical paths. (ML: master laser, PC: polarization controller,
OSA: optical spectrum analyzer, VNA: vector network analyzer, PD:
photodetector.)

It has been demonstrated in section 3.1.1 that the frequency response of an injectionlocked laser can be tailored by adjusting the wavelength detuning (λmaster – λslave) between
the master and the slave laser. On the blue detuning side (λmaster < λslave), the frequency
response possesses a sharp resonance peak at a high frequency, but usually associated
with a droop in the middle frequencies [44]. According to OIL dynamics, a third pole in
the transfer function, which can be derived from injection-locking rate equations, causes
a significant reduction in the modulation response between low frequencies and the
resonance peak. Therefore, even though the resonance frequency can be maximized in
this condition, the modulation bandwidth is limited at a relatively low frequency. On the
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red detuning side (λmaster > λslave), however, the response is flatter and the resonance peak
is damped, but at a lower frequency. This would help obtain a better performance in
terms of modulation bandwidth, but the ultimate limit is reduced. Therefore, based on the
detuning dependence stated above, there could be two possible configurations to realize
COIL, both with the purpose to widen the bandwidth.
If one follows the concept described in Figure 3.11 directly, the second stage should
be detuned to generate a resonance peak at a higher frequency, thus extending the
bandwidth even further. In this case, to alleviate the bandwidth limit caused by the third
pole of the first stage, OIL on the first stage should be kept at a red detuning condition to
attain a flat response. It should also be noted that the resonance frequency enhancement
of OIL laser is determined by the injection ratio (Pmaster / Psalve), the second VCSEL needs
to be locked with a higher power. However, due to coupling and other link loss, the
master laser power is usually significantly reduced when it reaches the second stage.
Therefore, to maintain a high injection ratio for the second stage, the second VCSEL
needs to be biased at a low current level, thus emitting less power.
Figure 3.13 shows the frequency response. Dashed gray line is the response from the
first OIL stage only, under an injection ratio of ~14 dB. Since it is red-detuned, no severe
droop is observed. Then the second VCSEL is injection-locked with an injection ratio of
~ 16 dB. As expected, the response of two-stage OIL is ameliorated as shown in the solid
red line, and a 3-dB bandwidth of 66 GHz is achieved. This is the highest bandwidth
reported of a direct modulated semiconductor laser so far, to the best of our knowledge.
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Figure 3.13 Frequency response of COIL. The first modulated VCSEL is
red-detuned to provide a flat response while the second VCSEL is locked at a
longer wavelength to extend the bandwidth. 3-dB bandwidth of 66 GHz is
obtained.

On the other hand, the first stage can be detuned to the blue side to reach a high
resonance frequency, and then the second stage is utilized to compensate the efficiency
reduction in the middle frequencies caused by the third pole. The frequency response is
shown in Figure 3.14. Figure 3.14(a) shows the frequency response of both one-stage
(dashed gray) and two-stage (solid red) OIL VCSELs. The first VCSEL is modulated as
well as injection-locked by the master laser with an injection ratio of ~ 12.5 dB and a
blue detuning so that the resonance peak is pronounced at 60 GHz as indicated by the
gray dashed line. However, the modulation efficiency drops about 20 dB up to 40 GHz.
As the second VCSEL is biased and injection-locked by the output of the first stage with
an injection ratio ~11 dB and a proper detuning value, a second peak shows up at a
frequency between DC and the first resonance peak, and helps increase the modulation
efficiency dramatically in the middle frequencies. Similarly as the first stage, the exact
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location and damping of the second peak can be tuned by adjusting the injection ratio and
the detuning value of the second stage. Even though the response is improved by putting
in a second VCSEL, the 3-dB bandwidth is still limited by the fast roll-off due to the third
pole from the first OIL stage. However, there are totally four parameters, injection ratios
and detuning values of two OIL stages, can be tuned to tailor the overall response. If the
master laser can be red-detuned for the first stage to relive the dipping at frequencies
below the resonance, the compensation brought in by the second stage can be more
effective. This is shown in Figure 3.14(b) as the first stage is detuned to exhibit a flatter
and damped response. And then with the assist from the second stage, a 3-dB bandwidth
of 50 GHz is achieved.

Figure 3.14 Frequency response of COIL. (a) The first modulated VCSEL is
blue-detuned. Cascading effect is clearly shown by the two resonance peaks.
(b) The first modulated VCSEL is red-detuned. A flat response with 3-dB
bandwidth of 50 GHz is achieved.

Therefore, as demonstrated above, the first configuration starts with a flat response
of the first stage and extends the bandwidth by adding in a second stage. In this case, the
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second slave laser needs to be locked at a longer wavelength to provide the extra
bandwidth, which in turn desires a higher injection ratio. Alternatively, the second
configuration takes the advantage of the large resonance frequency on the blue detuning
side and uses the second stage to compensate the drop in the middle frequencies, thus
resulting in an overall wide-bandwidth response. So the first slave laser is locked at a
longer wavelength relative to the second one, which requires a higher injection ratio for
the first OIL stage. Both configurations show very impressive improvement on the
bandwidth enhancement, even though the first one shows larger bandwidth than the
second one (66 GHz vs. 50 GHz), but with higher injection ratio too. They open up great
flexibility and tunability for COIL to be employed as an effective technique for highspeed applications.
3.3.2 Master-Modulated Cascaded Optical Injection Locking
The previous section demonstrate impressive bandwidth enhancement when the
modulation signal is directly applied to the first OIL slave laser stage. Now let’s
scrutinize the cascaded configuration shown in Figure 3.12 once more. The modulation
signal is actually applied to the two VCSELs in slightly different ways. For the first
stage, modulation is applied to the slave laser directly through bias current. However, for
the second stage, it is actually kept in CW operation, and the modulation signal is
provided by the master light. Since no conspicuous difference is seen from the
measurement results of the two stages which have different sources of the modulation
signal, one would expect that the COIL system would enhance the bandwidth for a
completely master-modulated configuration as well.
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The revised setup is shown in Figure 3.15. Since the DFB laser used in the
experiment is a high-power CW laser, which cannot be directly modulated, a MachZehnder Modulator (MZM) is used to deliver the signal onto the master light which will
in turn injection-lock the two VCSELs. The rest of the setup remains the same.

Figure 3.15 Experimental setup of master-modulated COIL. MZM: MachZehnder modulator.

Figure 3.16 shows the frequency response. The dashed dark line shows the link
response without any OIL-VCSELs. Since the measurement system and components
other than the modulator have a much larger bandwidth, the MZM shows a 3-dB
bandwidth of 25 GHz. When the first VCSEL is turned on and injection-locked by the
modulated master light, the modulation response is enhanced and bandwidth increases to
36 GHz. Adding a second OIL-VCSEL, the bandwidth is further increased to 47 GHz.
The two resonance peaks (first one is more damped) clearly seen in the total frequency
response are due the RF amplification from the two shifted VCSEL cavities. The shape of
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the resonance peaks and total response can be tailored by adjusting the injection power as
well as the detuning values of the two VCSELs as mentioned previously.

Figure 3.16 Frequency response of master-modulated COIL where signal is
from external modulation of the master light. Bandwidth of ~ 47 GHz is
achieved using two OIL-VCSELs.

3.3.3 Scaling Using a Daisy Chain Structure
This cascading idea can be simply extended by attaching more slave lasers in a daisy
chain structure as long as the master laser has enough power to stably lock the slave laser
that has the largest detuning value, as shown schematically in Figure 3.17. If we assume
that all the frequency response curves shown in Figure 3.3 (injection ratio dependence)
can be cascaded together, it is not hard to imagine that the system has the scaling-up
potential to eventually reach ultra-wide band modulation (> 100 GHz).
In such a multi-stage scenario, to further simplify the structure and reduce the size
and the cost, the circulators could be possibly replaced by power splitters between
different stages. Integration of all the slave lasers on a same chip might be considered as
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a more practical solution. For an integrated device, the modulation signal can be applied
simultaneously to all the slave lasers rather than only to the first stage. This would
provide equal distribution of the RF signal to all the devices, thus avoiding the loss of the
signal during transmission from one stage to another. Therefore, the modulation
efficiency may possibly be enhanced, especially at high frequencies. There is also no
restriction on the laser types for COIL to be implemented even though it is demonstrated
on VCSELs. Edge-emitting lasers, or perhaps even micro-ring lasers could also be
employed.

Figure 3.17 Schematic of a multiple COIL transmitter with optical spectra
and frequency response shown after each cascaded stage. The modulation
signal can be applied to the master laser or directly to the first slave laser
only or to all the slave lasers simultaneously for an integrated device. (ML:
master laser, SL: slave laser)
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Chapter 4
Large-Signal Modulation Characteristics

The development of optical fiber communication, which enables the pervasive
accessibility of the Internet, has been revolutionary. Long transmission distance, large
data capacity and cost-effective architecture of fiber-optic networks have become
necessary features to carry the fast-growing information traffic worldwide. Directmodulated semiconductor lasers have magnificent advantages over external modulators
as a light transmitter because they are 107 smaller on size and 105 lower on power
consumption. Before these devices can be deployed in a data link to transmit digital
signals, knowing the large-signal modulation characteristics of them are of great
importance in addition to the small-signal frequency response characteristics discussed in
the previous chapter. For large-signal modulation, new parameters and figures-of-merit
need to be investigated to gauge the device and link performance, such as extinction ratio,
dispersion, chirp, bit-error-rate, power penalty etc. In this chapter, we will be focusing on
chirp reduction and chirp management on a direct-modulated VCSEL using optical
injection locking. Some of the other issues will be addressed in Chapter 6 when digital
applications are discussed.
In digital fiber-optic network, high bit rate (data transmission speed) and long
transmission distance (without an amplifier) are always desired at the same time.
However, the physics that governs the modulated light transmitting through fibers,
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unfortunately, does not allow high bit rate and long distance to be achieved
simultaneously on a directly modulated laser because of chromatic dispersion from the
glass fiber and frequency chirping from the device [46-48]. Chromatic dispersion or more
precisely group-velocity dispersion (GVD) in a lightwave system is caused by a variation
in the group velocity of an optical pulse in a fiber with changes in the optical frequency.
In 1550-nm standard single-mode fiber (SSMF), the short wavelength (blue) components
of the pulse travel faster than the longer wavelength (red) components. In short-reach
networks, to construct a cost-effective high-speed infrastructure, direct-modulated
semiconductor lasers, especially VCSELs, are often deployed as data transmitters, which
will generate optical pulses with positive frequency chirp – optical frequency shifts to
blue on the rising edge, while red on the falling edge [46-48]. Therefore, such a pulse
broadens rapidly as it travels down a 1550-nm SSMF due to GVD, and by the time it
reaches the receiver, it may have spread over several bit periods and causes detection
errors as illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 Input pulse with positive chirp will be broadened monotonically
as it propagates along 1550-nm standard single-mode fiber (SSMF), because
high frequency (blue) components travel faster than low frequency (red)
components. Transmission distance is severely limited by pulse broadening.

There are multiple ways to amend this problem, such as different techniques applied
to the transmitter, the transmission link (fiber), and the receiver. Dispersion compensation
on the link employs dispersion-shifted or dispersion-compensated fiber [49, 50], and
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compensation on the receiver is typically accomplished by electronic equalization
techniques [51]. For the transmitter, external modulator has been used as an alternative to
impose data onto the light carrier despite their bulky size and high cost; pre-chirp
techniques using modified modulation formats are also demonstrated [52, 53]; and chirpmanaged direct-modulated laser (CML) has recently drawn great attention with their
longest transmission distance (> 200 km) reported [54]. It was also demonstrated that
optical injection locking could also effectively reduce laser frequency chirping under
direct modulation [55, 56]. In this chapter, we will examine the origin of laser frequency
chirping, and explore how OIL can help reduce chirp and even change the polarity of
chirp to serve the pre-chirp function.
4.1 CHIRP REDUCTION
4.1.1 Frequency Chirping of Semiconductor Lasers
Since frequency chirping exhibits universally for all kinds of semiconductor lasers
and severely limits the transmission distance of direct-modulated laser, studies on the
origin of chirp dated back to the mid 80s [46-48]. This can be understood by the
schematic illustration in Figure 4.2. If the current of a diode laser is modulated by a
certain data pattern, the carrier density, which is pumped up by the current, follows the
same pattern accordingly. Therefore, the light intensity generated by carrier radiative
recombination will also follow the data pattern. However, due to the linewidth
enhancement factor of the semiconductor material, the refractive index is coupled to the
carrier density, hence the carrier density modulation will result in the index modulation
which eventually leads to the residual frequency modulation known as chirp. A thorough
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study [57] on semiconductor laser dynamics including the nonlinear gain effect shows
that chirp consists of two terms

,

(4.1)

where Δν is frequency chirp, P is laser power, κ is the a function of the gain compression
factor [29]. The fist term in Eqn (4.1) represents the transient chirp, which is associated
with the fast rising and falling edge of the signal, while the second term represents the
adiabatic chirp, which is caused by the nonlinear gain effects, such as carrier heating and
spectral hole burning, and determined by the absolute power level. If the intensity
waveform is overlaid with the chirp waveform as shown in Figure 4.2, it is seen that
positive frequency deviation is on the rising edge while the negative frequency deviation
is on the falling edge. By definition, this is known as positive chirp, which is detrimental
for transmission as explained in the beginning of the chapter.

Figure 4.2 Frequency chirping of semiconductor lasers. Positive chirp
exhibits for all types of semiconductor lasers due to the existence of
linewidth enhancement factor.
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4.1.2 Chirp Reduction by OIL
Injection locking was demonstrated to reduce the frequency chirp for a direct
amplitude-modulated laser [55, 56]. This technique provides another way to minimize the
dispersion penalty without increasing complexity of the laser design. In addition, both the
master and the slave laser can be driven with similar electronics without high-power
consumption, which greatly simplifies the design of the circuits, hence reduces the cost of
the transmitter modules for digital data links.
We start off with an analytical expression of chirp from the OIL rate equations
introduced in Chapter 2 to gain a simple and insightful understanding on chirp reduction
caused by injection locking. If one recalls the phase equations (2nd in Eqn set 2.9), dφ /dt
on the left hand side of the equation represents frequency of the OIL laser. Therefore,
frequency fluctuation – chirp – can be revealed by properly manipulating the terms in this
equation. If one arranges terms in Eqn (2.9a), the photon number equation, to express the
gain term using other terms, one obtains

.

(4.2)

Plug Eqn (4.2) into Eqn (2.9b), the phase equation, and the expression for chirp of an OIL
laser is shown below

.

(4.3)

Compare Eqn (4.3) with Eqn (4.1), it is interesting to see that the adiabatic chirp term
disappears, and there are extra two terms introduced by OIL, however, with opposite
signs to the transient chirp. At a first glance, this indicates that OIL induced frequency
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change may always reduce the transient chirp, and even completely cancel it out if proper
locking condition is chosen. However, notice that detuning value can be either positive or
negative. φ (t) is also a function of both injection ratio and detuning, as discussed in
Chapter 2, roughly ranging from – π /2 to 0. Therefore, the situation is more complex
than it seems to be. Chirp reduction will be achieved when proper locking condition is
chosen.
In addition, a hand-waving explanation of chirp reduction induced by OIL can be
provided. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the injection-locked laser becomes a gain-clamped
amplifier. Since the gain level, hence the carrier density of the slave laser is clamped by
the external injected light (stimulated emission), the fluctuation of the carrier density due
to the current modulation will be reduced. Therefore, the index variation, which is the
source of chirp, will also be reduced. An even simpler understanding would be attained
from the frequency locking perspective. Since the slave laser is frequency-locked to a
CW master laser, the frequency fluctuation of the slave laser will be much reduced and
stabilized to it of the master laser.
Numerical simulation using OIL rate equations shows chirp reduction [56].
Experiments on time-resolved chirp measurement concur with the simulation results.
Figure 4.3 shows data amplitude waveform as well as chirp waveform at 10 Gb/s on the
same plot for a VCSEL in both free-running and injection-locked condition. The scale on
the right for chirp is the same for both figures. It is very clear in Figure 4.3(b) that the
adiabatic chirp is completely removed as predicted by Eqn (4.3) and the transient chirp is
reduced by 10X when OIL is applied. Also notice that positive chirp is measured for the
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free-running device as the rising / falling edge has positive / negative frequency
deviation, which is consistent with Eqn (4.1).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3 Signal amplitude (black) and chirp (blue) waveforms at 10 Gb/s
for (a) free-running VCSEL and (b) injection-locked VCSEL. Chirp data
plotted on the same scale for both figures on the right. OIL removes adiabatic
chirp and reduces transient chirp by 10X.

Optical spectra of the VCSEL under 10 Gb/s large-signal modulation with and
without OIL are also measured and shown in Figure 4.4. The VCSEL bias current is
optimized at 5.5 mA for free-running and 2.5 mA for OIL. The much broader and
asymmetric free-running spectrum indicates the large dominant adiabatic chirp and the
unbalanced transient chirp as seen previously in Figure 4.3(a). With injection locking, the
spectrum is greatly narrowed due to the chirp reduction. The locked wavelength is also
blue-shifted to the master wavelength.
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Figure 4.4 Optical spectra of both free-running and injection-locked VCSEL
under 10 Gb/s large-signal modulation.

4.2 DATA PATTERN INVERSION AND NEGATIVE CHIRP
Positive chirp interacts with fiber chromatic dispersion constructively so that the
transmission distance is limited by the broadening of the optical pulse. However, if the
optical pulse can be processed to possess a negative chirp – optical frequency shifts to red
(low frequency) on the rising edge, while blue (high frequency) on the falling edge, an
optimal transmission distance will appear as the negative chirp compensates the GVD to
compress the pulse in the initial transmission stage along the fiber. As shown in Figure
4.5, after passing over the optimal distance where maximum compression occurs, the
pulse will be broadened as it propagates, but the overall transmission distance is
substantially enhanced. This approach is widely known as the pre-chirp scheme that
modifies the characteristics of the input pulses at the transmitter before they are launched
into the fiber link. This section discusses how OIL can help obtain negative chirp in
order to lengthen the transmission distance.
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Figure 4.5 Concept of pre-chirping using negative-chirped pulse that can
compensate fiber dispersion till the optimal distance is reached, where the
pulse is mostly compressed. Transmission distance can be greatly enhanced
by employing pre-chirp technique.

4.2.1 Pre-Chirp Using Data Pattern Inversion
According to the definition of negative chirp – negative frequency deviation on the
rising edge, while positive frequency deviation on the falling edge, one straightforward
and simple way to attain it is to invert the intensity modulation signal pattern without
changing the carrier modulation. By doing so, the rising and falling edge of the signal is
flipped, while the frequency modulation stays the same. This is illustrated in Figure 4.6,
which is similar as Figure 4.2 but with an inverted intensity waveform.

Figure 4.6 Negative chirp can be obtained by inverting intensity modulation
signal pattern without changing carrier modulation.
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4.2.2 OIL-Induced Data Pattern Inversion
To understand how OIL can help achieve intensity data pattern inversion
independently, one needs to revisit the reflection spectrum of a VCSEL amplifier. If a set
of reflection spectra at various bias current levels is observed at a fixed wavelength as
shown in Figure 4.7, an electrical-to-optical transfer function can be extracted from
Figure 4.7 by plotting the reflectivity (power ratio between the reflected and the incident
light) at a fixed wavelength versus the bias current, shown in Figure 4.8. It is obvious that
if a VCSEL amplifier is biased in the gain regime and under direct current modulation,
the optical output will also be modulated following the signal pattern according to a
positive slope on the transfer function, but inverted if the VCSEL amplifier is operated in
the loss regime with a negative slope. When the data pattern is inverted, rising edge
becomes falling edge and vise versa. However, the chirp polarity stays unchanged as the
frequency transient follows the carrier density change that is determined by the current
modulation. As a result, negative chirp can be obtained through data pattern inversion
when a VCSEL amplifier is in the loss regime.
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Figure 4.7 VCSEL amplifier reflection spectra at various bias levels. If all
spectra are considered at a fixed wavelength (dashed line), an electric-tooptical transfer function (reflection output vs. bias current) can be obtained.

Figure 4.8 Electric-to-optical transfer function extracted from Figure 4.7.
Inversion occurs in the loss regime.
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However, the VCSEL amplifier itself cannot be used as a transmitter because it is not
lasing. To fulfill the pre-chirp function by a VCSEL amplifier, OIL can be applied so that
the master light will carry the modulation signal by interacting with the VCSEL cavity,
and the VCSEL itself becomes a gain-clamped detuning-controlled amplifier as
previously shown in Chapter 2. In addition, detuning dependence shows that the gain
level of an OIL VCSEL amplifier is reduced as the master laser wavelength is red-tuned
(toward longer wavelength). So the gain-loss regime of an OIL VCSEL can be selected
by changing the wavelength detuning (λmaster – λVCSEL), thus controlling the phenomenon
of data inversion. Detuning-controlled inversion is characterized experimentally by
modulating the OIL VCSEL with a 2.5-Gb/s square pulse train and measuring the output
at different detuning values as shown in Figure 4.9. The waveform from a free-running
VCSEL is shown as a reference. As expected from the VCSEL amplifier characteristics
discussed previously, the data pattern goes through a transition from a non-inverted to an
inverted state as the wavelength detuning increases (master laser tuned to red) from 0 to
0.34 nm. The spikes appearing on the transition waveform (detuning = 0.2 nm) are
induced by the transient chirp associated with the rising and falling edge of the pulse.
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Figure 4.9 Experimentally measured square wave showing detuningcontrolled inversion phenomenon of an OIL VCSEL. Free-running VCSEL
waveform is also shown as a reference. Transition from non-inversion to
Inversion occurs at detuning of 0.2 nm.

A hybrid model combining injection-locking rate equations and a Fabry-Perot
amplifier structure to describe the OIL dynamics and the resonance frequency
enhancement is established in Chapter 3. Since the data pattern inversion also originates
from the amplifier nature of an OIL VCSEL, same model (Eqn 3.2) can be adopted to
simulate the phenomenon. Figure 4.10 shows the simulated modulation waveforms
imposed on the VCSEL gain as well as the light output at three different detuning
conditions, which are in excellent agreement with the experimental results in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.10 Simulated modulation output of an OIL VCSEL at various
wavelength detuning values using the hybrid model combining OIL rate
equations and a Fabry-Perot amplifier structure as shown in Chapter 3.
Modulation on VCSEL gain is also shown on the left to illustrate the
gain/loss regime that the VCSEL amplifier is in as detuning varies. See
Appendix A1.5 for MATLAB code.

To further prove the signal pattern inversion is closely related to the gain/loss regime
of the VCSEL amplifier, a simple experiment that one can conduct is to gradually
displace the coupling lensed-fiber in the horizontal plane to misalign the master light and
the VCSEL active region. This spatial-dependent gain was previously studied on a multitransverse-mode VCSEL to realize the function of a nonlinear switch [58]. The
experiment is visually illustrated in Figure 4.11(a). Again, the VCSEL is directly
modulated by a data sequence at 2.5 Gb/s. The measured waveforms from both freerunning and injection-locked conditions are shown in Figure 4.11(b). The lensed-fiber is
initially well aligned with the laser aperture. And when the VCSEL is injection-locked,
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the detuning is adjusted so that the device is in the gain regime. When the lensed-fiber is
in the center location (i), where the active area is located so the gain is large, the signal
waveform is found non-inverted. As the lensed-fiber is moving away from the center to
location (ii), the gain is then reduced, and the signal waveform turned into a transition
stage. Finally when the lensed-fiber is moved even further into the loss region to location
(iii), data inversion occurs. This experiment then verifies that the data inversion indeed is
determined by and can even be controlled by the VCSEL amplifier gain level.

Figure 4.11 Inversion occurs at horizontal displacement of the coupling
lensed-fiber that changes the gain/loss regime of the VCSEL. The VCSEL is
directly modulated at 2.5 Gb/s and the detuning is adjusted to the blue side to
have minimum carrier reduction. (a) Experimental setup. (b) Measured
waveforms for both free-running and injection-locked conditions with
lensed-fiber at different locations (i), (ii) and (iii).
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4.2.3 Negative Chirp
Therefore, associated with the inverted data pattern, negative chirp is expected and
can be verified by measuring time-resolved frequency deviation. The VCSEL is directly
modulated by 10 Gb/s pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS). The Advantest Q7606B
chirp-form analyzer is used together with a sampling oscilloscope to obtain the timeresolved chirp waveforms and the intensity waveforms. Figure 4.12 shows the results for
both free-running (top) and injection-locked (bottom) condition. The detuning value is
adjusted so that data pattern inversion occurs.

Figure 4.12 Time-resolved chirp waveforms and the intensity waveforms for
a free-running (top) and injection-locked (bottom) VCSEL. The detuning is
adjusted so that pattern inversion occurs. Negative chirp obtained in OIL
case and peak-to-peak chirp is reduced by 10X.

Again, the adiabatic chirp is removed when the VCSEL is injection-locked, and the
peak-to-peak transient chirp is reduced from 30 GHz to 3 GHz – 10X smaller. The chirp
scale on the right for the OIL case is intentionally zoomed in so that one could see
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negative chirp due to pattern inversion – now the falling edge has a small amount of
positive frequency shift, while the rising edge has a small amount of negative shift.
Another way of presenting the same data is to use spectrogram. It is a twodimensional contour plot with chirp and time being the vertical and the horizontal axis,
respectively, and the color map is the intensity. A spectrogram of two consecutive bits
output from a VCSEL is shown in Figure 4.13. In Figure 4.13(a), for a free-running
VCSEL, the leftward skew of the two pulses indicates strong positive frequency chirping
of more than 10 GHz. In Figure 4.13(b), however, when the VCSEL is injection-locked,
the bits are inverted, shown by the inversion of the color distribution, and the peak-topeak chirp is reduced to smaller than 1 GHz (same scale used in this case to emphasize
the reduction). A slight rightward skew on the middle pulse represents a negative chirp.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13 Spectrogram of two consecutive bits from a pseudorandom bit
sequence (PRBS) at 10 Gb/s output from a VCSEL. Color map represents
signal intensity. (a) Free-running VCSEL. Large positive frequency chirp is
indicated by the leftward skew of the bits. (b) Injection-locked VCSEL.
Detuning is adjusted so that data inversion occurs. Total peak-to-peak chirp
is greatly reduced. A slight right skew indicates negative chirp. See
Appendix A1.6 for MATLAB code.
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Since adiabatic chirp no long exists in an injection-locked laser, transient chirp
becomes dominant. To further reduce the peak-to-peak transient chirp, injection ratio can
be used as a tuning knob. Fig. 4.14(a) shows the intensity and chirp waveform when the
VCSEL is free-running as a reference, while (b-d) show it is injection-locked at various
injection ratios.

Figure 4.14 Experimental measurement of time-resolved chirp and intensity
waveforms at 10 Gb/s for (a) free-running VCSEL, (b-d) OIL VCSEL with
injection ratios of (b) 6.21 dB (c) 8.58 dB (d) 11.12 dB. Transient peak-topeak is reduced from (a) 30 GHz to (b) 3.1 GHz (c) 2.7 GHz (d) 1.55 GHz as
injection ratio increases.

The data patterns are all inverted when it is injection-locked even with different
injection ratios. By adjusting the power of the DFB laser and the coupling to the VCSEL,
the injection ratio is set to 6.21 dB, 8.58 dB and 11.12 dB, the peak-to-peak chirp is
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reduced from ~ 30 GHz (free-running) to 3.1 GHz, 2.7 GHz and then 1.55 GHz,
respectively. This can be understood from the fact that strong light injection reduces the
carrier density change and thus the index variation during the same transition time, as
compared to weak injection.
Figure 4.15 quantifies the peak-to-peak chirp tunability as a function of the injection
ratio. The chirp can be reduced to half of its original value by increasing the injection
ratio from 6.21 dB to 12.07 dB. However, a tradeoff exists between the chirp and the
extinction ratio of the signal. The degradation of the extinction ratio is inevitable at
strong injection conditions due to the surface normal geometry of the VCSEL, which
couples the CW reflection of the injection light to the output. Therefore, the injection
ratio needs to be optimized by considering both chirp and extinction ratio.

Figure 4.15 Peak-to-peak chirp and extinction ratio at 10-Gb/s as functions of
injection ratio. Injection ratio needs to be optimized due to the trade-off
between the two.
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4.2.4 Transmission Distance Enhancement
In order to demonstrate the benefit of the tunable negative chirp, we can perform
chromatic dispersion tolerance comparison between free-running and OIL VCSELs by
transmitting 10-Gb/s signals through SSMF with variable lengths. Figure 4.16 shows the
experimental setup. Injection locking is performed using the same apparatus as before.
The VCSEL current is directly modulated by a bit-error-rate testset (BERT) at 10-Gb/s,
with a 215-1 PRBS. Both the VCSEL bias and the data driving voltage are optimized. The
DFB current is adjusted to control the power injecting into the VCSEL. Chromatic
dispersion is emulated using variable lengths of SSMF spools with EDFAs in between.
Link power is kept below 3.5 dB to avoid any nonlinearity in the fiber. A preamplified
receiver and an error detector are used for BER quantification of the signal with and
without fiber transmission. The Advantest Q7606B chirp-form analyzer is also used to
monitor the chirp performance.

Figure 4.16 Experimental setup for testing transmission performance. (Tx:
transmitter, VOA: variable attenuator, BPF: band-pass filter, Rx: receiver.)
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Figure 4.17 shows the bit error rate (BER) measurements of an OIL VCSEL at 10
Gb/s. A typical transmission performance metric is the minimum optical power required
at the receiver to achieve bit error rate (BER) of 10-9 (one error out of a billion bits) or socalled error-free detection, hence the power is also defined as error-free receiver power.
In Figure 4.17, after 25-km SSMF transmission, the power penalty (extra receiver power
required to achieve error-free detection) reduction reaches its maximum and a 4-dB
penalty improvement is achieved at a BER of 10-9. Even 100-km SSMF transmission
shows no penalty for a BER of 10-9. These results can be explained by the fact that
negative frequency chirping interacts beneficially inside the SSMF as Figure 4.5
illustrated. The pulse initially narrows as it propagates inside the fiber and reaches a
minimum width at a certain distance (25-km in this case). After that, the pulse starts to
broaden due to the onwards dispersion. The three eye diagrams measured at error-free
receiver power in Figure 4.17 clearly show pulse compression after 25-km transmission
and distortion after 100 km.
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Figure 4.17 Bit-error-rate measurements and error-free eye diagrams of an
OIL VCSEL after back-to-back, 25-km and 100-km SSMF transmission.

Figure 4.18 Power penalty versus SSMF transmission distance for a freerunning VCSEL, a commercial DFB DML and an OIL VCSEL. More than
10X transmission distance is obtained on the OIL VCSEL with negative
chirp.

Figure 4.18 quantifies the power penalty with increased SSMF distance for a freerunning VCSEL, a DFB laser and an injection-locked VCSEL with negative chirp. Due
to the large positive chirp, the 10-Gb/s free-running VCSEL can transmit no more than 5
km with more than 4-dB power penalty. Even for a 10-Gb/s commercial DFB directmodulated laser (DML) with standard positive chirp, the transmission distance is still
limited to be less than 20 km for a 4-dB power penalty. In reality, where the total
available power of a network is usually fixed, 2-dB increase in error-free receiver power
implies 10-km transmission distance reduction due to fiber attenuation with a coefficient
of 0.2 dB/km. For injection-locked VCSELs, even though there is some back-to-back
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penalty (due to extinction ratio degradation), the signal is actually regenerated because of
the negative chirp, and there is no observed penalty after 125-km of uncompensated
SSMF transmission. This performance is more than 10X better than that of a free-running
VCSEL or a DFB DML [59].
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Chapter 5
Analog Applications of Injection-Locked VCSELs

Other than employed in digital optical fiber communication systems, semiconductor
lasers find many applications in analog system as well, just name a few, such as radioover-fiber (RoF) [60], CATV [61], RF photonics and optical signal processing [62] and
so on. Typically very stringent requirements are set for analog applications, because a
faithful reproduction of the signal is desired for any process with less tolerance on either
distortion or noise. As one could imagine, OIL can also help improve the device
performance for these various analog systems. In this chapter, we will first discuss
injection-locked VCSELs as transmitters for analog fiber-optic links, with emphases on
important figures-of-merit such as RF link gain, distortion and noise. Then we will
demonstrate a novel approach using injection-locked VCSEL to create optoelectronic
oscillators that generates high frequency microwave signal with high spectral purity.
Finally, we close the chapter with an interesting slow light effect found in a mastermodulated injection-locking scheme, which generates detuning-controlled RF delays over
a full range of 2π.
5.1 MIRCROWAVE PERFORMANCE FOR ANALOG FIBER-OPTIC LINK
For analog fiber-optic transmission, optical transmitters are usually demanded to
have high modulation bandwidth, a high RF link gain, negligible distortion and low
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noise. External optical modulators are typically used for high-performance links. This
solution, though effective, is costly and bulky. In contrast, directly modulated lasers are
more desirable on these two accounts. In particular, VCSELs are very promising for
applications where low cost, small size, and low power dissipation are required as much
as high signal fidelity. However, directly modulated lasers, including VCSELs, suffer
from high distortion near the resonance frequency and can, therefore, only be used at low
RF frequencies around 1 GHz [63]. Both the distortion and the intensity noise of a
semiconductor laser physically originate from the nonlinear characteristics of the laser,
dominated by the carrier–photon interaction, which is also the origin of the laser
resonance frequency. Therefore, to avoid performance degradation due to this
phenomenon, it is desirable to have the laser resonance frequency greatly exceed the
highest RF frequency of use. The modulation frequency response of a diode laser is
determined by the rate at which electrons and holes recombine at the laser junction
(carrier lifetime), and the rate at which photons are generated and escape from the laser
(photon lifetime). To increase the resonance frequency beyond the frequency range in use
by most of the applications (0 ~ 60 GHz), optical injection locking could be an effective
method for improved microwave performance since it can drastically enhance the laser
resonance frequency as demonstrated in Chapter 3. In this section, we conduct a
systematic and comprehensive study of the microwave performance of an OIL VCSEL
based on various figures-of-merit mentioned above. Since Chapter 3 is dedicated to
resonance and bandwidth enhancement, attentions will be put on other parameters.
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5.1.1 RF Gain
De-embedded frequency response at detuning values over a full spectrum of locking
range at a fixed injection ratio is shown in Figure 5.1. It is interesting to note that very
large modulation efficiency (RF gain) enhancement is attained at low frequencies close to
DC for large wavelength detuning values (master tuned towards the red). This
phenomenon was never predicted by theory before. Experimentally, the large Δλ is, the
larger the gain is. Typically, the modulation efficiency of a free-running 1.55-µm VCSEL
is 0.2 ~ 0.3 W/A. For a large injection ratio (14 dB), the low-frequency RF gain
enhancement is up to 20 dB at large positive detuning (1.25 nm showing in Figure 5.1),
resulting in a modulation efficiency of 2.2 W/A, or an equivalent 2.75 photons generated
per electron–hole pair due to the stimulated emission from the external light injection.
Under a fixed injection ratio, the RF gain varies with detuning. The minimal value is at a
blue detuning associated with frequency response showing a sharp resonance peak. On
the other hand, the maxima RF gain is obtained at red detuning accompanied by
frequency response highly damped. Hence, there exists a trade off between the resonance
frequency and RF gain.
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Figure 5.1 De-embedded frequency response of an OIL VCSEL at various
detuning values. RF gain up to 20 dB is obtained when the master laser is
red-detuned.

Figure 5.2 shows the low-RF gain as a function of wavelength detuning studied on
different devices. The correlation between RF gain enhancement and wavelength
detuning is clearly visible. Furthermore, the maximum RF gain enhancement obtained at
the red edge of the locking range keeps increasing with increasing the injection ratio.
Figure 5.3 shows this enhancement versus injection ratio.
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Figure 5.2 RF gain measured at 1 GHz for four different VCSELs vs.
wavelength detuning. 20-dB RF gain is found for large detuning cases. (FR:
free running, decibel values are injection ratios).

Figure 5.3 Maximum RF gain enhancement vs. injection ratio for an OIL
VCSEL.

If we combine the dependence on both the detuning value and injection ratio, the RF
gain can also be plotted on the stability plot shown in Figure 5.4. It was measured for a
small-signal input of –20 dBm at 1 GHz. A high-RF link gain at low frequencies can be
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obtained when operating the OIL laser in the strong injection regime with red detuning
values.

Figure 5.4 Contour plot of RF gain enhancement as a function of both
wavelength detuning and injection ratio.

At high frequencies, the RF gain comes primarily from the resonance peak. A highresonance peak about 20 ~30 dB can be obtained at the blue detuning edge. This highfrequency narrow band RF gain inspired the idea of optoelectronic oscillator, which will
be discussed later in the chapter.
In Chapter 3, the amplifier model reveals that the strong resonance peak comes from
the resonant amplification of the VCSEL cavity. By measuring a series of optical spectra
at different detuning values of an OIL VCSEL under a single-tone modulation at 10 GHz,
the low frequency RF gain enhancement can be understood intuitively according to the
amplifier model as well. As shown in Figure 5.5(a), the modulation sidebands can be
seen on two sides of the optical carrier (master mode) 10 GHz away. Note the lower
sideband on the longer wavelength (red) side has substantially greater amplitude, and the
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cavity mode ASE is pronounced on the blue detuning side. Therefore, the lower sideband
is amplified by the sharp cavity resonance, resulting in a high-frequency resonance peak.
These features change as Δλ increases to the red detuning edge shown in Figure 5.5(b) –
the two sidebands are more equal in height while the cavity resonance peak is more
suppressed and closer to the master mode. Therefore, the low frequency signals that
closer to the carrier get amplified in this case.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5 (a) Optical spectrum of an OIL VCSEL under a single-tone
modulation at 10 GHz. Sidebands and the cavity mode ASE can be observed.
(b) A series of spectra at different detuning values of an OIL VCSEL under a
single-tone modulation at 10 GHz.

However, a quantitative solution to the drastic RF gain enhancement of an OIL
VCSEL still remains undiscovered. And this huge enhancement so far is only reported on
VCSELs but not other type of diode lasers, like DFB lasers. Possible directions for future
investigations on this topic can be on surface-normal modulators [64] or quantumconfined Stark effect in quantum-wells [65] that are used as the VCSEL gain media.
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5.1.2 Nonlinearity and Dynamic Range
Linearity is an important figure-of-merit for analog fiber-optic links, as it represents
the faithfulness of reproduction of the modulation signal. Typical optical link linearity is
characterized by spur-free dynamic range (SFDR). It is defined as the signal-to-noise
ratio at the input RF power for which the system noise floor equals the largest distortion
spurious power. Distortion occurs from several sources, including 2nd- and 3rd-order
harmonics of the signal and the intermodulation distortion (IMD) between different
channels. In actual applications of multichannel signal transmission where baseband
signals from different channels are carried on a number of well separated high-frequency
carriers, second (or higher) order harmonic distortions generated by signals in a channel
are actually of little concern since they generally do not fall within the frequency band of
that particular channel or any other channels. The relevant quantity of concern is more on
the third order intermodulation (IM) product of the laser transmitter – two signals at
different frequencies ω1 and ω2 within a certain channel can generate intermodulation
products at frequencies 2ω1 - ω2 and 2ω2 – ω1, which in most likehood will lie within that
particular channel and is thus undesirable. For device characterization, the standard
technique is to measure the 3rd order intermodulation distortion (IMD3) by modulating
the laser using two single-tone signals at slightly different frequencies. Nonlinear
distortion has been shown to be inversely proportional to the resonance frequency [63].
Hence, with the resonance frequency enhancement, injection-locked lasers are promising
for exhibiting reduced nonlinear distortion. IMD3-limited SFDR can be evaluated by
measuring both the fundamental tone and the IMD3 power at various RF input power
levels, as shown by the schematic in Figure 5.6. Since the fundamental tone is the first
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order response of the device, it exhibits a slope of one. Therefore, IMD3 as the 3rd order
response possesses a slope of three shown in the schematic. It is straightforward to expect
three ways to increase the dynamic range of a laser by examining Figure 5.6. One can
increase the fundamental tone, which is essentially the RF gain mentioned previously, or
reduce the distortion, or reduce the noise floor. However, increasing the fundamental
tone or reducing the noise floor could be 3X more effective than reducing IMD3 due to
the slope of three. It will be shown below that OIL can help enhance SFDR of a VCSEL
in all three ways simultaneously.

Figure 5.6 Schematic defining IMD3-limited spur-free dynamic range
(SFDR).

To measure SFDR, typically two RF synthesizers are used to directly modulate the
slave laser, and the output signal is characterized using an RF spectrum analyzer. By
pushing out the resonance frequency, OIL VCSEL exhibits a much larger dynamic range
than a free-running device. Figure 5.7 shows that a significantly improved IMD3-limited
SFDR of 106 dB-Hz2/3 at 1 GHz with channel spacing of 10 MHz [66] was obtained for
an injection-locked VCSEL. Due to both the fundamental tone enhancement and IMD3
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reduction, 20-dB improvement in the SFDR was attained by using strong OIL. The
reduced noise floor of -145 dBm/Hz is used in the calculation. Details on noise reduction
measurement will be shown next.

Figure 5.7 Two-tone spur-free dynamic range (SFDR) improvement at 1GHz modulation by OIL. Inner lines are for a free-running VCSEL.

The frequency response of both the fundamental tone and the IMD3 [66] is shown
together in Figure 5.8. This shows that the large SFDR improvement can be achieved for
a wide range of modulation frequencies. The fundamental tone response is similar to the
small-signal frequency response discussed thoroughly in Chapter 3. The resonance
frequency of the free-running VCSEL is about 2 GHz, and with injection locking, it is
greatly increased, thus leaving a flat response in the frequency range shown here. For
each injection ratio condition, wavelength detuning values were chosen to be close to the
red edge where RF gain enhancement is more drastic so as to maximize the SFDR
improvement. The IMD3 power, on the other hand, largest at the resonance peak, is
reduced with the increasing of the resonance frequency.
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Figure 5.8 Measured frequency response of the fundamental tone and twotone IMD3 distortion at different injection ratios.

Therefore, the modulation efficiency enhancement with increasing injection ratio
ranges from 0.5 to 16 dB, whereas the distortion is reduced from 11 to 19 dB. The SFDR
enhancement is determined by the RF gain enhancement plus one-third of the distortion
reduction; thus the RF gain significantly contributes to the SFDR enhancement. If we
pick the single frequency at 1 GHz (half of the resonance frequency) and plot the SFDR
improvement for various injection ratios as shown in Figure 5.9, the experiment
demonstrates that an increasing injection ratio leads to an increasing SFDR. It should be
mentioned that the measured distortion frequency response in Figure 5.8 is source
instrument limited, as evidenced by the similar oscillations observed in the measurement
of the IMD3 of the two RF synthesizers.
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Figure 5.9 Experimental and simulated spur-free dynamic range (SFDR)
enhancement vs. injection ratio at half of the resonance frequency.

Theoretical predictions for the distortion of an injection-locked laser have shown that
a small reduction in distortion is possible for some injection conditions [32]. The
injection conditions studied, however, were for a low-effective injection ratio. In this
case, numerical simulations [66] were performed for injection-locked VCSELs under
very strong injection conditions and demonstrate that a very large distortion reduction is
possible. The OIL laser rate equations were used for numerical simulations.
The simulation results for the SFDR improvement versus injection ratio are also
shown in Figure 5.9. They are plotted for the 2.4-GHz signal as a function of injection
ratio for a wavelength detuning that is near the red edge of the locking range. For
consistency, the comparison between the experimental and numerical results was done at
half the resonance frequency. Figure 5.10 shows the simulated results for the signal and
distortion frequency response. The thick curves are the (top solid) and IMD3 (bottom
dotted) of the free-running laser, whereas the thin curves are those under various injection
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ratios. It is interesting to note that, for the free-running laser, a “shoulder” is observed at
half of the resonance frequency on the IMD response near the resonance peak, which is
also observed in the experimental results shown in Figure 5.8. The wavelength detuning
is chosen to be at the red edge of locking range. As can be seen, the modulation
efficiency is increased as the injection ratio increases; meanwhile, the IMD3 is
suppressed, which is consistent with the experimental results. For very high-injection
ratios, substantial suppression of the IMD3 is observed. The experimental and simulation
results are comparable in trend. The simulation predicts that a very large dynamic range
can be achieved with a high-injection ratio.

Figure 5.10 Numerical simulation of frequency response of both the
fundamental tone and the two-tone IMD3 distortion at different injection
ratios.

5.1.3 Relative Intensity Noise
Relative intensity noise (RIN) is defined as the dynamic range between the laser
output power and the laser intensity noise power. For laser RIN measurement, the
photodetector shot noise and the RF spectrum analyzer thermal noise floor should be
lower than the laser intensity noise. Otherwise, the system will be shot-noise limited in a
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high detection power situation or thermal-noise limited in a low detection power situation
[67]. High laser power would help increase the dynamic range of the measurement to
prevent it from being limited by the system noise. Since laser intensity noise originates
from the nonlinear interaction between photons and electrons, injection locking has been
reported to reduce laser RIN for VCSELs and F-P edge-emitting lasers [16, 17] by
pushing the resonance peak out to a much higher frequency. For VCSELs, however, due
to the low-emission power (~ 1 mW) and fiber-coupling loss, the average detected optical
power is usually too weak to make laser intensity noise surpass the system thermal noise
limitation. The solution to this issue is to add an EDFA followed by an optical filter to
amplify the average optical power. Then an HP 71400C lightwave signal analyzer is used
to measure RIN of an OIL VCSEL. The RIN spectra of the injection-locked VCSEL at
different injection conditions are shown in Figure 5.11. The RIN spectrum of the freerunning VCSEL is also shown as the reference at a 1-mA bias (2X threshold for this
device). The RIN peaks of both free-running and injection-locked conditions are in
agreement with resonance frequencies in the small-signal modulation response of the
laser. For an injection ratio of 8 dB, RIN data for various detuning values are shown,
which also has a similar behavior as the frequency response. A large RIN reduction at the
low-frequency regime (0–13 GHz) is observed due to increased resonance peak.
However, it is relatively constant over a large frequency span, even at the very lowfrequency region. This is attributed to the limit from the amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) noise from the EDFA. At a higher injection ratio (10 dB), the resonance frequency
increases beyond the instrument limit, and the noise is reduced over nearly the entire
visible frequency band. The RIN reduction can be intuitively understood as the
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following: when the laser is injection locked, fewer carriers are needed to achieve lasing
threshold. The spontaneous emission of the laser and, therefore, its noise is reduced.
However, the increased resonance frequency enhancement is the most important reason
that the noise value is decreased at the low-frequency regime as the noise peak is moved
to higher frequencies. The combination of these two factors results in the RIN reduction
of an injection-locked laser. To model the OIL laser RIN, usually Langevin noise terms
are applied [30]. Simulations on RIN reduction by OIL can be found in [16].

Figure 5.11 Experimental demonstration of relative intensity noise (RIN)
reduction of an OIL VCSEL at various injection-locking conditions
compared with free-running VCSEL.

5.1.4 Summary of Microwave Performance
As seen from the above subsections so far, the use of an ultrahigh-injection ratio
results in a high-resonance frequency, which leads to significant performance
improvements including enhancements in bandwidth, RF-link gain, dynamic range, and
reduction in laser noise. The performance and enhancements of OIL VCSELs is
summarized in Table 5.1. All enhancements, except the large sharp resonance frequency,
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were obtained for a red wavelength detuning, for high-injection ratio, and are observable
simultaneously. For the red detuning values, the resonance frequency is damped but still
enhanced up to 30 ~ 40 GHz. Very high-resonance frequency (~ 100 GHz) is achieved
for different devices with all devices showing an initial free-running resonance frequency
below 10 GHz. Under the ultra-strong injection conditions, we attain up to 20-dB RF link
gain enhancement. This corresponds to a modulation efficiency enhancement from 0.22
to 2.2 W/A. The modulation efficiency increases with increasing injection ratios as well.
Furthermore, injection locking is effective in reducing distortion, thereby improving the
SFDR of a directly modulated laser, both experimentally and numerically. An OIL
VCSEL with an IMD3 SFDR of 106 dB-Hz2/3 at 1 GHz was achieved, representing an
SFDR increase of 20 dB. A large dynamic range was observed as well over a wider
frequency band of 0.6 ~ 3.0 GHz. The SFDR improvement is also shown to linearly
increase with injection ratio. Similarly, the SFDR enhancement increases with increasing
resonance frequency and RF gain. Due to the resonance frequency enhancement, OIL can
reduce laser noise too.
These results suggest that OIL VCSELs are a promising high-performance solution
for microwave photonic applications. OIL VCSELs may find applications in low-cost
radio-over-fiber (RoF) distribution systems such as cellular telephone signals (global
system for mobile communications (GSM) requires 90 dB-Hz2/3 dynamic range) and
wireless local area networks (WLANs) (802.11x). For injection locking to offer the
enhancements described here, the resonance frequency must be increased to a very high
value, which is achieved by using an ultra-high injection ratio.
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Table 5.1 Microwave performance of OIL VCSELs for analog transmission.

Figure of Merit

OIL VCSEL

Improvement

Resonance Frequency

100 GHz*

10X

Modulation Efficiency

2.2 W/A

10X

RF Link Gain

-19 dB

20 dB

Relative Intensity Noise (RIN)

-145 dB/Hz*

15 dB

Spur-Free Dynamic Range (SFDR)

106 dB-Hz2/3

20 dB

*Limited by available instrumentation

5.2 OPTOELECTRONIC OSCILLATOR (OEO)
Low phase noise frequency sources are highly demanded in various optical and
radio-frequency (RF) systems. The applications cover a wide range of photonic and RF
systems such as microwave frequency standards, radars, RF photonics and optical signal
processing. Typically, microwave oscillators with high performance are made from either
microwave energy storage element, for example dielectric resonators, or acoustic energy
storage element, like quartz resonators. However, the carrier frequency generated by
these resonators is limited usually in the MHz regime, which really prevents their
applications in high-speed systems. In the mid 90s, Maleki [68-70] and his colleagues at
JPL first demonstrated optoelectronic oscillator (OEO), which is considered a new
paradigm that uses optical energy storage element to generate microwave signal with
high spectral purity, low phase noise, and at GHz high frequency regime too.
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The phase noise performance of the OEO can be greatly improved by introducing a
long delay in the oscillator loop, which is usually provided by a low-loss optical fiber
loop with a high quality factor (Q-factor). Yao and Maleki successfully demonstrated
several types of OEOs, generating RF signal in the X-band with low phase noise [71-74].
Recently, Zhou et al. demonstrated a dual-loop OEO by using two standard OEO loops
with different fiber lengths to eliminate spurious OEO signals [75]. The schematic of a
standard OEO originally invented by Maleki is shown in Figure 5.12(a). The CW laser is
coupled into the external modulator and fiber loop, which is detected by the high-speed
photo-detector. The detected RF signal is amplified and fed back to the modulator.
Provided with high enough RF amplification (loop gain > 1), this configuration results in
an RF oscillator starting from the noise. The long but low-loss fiber loop resulted in a
high-Q cavity, leading to very low phase noise. However, in this configuration, a very
high gain (60 dB) RF amplifier chain is necessary to reach the oscillation threshold. The
RF amplifiers and external modulator present an upper limit of the RF signal frequency;
it is challenging to achieve > 10 GHz oscillation. However, direct-modulated
semiconductor lasers under strong optical injection offers an attractive alternative for
OEO because of their superior high frequency performance. A tunable microwave source
has been demonstrated using semiconductor laser dynamic [76]. We have also shown that
OIL VCSELs exhibit high-speed frequency response (~ 100 GHz) and large tunability of
the resonance peak by adjusting locking parameters under direct modulation. In addition,
the red-shifted OIL VCSEL cavity amplifies the modulation sideband, which enhances
the modulation efficiency at the resonance frequency, which could alleviate the amount
of RF threshold gain necessary for loop oscillation. Therefore, a novel OIL OEO
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configuration leveraging the high frequency and high gain resonance peak of an OIL
laser is shown in Figure 5.12(b). The oscillator is composed of a master and slave laser
instead of a pump laser and an external modulator. The rest of the setup remains the
same. However, the oscillator now can be initiated from the coherent beating between the
master and the slave laser cavity mode now rather than noise. So the RF signal frequency
generated by OIL OEO is determined by the spacing between the master and the cavity
mode, which is obviously tunable. The optical gain provided by the slave laser cavity is
also expected to relax the requirement on the RF amplifier to reach oscillation threshold.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12 Schematic of (a) standard optoelectronic oscillator (OEO) and
(b) OEO using optically injection-locked semiconductor lasers. Closed-loop
optical spectrum of optically injection-locked OEO exhibits a significant
enhancement of the longer-wavelength modulation sideband due to the cavity
resonance amplification in the injection-locked lasers.

5.2.1 Open-Loop Characterization
The OIL OEO idea applies to different kind of semiconductor lasers, just as injection
locking itself does. In our case, VCSEL is used as usual. A detailed experimental setup is
shown in Figure 5.13. A 1.55-µm VCSEL is injection-locked by a DFB laser through an
optical circulator. Polarization controller is used to match the polarization of the DFB and
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the VCSEL. The VCSEL is coupled through a lensed-fiber, which gives coupling
efficiency about 70%. 1% of the output light goes in to an optical spectrum analyzer
(OSA) to monitor the locking condition, while 99% of the output runs through a fiber
loop of 17 km and is delivered to a photodetector. After going through an RF filter
centered at 20 GHz and an RF amplifier, the detected RF signal is subsequently fed back
to modulate the VCSEL via a bias Tee. Half of the RF signal is tapped off as the output
for characterization.
The target frequency of the RF signal is around 20 GHz (determined by the filter
center frequency), open-loop characterization is conducted first based on various
injection locking parameters to determine the appropriate operating condition for
optimized closed-loop performance. The output of the loop is analyzed with no OEO
feedback applied to the laser. The frequency response depending on both detuning and
injection ratio of the OIL VCSEL is first measured shown in Figure 5.14. The locking
parameters are tuned to have resonance frequencies around 20 GHz. The results
demonstrate again that not only the resonance frequency can be increased to a much
higher value, but also the efficiency of the resonance peak can also be tuned by adjusting
the wavelength detuning. Typically 20-dB gain can be fairly easily achieved. In addition,
the resonance frequency can be tuned by changing the injection ratio, while maintaining
the 20-dB efficiency. Therefore, features of high gain, high speed and great tenability
from the resonance peak of an OIL laser can be transferred to an OIL OEO system.
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Figure 5.13 Experimental setup (OSA: optical spectrum analyzer, PD:
photodetector, RFSA: RF spectrum analyzer). Solid lines: optical path,
dashed lines: electrical path. Switch controls open-loop and closed-loop
characterization.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.14 Small-signal frequency response of an OIL VCSEL. (a)
Detuning dependence. (b) Injection ratio dependence.

Under strong injection, when the master laser is on short wavelength side, the cavity
mode is very pronounced. Before the slave laser is stably locked, it is in the four-wave
mixing regime, as shown by Figure 5.15(a). As the master is tuned towards the long
wavelength side, the slave laser cavity mode is more and more suppressed, shown by
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Figure 5.15 (b) and (c). This results in a more stable locking condition, but lower RF gain
or amplification at the resonance frequency. Therefore, the wavelength detuning
monotonically translates into cavity mode suppression ratio (CMSR), defined as the
power ratio between the OIL mode (master mode) and the slave laser cavity mode. On
the blue detuning side, the CMSR is small, and it increases with the wavelength detuning.
So if one plots CMSR versus wavelength detuning in Figure 5.16, CMSR increases as the
locking condition changes from wave mixing to stable locking regime. Obviously, one
would like to operate the laser in the stable locking regime, because coherence will be
achieved when the slave laser is stably locked. However, if the master laser is tuned too
far into the locking regime, the cavity mode will be highly suppressed, hence, one cannot
take advantage of the high gain resonance to achieve oscillation. Trade-off exhibits
between low phase noise and low RF gain simultaneously. Therefore, according to the
optical characterization, the system should be operated at the onset of the locking range.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.15 Optical spectra of an OIL VCSEL at different detuning values
labeled by cavity mode suppression ratio (CMSR). (a) CMSR of 8 dB. (b)
CMSR of 20 dB. (c) CMSR of 35 dB.
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Figure 5.16 CMSR versus wavelength detuning. The laser should be operated
at the onset of the locking range.

Next the open-loop RF gain (RF output versus RF input power) at different CMSR
can be characterized. The VCSEL is modulated by a synthesizer at a frequency
corresponding to the spacing between the master and the cavity mode. At each fixed
CMSR, RF output power is measured according to each RF input power level. The results
are shown in Figure 5.17. The separation of unlocked and locked regimes can be clearly
seen. The laser does not show a plausible RF performance in the wave-mixing regime – a
significant drop in RF gain, even though the beating signal is strong.
Therefore, based on all the above open-loop characterization, the system should be
operated within the locking range with a CMSR between 20 ~ 40 dB for a closed-loop
oscillation.
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Figure 5.17 RF gain of the open-loop link at various CMSR values. The
slave laser is modulated by a single tone corresponding to the spacing
between the OIL mode and the cavity mode.

5.2.2 Close-Loop Characterization
Once the locking condition is selected, the loop is closed to generate the RF signal.
To obtain desired phase noise performance, the whole experimental setup is packed onto
a 2 ft. × 2 ft. optical breadboard and boxed by thick foam board and plexiglass to provide
temperature and vibration isolation. The pictures of the actual setup are shown in Figure
5.18.
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Figure 5.18 Pictures of the actual experimental setup. Foam board and
plexiglass are used to provide temperature and vibration isolation.

Figure 5.19 plots both the open- and closed-loop optical spectra. The open-loop
spectrum shows that a locking condition with 35-dB CMSR, and a mode spacing of 20
GHz between the master and the slave cavity mode to match the RF filter center
frequency is chosen. The cavity mode is enhanced dramatically after the loop is closed
indicating oscillation is achieved. The phase noise measurement then is performed by
Agilent 5052A and shown in Figure 5.20. Comparing with a 20-GHz signal generated by
an HP 83650B synthesizer, the phase noise of the 20-GHz signal produced by an OIL
OEO using VCSEL is 38 dB lower at 5-kHz offset. To achieve good phase noise
performance, long fiber loop, 17 km, is employed since the phase noise is inversely
proportional to the square of the loop length [69]. However, this long fiber loop will
result in a very small free spectra range, which in turn introduces numerous spurious
tones and mode competition. The sharp increase of the phase noise close to 10-kHz offset
in Figure 5.20 is due to the adjacent mode from the fiber loop. To reduce the mode
competition thus stabilizing the tone, an RF filter centered at 20 GHz with 20-MHz
bandwidth is used. This helps to stabilize the signal, but also limits the frequency
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tunablity of the signal. An RF amplifier with 45-dB gain is also employed in the link.
Since the interest is focused on the signal stability and purity, the RF amplifier is not
optimized for the minimum gain operation. A thorough study on RF threshold gain
reduction for OEO using OIL DFB laser is reported in [77]. Ideally, threshold-less
oscillation is desired so that the RF amplifier can be completely eliminated because it is
found that the noise from high-power RF amplifier will be the ultimate limit of the phase
noise performance of an OEO system. OIL OEO utilizes the optical amplification
provided by the slave laser cavity as an alternative to possibly reduce the demand on RF
amplification. However, the phase noise performance and limitation of such a system is
still unclear and systematic theoretical study is still undergoing. In addition, note that the
center frequency jitter (large spikes at 100-Hz) offset may be due to laser frequency
instability or any fluctuation in the ambient environment. Overall, a stable RF signal at 20
GHz with -116 dBc/Hz phase noise at 5-kHz offset is generated by an OIL VCSEL OEO,
which shows performance significantly better than a commercial RF synthesizer. This
proves that OIL OEO can be the technique to achieve RF signals with high-speed and
high spectral purity at the same time.
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Figure 5.19 Optical spectra of open-loop and close-loop operation. The openloop spectrum shows a locking condition with 35-dB CMSR, and a mode
spacing of 20 GHz between the master and the slave cavity mode to match
the RF filter center frequency. Cavity mode is enhanced dramatically when
oscillation is achieved.

Figure 5.20 Measured phase noise performance of an OIL-OEO generated
signal and an HP 83650B generated signal with center frequency at 20 GHz
by Agilent 5052A. Phase noise of the 20-GHz signal produced by an OIL
VCSEL OEO is 38 dB lower at 5-kHz offset.
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5.3 SLOW LIGHT
Recently, there has been tremendous interest in variable all-optical delay lines and
buffers for applications in optical communications, phased-array antennas and optical
signal processing [79-82]. Circumventing optical-electrical-optical (OEO) conversion has
the potential for increased capacity and throughput, and reduced latency in future optical
networks. The key towards implementations of compact optical buffers lies inherently in
achieving controllable ultraslow propagation of high-frequency modulated optical
signals. Over the last couple of years, slow light has been demonstrated in a variety of
systems using approaches based on material or waveguide dispersion [83-86]. While
differing in their underlying physical mechanisms, the approaches share fundamental
limitations with respect to the maximum achievable delay-bandwidth product. In
addition, most demonstrations exhibit limited bandwidth not suited to accommodate
broadband signals in the GHz-range, as required in most communications applications.
This is one main reason why, up to this point, all-optical buffers still do not exist in
practice. We have reported the use of a VCSEL operated as Fabry-Perot (F-P) amplifier
[87] to achieve tunable group delays for broadband signals at room temperature. We
demonstrate up to 100 ps tunable delay of a 2.8 GHz modulated signal. Given the
VCSEL active region of 30 nm, this delay corresponds to a slow down factor of 106. The
delay-bandwidth product is 0.36. The setup of this experiment is similar as injection
locking, however, the VCSEL is biased below threshold and the gain profile of the
VCSEL amplifier is utilized. Therefore, the slow down of the group velocity is achieved
according to the Kramers-Kronig relation of the gain profile. In this subsection, we
present a novel master-modulated injection locking on a CW slave VCSEL, which shows
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interesting frequency response and a full 2π RF phase shift over a bandwidth of a few
GHz that can be effectively a slow/fast light medium and potentially useful to achieve
tunable RF delay as well as optical delay.
5.3.1 Master-Modulated Injection-Locked VCSELs
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.21. Two 1.55-µm VCSELs [41] are
used in the experiment as both master and slave lasers. A polarization maintaining (PM)
EDFA is used to adjust the power of the master VCSEL. The master VCSEL, directly
modulated by a network analyzer (HP 8270B), injection-locks the slave VCSEL through
a PM fiber circulator. A small amount of the output light goes into an OSA to monitor the
locking process, while the majority of the light goes to a receiver and then back to the
network analyzer. Therefore, the small-signal amplitude and phase frequency response
(S21 in both amplitude and phase formats) of a modulated-master OIL VCSEL are
measured.

Figure 5.21 Experimental Setup. (PM: Polarization Maintaining, EDFA:
Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifier, OSA: Optical Spectrum Analyzer)

The amplitude response at various wavelength detuning values (Δλ = λmaster - λslave) is
shown in Figure 5.22. Figure 5.22(a) shows the raw data taken by the network analyzer.
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The black curve shows the unlocked master frequency response including all parasitics,
which lead to an overall roll-off at frequencies > 6 GHz. The modulated-master OIL
VCSEL frequency response is shown at different Δλ, and color-coded as Δλ increases
(the master moves from the blue to the red side relative to the slave wavelength). A dip is
observed at a critical frequency fc, which is 9.2 GHz in this injection power condition,
and followed by a peak at a higher frequency, ~13 GHz. As Δλ is increased, the depth of
the dip first increases with detuning until a certain value (0.206 nm in this case), and
subsequently decreases with further increasing detuning. The peak, on the other hand,
drops monotonically with increasing Δλ. To better illustrate these features induced by
injection locking; these frequency response curves can be simply calibrated by
subtracting out the unlocked master laser S21 response. The calibrated response is shown
in Figure 5.22(b). More pronounced dips and gain peaks could be seen. Gain as high as
18 dB is demonstrated at this injection power level.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.22 Amplitude frequency response of a modulated-master OIL
VCSEL under a fixed injection power at various detuning values. (a) Raw
data. (b) Calibrated data reference to the free-running frequency response.
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Figure 5.23 shows the corresponding phase change response of the same modulatedmaster OIL VCSEL. Phase change response presents the locked phase response
calibrated with the unlocked one, thus showing only the phase shift induced by injection
locking. An interesting feature is that at fc, a phase change, φ, flip occurs at the detuning
value corresponding to the maximum dip. At frequencies greater than fc, a phase shift of
2π can be achieved over a bandwidth as large as 8 GHz. The phase change can also be
easily tuned by just simply tuning Δλ between the master and the slave laser. The slope of
the phase change response curve, dφ/dω, represents the delay time τ. Centered at fc with a
frequency bandwidth of 2 GHz, dφ/dω changes from negative (0.2 ns) to positive (-0.2
ns) value with increasing the detuning. Hence, effectively, we can tune the slave laser
medium from a slow to a fast light medium, with a total delay of ~ 0.4 ns. Since the
VCSEL contains 5×6-nm quantum wells (QWs) and the slow/fast light effects occurs in
the active region, a slow down factor S (speed up for the fast light case) can be obtained
as large as 2×106. For frequencies above fc, dφ/dω is always negative, which always
results in slow light with an effective S ~ 4×105. The slow/fast light effect shown here is
different from those using semiconductor optical amplifiers where carrier density
pulsation was the primary cause for the slow/fast light [87, 88]. However, it is similar to
[89], where the VCSEL was biased below threshold and used as a narrow-band amplifier.
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Figure 5.23 Phase change response of a modulated-master OIL VCSEL
under a fixed injection power at various detuning values. For a bandwidth of
~2 GHz centered at fc, the slope dφ/dω, equivalent to the delay time τ for
each detuning, changes from -0.2 ns to 0.2 ns, representing slow and fast
light regimes.

Although the slave VCSEL here is biased well above threshold, and under a strong
external light injection, it acts like a narrow-band amplifier as described in Chapter 2. In
this case, the slow/fast light occurs at a frequency several GHz away from the master
laser frequency. Therefore, utilizing it as an optical buffer for a train of light pulses
requires subcarrier modulation at or above fc. Nevertheless, the tunable phase shift is also
intriguing to achieve a flexible phase control of a narrowband RF signal.
Figure 5.24 shows both the amplitude and phase response at a fixed detuning but
various master injection power levels. All the features are still well maintained, while fc
increases as the injection power is increased. This shows that RF gain and phase change
is possible for even higher frequencies with higher injection power levels.
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Figure 5.24 Amplitude and phase change response of a modulated-master
OIL VCSEL at a fixed detuning but at three different injection power levels.
RF gain and phase change is possible for even higher frequencies with higher
injection power levels.

To show that these observations are a general trend of modulated-master OIL
VCSELs and not due to any peculiar characteristics of any particular device or artifacts
during the measurement, the same experiment is performed using different VCSELs for
the master and slave lasers. Table 5.2 shows the amplitude and phase change response for
three different device combinations at various injection power levels as well as detuning
values. All of them show similar features and behaviors with detuning.
For the case of VCSEL 4 as master laser and VCSEL 5 as slave laser, experiments
are also performed at three different power levels -10.70 dBm, -4.65 dBm and -2.27 dBm
as shown in Table 5.3. At each power level a set of curves for various detuning
conditions are presented. All these results show that the features of the frequency
response of modulated-master OIL VCSELs are quite repeatable.
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Table 5.2 Amplitude and phase change frequency response of different
modulated-master OIL VCSELs.

Device
Y axis: Amplitude -30 to 30 dB Y axis: Phase Change -400o to 200o
(Master-Slave) X axis: Frequency 0 to 18 GHz
X axis: Frequency 0 to 18 GHz

VCSEL 1-2

VCSEL 3-4

VCSEL 4-5
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Table 5.3 Amplitude and phase change frequency response at various
detuning values using VCSEL 4 as master and VCSEL 5 as slave at three
different power levels.

Injection Power

Y axis: Amplitude -30 to 30 dB Y axis: Phase Change -400o to 200o
X axis: Frequency 0 to 20 GHz
X axis: Frequency 0 to 20 GHz

-10.70 dBm

-4.65 dBm

-2.27 dBm

RF phase shift can also be measured in the time domain as shown in Figure 5.25.
Figure 5.25(a) shows the phase change response at two different detuning conditions. The
blue one has negative phase shift at frequencies greater than fc, while the green one has
positive phase shift. The time-domain measurement is performed by modulating the
master laser at single tones 14 GHz, 15 GHz and 16 GHz separately, while keeping the
same detuning conditions as shown in Figure 5.25(a). The oscilloscope traces are shown
in Figure 5.25(b). The same amount of phase delay and advancement are observed for
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both cases at those single-tone frequencies as compared with the frequency-domain
measurement.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.25 (a) Phase change response at two different detuning values with
single-tone modulation frequencies indicated. (b) Time-domain traces at two
detuning conditions showing both slow and fast light at three single-tone
modulating frequencies.

This interesting phenomenon described here can be qualitatively understood by the
hybrid amplifier model established in Chapter 3. The detuning-dependent dip shown in
Figure 5.22 is possibly due to the phase cancelation between the two sidebands after
detection, especially when the RF signal comes from the direct modulation of a master
VCSEL that exhibits large frequency chirp. And amplitude response with dips typically
associates with phase response that has sharp transitions, which in turn represents the
cancelation (thus resulting in dips) on the amplitude response.
This interesting behavior may find application as tunable RF gain for all-optical
communications or switching. We also demonstrate slow and fast light on single-tone
signals with total RF phase shift of 2π beyond 10 GHz. This device may be useful for
narrow band RF applications, such as phase shifters, phase-array antennas and beam
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steering. It may be also used as an all-optical time delay in subcarrier-multiplexed
networks.
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Chapter 6
Digital Applications of Injection-Locked VCSELs

The recent surge in bandwidth demand, driven by fast-growing video-on-demand
services and emerging applications such as network gaming, peer-to-peer downloading in
addition to the global broadband data services and advanced Internet applications have
been revitalizing the optical communication industry with focuses on both the access
networks [90] and the long-haul transport infrastructure [91].
Access networks have been traditionally called last-mile networks as they serve as
the last segment connection from service providers’ central office (CO) to the end users.
Access networks are typically widely implemented by either twisted copper pairs
(telephone lines) connecting to each individual household or residential co-axial cable
drops from Community Antenna TV (CATV) service providers. Ethernet is also a
popular technology commonly deployed by private sectors, government agencies and
educational institutions to form a local area network (LAN). Wi-Max is another type of
access technology that uses wireless radio signals for last-mile connectivity. Typically,
optical fibers are widely used in backbone networks due to their huge available
bandwidth and extremely low loss. Although fiber has been proposed and researched as
the next generation access technology for a long time, it was not until the beginning of
this century that fiber finally saw its growing commercial importance as the technology
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for last-mile connection. After more than 20 years of active research, passive optical
network (PON) based broadband optical access systems are finally seeing rapid large
scale commercialization in Asia and North America [90]. Among all the available
technologies, wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) increases system capacity by
transmitting multiple wavelengths on a single fiber, which can provide various services
efficiently.
For backbone networks, the desire for higher per-fiber transport capacities and, at the
same time, the drive for lower costs per end-to-end transmitted information bit has led to
optically routed networks with high spectral efficiencies. Among other enabling
technologies, advanced optical modulation formats have become key to the design of
modern WDM fiber systems [91].
Therefore, in this chapter, how injection-locked VCSELs can be used as upstream
transmitters in WDM-PONs along with important technical and design issues such as
Rayleigh backscattering, extinction ratio, and fiber fault monitoring will be discussed.
6.1 WAVELENGTH-DIVISION-MULTIPLEXED PASSIVE OPTICAL
NETWORK (WDM-PON)
The wavelength-division-multiplexed passive optical network (WDM-PON) has long
been recognized as an attractive upgrade solution for current access networks due to its
large capacity, ease of upgradeability, and security guarantee. In that respect, laser
transmitters in WDM-PONs are required to emit transmission wavelengths fixed to the
WDM grid. This key requirement is to ensure minimal crosstalk with other wavelengths
and transmission loss at the wavelength multiplexers and demultiplexers, e.g., arrayed
waveguide gratings (AWGs) [92]. Wavelength-specific distributed feedback (DFB)
lasers, distributed Bragg reflector lasers, and tunable lasers are considered the most
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expensive types of optical network unit (ONU) upstream transmitters. Active temperature
control and wavelength feedback monitoring, e.g., using Fabry–Pérot (F-P) etalons and
Bragg filters, are necessary to maintain emission wavelengths at their designated
wavelengths, thus leading to large power consumption, significant system complexity,
and more importantly, high cost.
A promising alternative to achieving low-cost wavelength-specific sources in a
WDM-PON is to use VCSELs. VCSELs are well known for their excellent single-mode
behavior and potential for low-cost manufacturing and electronics integration as
introduced in Chapter 1. In this section, a novel scheme that exploits the use of injectionlocked VCSELs for operation as stable, directly modulated, and potentially uncooled
ONU transmitters is proposed and experimentally demonstrated. OIL allows the VCSEL
wavelength to be matched to that of the master laser and dense WDM (DWDM) grid
within a certain detuning range, and thus, is locked onto the specific AWG port provided
by the central office (CO) without additional wavelength locking or stabilizing elements
[93]. Therefore, using OIL VCSELs as upstream transmitters expands the wavelength
tolerance of the ONU and compatibility with various vendors and systems with slightly
different DWDM grid. The proposed scheme does not require external injection-locking
sources and external upstream modulators. At the CO, DFB lasers that carry downstream
signals also serve a second function as master lasers to injection-lock ONU slave
VCSELs onto the WDM grid. A similar work proposed in [94] uses downstream signals
in differential phase shift keying (DPSK) format to injection-lock F-P lasers, but at the
expense of an external phase modulator for each wavelength channel at the CO and a
DPSK demodulator at each ONU. In our work, both downstream and upstream data are
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intensity modulated and directly detected using standard components. The slave VCSEL
is shown to respond only strongly to the wavelength but not the data from the master
DFB laser, with good upstream transmission performance obtained over 25-km fiber.
Thus, while the downstream laser’s carrier wavelength is used to lock the upstream
VCSEL, its data do not influence the upstream information. It will also be shown that this
proposed scheme provides a platform for an easy diagnosis of fiber failure in a rather
complex PON topology with fault monitors only added to the CO without modifying the
ONU.
6.1.1 Injection-Locked VCSELs as Upstream Transmitters
Figure 6.1 shows the proposed WDM-PON implementing OIL VCSELs. At the CO,
master DFB lasers either directly or externally modulated with downstream data, are
temperature-tuned to emit distinct wavelengths on the DWDM grid. At each ONU, an
optical splitter divides the optical power of the demultiplexed downstream signal to feed
a downstream receiver and to injection-lock a slave VCSEL. The splitting ratio must be
carefully chosen to satisfy error-free detection at the downstream receiver while
maintaining stable locking of the VCSEL. The OIL VCSEL is directly modulated with
upstream data and transmits them back to the CO. For colorless operation, identical
tunable VCSELs may be placed at each ONU [95]. Since the slave VCSEL emission
wavelength is typically dependent on its bias current or heat sink temperature, a
“training” session may be required to find the lockable wavelength regime, with the
assistance of a look-up table, or by forming a feedback loop with measurements of the
slave VCSEL reflected power through Port 3 of the optical circulator in Figure 6.1, or its
junction voltage while sweeping the slave VCSEL wavelength. The training session
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needs to be done only once when the ONU is started up or infrequently as is necessary,
similar to rebooting of a personal computer.
Since the modulated master DFBs and slave VCSELs have the same emission
wavelength, unidirectional fibers were implemented in the work so that the injectionlocked behavior and transmission performance (of the VCSEL) can be evaluated without
the influence of Rayleigh backscattering. In practice, bidirectional transmission is
typically employed due to the consideration of fiber cost and management. The effects of
Rayleigh backscattered light on the proposed scheme is, therefore, of interest and will be
investigated in detail in the next subsection.

Figure 6.1 Proposed scheme of WDM-PON using directly modulated OILVCSELs as upstream transmitters. Each slave VCSEL is injection-locked by
modulated downstream signal transmitted from a master DFB laser located at
the CO.
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Figure 6.2 Experimental setup of single channel demonstration.

The characterization and evaluation of the OIL VCSEL scheme were performed with
a non-polarization-maintaining (non-PM) single-channel experiment with the setup
shown in Figure 6.2. At the CO, the continuous-wave (CW) light from a DFB laser was
externally modulated with 223-1 pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS) non-return-to-zero
(NRZ) data from a bit-error-rate testset (BERT). The modulated signal was either
connected directly to a 3-dB coupler for back-to-back measurements or through 25 km of
fiber. At the ONU, a 3-dB coupler was used to split the downstream modulated signal
between a downstream receiver and a 1.55-µm VCSEL. The VCSEL used here is the
same type of devices shown previously [41]. The VCSEL was biased at 5 mA (~ 1 mW
output power) and modulated with 2.5-Gb/s 223-1 PRBS NRZ data from a second BERT.
The modulated output from the VCSEL was sent upstream and detected using a 2.5-GHz
avalanche photodiode (APD) receiver at the CO after traversing 25 km of fiber. Optical
attenuators (ATTN) were used to vary the received optical power at the receivers and the
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injection power incident on the VCSEL. Note that in the setup, the VCSEL was freespace coupled to a fiber connected to ATTN2 at location A, incurring a coupling loss of ~
8 dB. The absolute injection power incident on the VCSEL was, therefore, the measured
power at A – 8 dB of coupling loss. In a practical network, lower coupling losses (~ 1
dB) can be easily achieved by deploying packaged VCSELs with a more sophisticated
design or structure such as lensed-fiber so that system loss of 15–20 dB can be
accommodated.
Since both the master and the slave laser will be under modulation in the PON
configuration, it is necessary to characterize the dynamic locking stability first. The
master DFB injection power and wavelength detuning, forming the stability plot, is used
to characterize the locking stability. Figure 6.3 shows the stability plot of a CW VCSEL
injection-locked by a master DFB laser modulated at 1.25 Gb/s. The range of injection
powers (non-calibrated) was chosen based on practical launching powers (~ 5 dBm) and
system loss (15–20 dB). Results show that there exists an optimal injection power that
yields the largest locking range, and therefore, the best stability performance. The locking
range is small at high injection powers because of a stronger modulated signal on the
injection-locking carrier wavelength, and also at low injection powers is due to
insufficient optical power to injection-lock the VCSEL. The locking range decreases even
further with the modulation of the slave laser, with the smallest locking range of
approximately 0.015 nm observed when both master and slave laser line-rates are
identical. Though such a small locking range may lead to unstable injection-locking
performance, uncooled operation may still be achieved through means of effective heat
sinking for wavelength stabilization, regular in-line calibration steps, and/or use of a
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look-up table. This is because single-mode VCSELs do not mode-hop due to a very large
free spectral range (FSR) of 20 to 50 nm. In addition, their emission wavelengths also
have well-behaved temperature and aging dependence (0.05 – 0.1 nm / oC). The locking
range can be significantly increased up to 0.46 nm at 13-dBm injection power by
matching the polarization of the downstream signal to that of the VCSEL. However, to
demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed OIL VCSEL scheme under non-optimized
conditions, no PM components were used in the experiments.

Figure 6.3 Stability plot for a CW VCSEL injection-locked by a master DFB
laser modulated at 1.25 Gb/s.

Figure 6.4 shows the superimposed optical spectra of an externally modulated master
DFB laser at 2.5-Gb/s and a directly modulated VCSEL at 2.5-Gb/s when it is freerunning and injection-locked by the modulated DFB. Although the master and slave
lasers are modulated at the same line-rate for a worst-case performance, the injectionlocked optical spectrum indicates good performance with a narrower linewidth than that
of the free-running VCSEL, and is shifted slightly to the longer wavelength matching that
of the master laser.
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Figure 6.4 Superimposed optical spectra of an externally modulated master
DFB laser at 2.5-Gb/s and a directly modulated VCSEL at 2.5-Gb/s when it
is both free-running and injection-locked by the modulated DFB.

The BER of the 2.5-Gb/s upstream signal from the VCSEL, injection-locked by the
master DFB laser with different line-rates and injection power levels, was evaluated.
Figure 6.5 plots the BER curves measured for two injection power levels, –20 and –23
dBm (with coupling loss calibrated), and the master laser operated under CW condition,
1.25 Gb/s, and 2.5-Gb/s line-rates modulation. BER measurements from a 2.5-Gb/s
modulated free-running VCSEL are also plotted in Figure 6.5 as a performance
comparison. The performance of the VCSEL is clearly improved with OIL mainly due to
the chirp reduction. These results were obtained with the upstream and downstream
optical extinction ratio fixed to an identical and arbitrarily chosen value of 4.5 dB,
enabling the OIL VCSEL upstream performance to be studied only as a function of
optical injection power and downstream bit rate. The influence of the downstream optical
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extinction ratio on the upstream performance also requires in-depth study and will be
presented in the next subsection.

Figure 6.5 Upstream BER of a VCSEL in free-running mode and injectionlocked by a CW, 1.25- and 2.5-Gb/s modulated master laser with –23 and –
20-dBm absolute injection power levels.

Even though results in Figure 6.5 show the feasibility of transmitting upstream data
from the free-running VCSEL, the setup is a single channel experiment that neglected the
potential high transmission losses and out-of-band crosstalk arising from misalignment of
the free-running VCSEL wavelength with the AWG passband. With injection locking at
an absolute power of –20 dBm, an improvement in upstream transmission performance
over the free-running case is observed but only at high BER measurements, a feature
applicable to networks implementing forward-error correction. As for the case of –23dBm injection power, a major improvement of 4 – 5 dB at BER = 10-9 was obtained over
the free-running case, allowing an increased power margin in the network. With both
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injection power levels, the performance degrades with increasing master line-rate.
Further, an interesting observation arises with the VCSEL injection-locked by the master
laser under CW operation. Even though no modulation exists on the optical carrier at
CW, transmission performance is observed to degrade as injection power is increased.
This characteristic can be attributed to the fact that high injection power can result in high
CW reflection from the surface of the VCSEL due to its high reflectivity top mirror,
thereby degrading the extinction ratio, and hence the transmission performance.
Compounding the issue is that high injection power can possibly excite another nonlasing polarization mode of the VCSEL, which in turn can degrade the transmission
performance due to mode hopping or competition.
These results, therefore, indicate that our proposed scheme benefits from stable
injection locking with low injection power, which also benefits the detection of
downstream signals at the ONU. The power splitter ratio can then be easily designed to
maximize the performance at both the downstream receiver and the OIL VCSEL
upstream transmitter.
In addition, the proposed scheme can be applied to 850- and 1330-nm VCSELs used
in in-house communication with multimode fiber links. It eliminates costly components
such as external broadband or narrowband light sources for injection locking, and
external upstream signal modulators. Furthermore, potential uncooled operation through
effective heat sinking may eliminate the need for temperature control and monitoring
circuits. These features make OIL VCSELs highly desirable for broadband low-cost
WDM-PONs.
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6.1.2 Rayleigh Backscattering and Extinction Ratio Study
In practice, bidirectional optical networks are much preferred in PON due to reduced
management and fiber costs. However, with optical injection locking in the proposed
WDM-PON scheme, the master (downstream) and slave (upstream) wavelengths are
identical, resulting in upstream performance degradation at the receiver in the CO caused
by Rayleigh backscattered-induced intensity noise of the master DFB laser [96]. In this
subsection, we study the performance dependence of OIL VCSELs on Rayleigh
backscattering effects in a 25-km bidirectional optical link, and on the modulated
downstream data of the master DFB laser. We evaluate the BER of the modulated
upstream signal against the upstream signal to Rayleigh backscattering ratio (SRR) as
well as the optical extinction ratio (ER) of the modulated downstream signal at a constant
injection power. The results show that error-free performance in a bidirectional network
is easily achieved with an SRR of > 13.4 dB, and with a small linear dependence on the
downstream ER. Further, the small-signal frequency response of the OIL VCSEL
exhibits a high-pass filter characteristic that suppresses the modulation of the downstream
master carrier, achieving stable injection locking of the slave VCSEL.
Switching from the unidirectional configuration to the bidirectional configuration,
the experimental setup needs to be modified accordingly with slightly more complexity.
Figure 6.6 shows the revised non-PM single channel experimental setup. Same devices
and operation conditions are used as before. At the CO, CW light from a DFB laser was
externally modulated with 2.5 Gb/s 223-1 NRZ PRBS from BERT1. The degree of
Rayleigh backscattering, and hence the value of SRR, was set by adjusting the optical
power of the downstream signal via the optical attenuator, ATTN1, whereas the
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downstream ER was varied by changing the modulating data amplitude of BERT1. The
downstream signal was coupled into a 25 km span of fiber using an optical circulator. At
the ONU, a configuration comprising two optical circulators, a 3-dB coupler, and
ATTN2, was used at the ONU to receive and optically attenuate the downstream signal to
yield an absolute injection power of only –25 dBm into the VCSEL. Conversely, the
upstream signal from the OIL VCSEL bypasses the 3-dB coupler and ATTN2 so that the
output power from the ONU is maximized, since there is 8 ~ 10 dB coupling loss from
the VCSEL to ATTN2. Throughout the experiments, the VCSEL was modulated with 2.5
Gb/s 223-1 NRZ PRBS from BERT2 and the upstream signal was detected at the CO,
where SRR is calculated using the following equation:
SRR (dB) =10 log10 (upstream signal power / Rayleigh backscattering power).

Figure 6.6 Single-channel experimental setup to study upstream performance
dependence on Rayleigh backscattering and downstream optical extinction
ratio in bidirectional WDM-PON using a 1.55-µm OIL VCSEL as upstream
transmitter.

At the CO, the upstream signal power was measured in the absence of the
downstream signal, while Rayleigh backscattering power from the downstream signal
was measured with the VCSEL biased below threshold and with the fiber at location A
disconnected. To ensure that only Rayleigh backscattering and not back reflections from
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fiber end-facets and connections was considered, angled connectors were used in the
setup along with optical circulators to provide further isolation.
We first analyzed the Rayleigh backscattering effects by adjusting the downstream
and upstream ERs to a constant 4.5 dB while varying the SRR. Figure 6.7(a) shows BER
measurements of 2.5 Gb/s upstream signals from the VCSEL optically injection-locked
by 2.5 Gb/s downstream signals for different values of SRR.

Figure 6.7 Upstream BER curves for different values of (a) SRR at a constant
downstream ER of 4.5 dB and (b) downstream ER at a constant SRR of 13.4
dB.

The upstream BER degrades with decreasing SRR, inducing power penalties and
error floors. Nonetheless, results show that the influence of Rayleigh backscattering can
be drastically reduced to achieve error-free transmission (at BER < 10-9) if the SRR is
higher than 13.4 dB. This is easily achievable within the design limits of a practical
system using lensed-fiber pigtailed VCSELs with < 1 dB coupling loss, thereby
significantly increasing upstream signal power at the CO. Maintaining the SRR and
upstream ER at 13.4 and 4.5 dB, respectively, the downstream ER was then varied with
the corresponding upstream BER curves shown in Figure 6.7(b). While error-free
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transmission is achieved in all cases, the increase in downstream ER degrades upstream
performance. In the worst-case scenario, an increase in downstream extinction ratio from
2.25 to 6.14 dB incurs ~3 dB degradation on the upstream BER.
Figure 6.8 plots the minimum power required to achieve error-free versus
downstream ER for both upstream and downstream signals. The solid color lines
represent the relative optical ER dependencies of both upstream and downstream signals
in a bidirectional network with 25-km fiber and unidirectional back-to-back setup (i.e. no
Rayleigh backscattering or transmission penalty). Results show a power penalty of < 2
dB from 25 km of transmission and Rayleigh backscattering, but more importantly, a
linear and small dependence of the upstream signal on the downstream ER compared to
high exponential dependence of the downstream signal on the downstream ER.

Figure 6.8 Characteristics of received optical power at error-free versus
downstream extinction ratio in both unidirectional and bidirectional network
configurations.
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Finally, to study why the modulation data on the downstream master light does not
significantly interfere with the upstream data imposed onto the VCSEL after OIL, smallsignal frequency response of the OIL VCSEL under similar injection power as in the
transmission experiment are taken at various detuning values, namely at -0.012, 0.018,
0.036 nm is shown in Figure 6.9. In this case, the master DFB carries the modulation
while the VCSEL is under CW operation and injection-locked by the master light. The
response curves are analogous to that of a high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 8
GHz, and show an increase in damping with increasing on the detuning value. These
results indicate that the high-pass filter characteristic of the OIL VCSEL provides
suppression of the 2.5 Gb/s modulation on the downstream master carrier, thereby
effectively injection-locking the VCSEL as though it is a CW carrier. Note that
suppression of the 2.5 Gb/s incoming downstream signal will not affect the directly
modulated 2.5 Gb/s upstream signal as they undergo different processes inside the
VCSEL. The former interacts with the VCSEL through photon carrier exchange while the
latter directly modulates the VCSEL carriers.

Figure 6.9 Small-signal frequency response of OIL VCSEL while the master
laser is externally modulated at various detuning values, namely at -0.012,
0.018, 0.036 nm.
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Therefore, The upstream performance of a 1.55-µm slave VCSEL optically
injection-locked by a modulated downstream signal in a bidirectional network is shown
to be minimally dependent on the downstream ER, and exhibits error-free performance
with an SRR > 13.4 dB, an easily achievable value in a practical network. The frequency
response of the OIL-VCSEL shows a high-pass characteristic that suppresses the master
modulated downstream signal, which is highly desirable for the WDM-PON scheme
discussed here.
6.1.3 Fault Monitoring and Localization Scheme
As the WDM-PON is expected to be first deployed by business customers with high
capacity information in both upstream and downstream directions, real-time knowledge
of a fiber fault and the location of the fault will ensure rapid rectification and restoration
of transmission [97]. However, despite all its advantages, a typical WDM-PON
architecture does not allow for easy diagnostic of fiber failures due to its tree and branch
topology. The feeder fiber from the CO to the AWG in the remote node (RN) can be
considered as the trunk of the tree network whilst the distribution fibers from the RN to
the end user at the ONUs can be equated to branches of the tree network. Conventional
optical time-domain reflectometry (OTDR) based on a single wavelength source at the
CO is not applicable in a WDM-PON due to the wavelength-routing characteristics of the
AWG in the RN [98]. Likewise, OTDR with a broadband optical source is unsuitable
because reflections from different distribution fibers after the AWG will overlap back at
the CO thus making the reflected pulses from different distribution fibers
indistinguishable. Solutions based on tunable OTDR methods adds cost and complexity
due to the requirement of a tunable laser source at the CO and the need to schedule
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OTDR pulse transmission sequentially in a round-robin fashion amongst the branches of
the WDM-PON [99]. An alternative proposal uses the optical transmitter at the CO to
transmit an OTDR pulse upon detecting the absence of upstream signals [100].
Aside from OTDR methods, two solutions have been proposed recently that exploits
the combination of a broadband source in the CO and optical reflectors at the ONU [101,
102]. For fiber fault monitoring, a broadband source (e.g. super-luminescence light
emitting diode (LED), semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) or EDFA) is employed in
the CO to emit broadband light towards the RN. The broadband light is centered at
waveband different than that of the upstream and downstream wavelengths. At the RN,
the AWG slices the broadband light into narrowband slices, each corresponding to a
distribution fiber and ONU. Each sliced light can be considered a monitoring channel in
which light is reflected at the input of an ONU via an optical reflector comprising of
either a wavelength dependent component such as a fiber Bragg grating [101] or a
combination of a wavelength coupler and a wideband mirror centered on the emission
waveband of the broadband source [102]. The reflected light is then detected back at the
CO via an OSA or an optical tunable filter connected to a power meter. The former
allows for simultaneous monitoring of all monitoring channels, whereas sequential
monitoring is achieved in the latter. Thus, depending on presence or absence of a
monitoring channel and its associated upstream channel, failures pertaining to one or
more distribution fibers, feeder fiber and upstream transmitter can be monitored.
Nonetheless, both schemes require the output power of the broadband source to be high
due to losses from spectral slicing and bidirectional traversing of the monitoring channel
in the outside plant. Additional costs are also associated with the OSA or the tunable
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filter with an integrated optical power meter. More importantly, to install the fault
monitoring and localization feature in an already deployed WDM-PON requires an
upgrade of all ONUs whereby a wideband optical reflector or a wavelength dependent
filter is required to be added. Ultimately, this feature should be provided without
requiring any changes to be made at the ONU side. Since the access network segment is
particularly cost-sensitive due to the relatively small number of end users it services
without the benefits of large cost-sharing, minimizing the costs especially at the ONU
end while having the ability to provide added features is very important for network
operators.
In this subsection, it will be seen that a simple and cost-effective fault monitoring
and localization scheme using a low bandwidth and low output power fault monitor in an
OIL

VCSEL

WDM-PON

scheme

is

possible.

Without

requiring

additional

narrowband/broadband injection-locking sources in the CO, the VCSELs are optically
injection-locked by modulated downstream signals from the CO to align the upstream
wavelengths to that of the downstream, and hence to the WDM grid without active
temperature control. The fault monitor is added only to the CO without modifications to
the ONUs. Once the monitor is in place, monitoring can be implemented individually and
on-demand by each customer depending on their service level agreement. Here we
propose and show the proof-of-concept demonstration of using the inherent mirror
structure of VCSELs to provide monitoring and localization of fiber and device faults in a
PON. We will demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed scheme with characterizations
of the fault monitor that function reliably with high sensitivity (∼ -67 dBm), low output
power (∼ -7 dBm) and low bandwidth (∼ 2 kHz) requirements. We also show that the
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addition of the monitoring scheme to an existing infrastructure incurs a negligible penalty
(∼ 0.5 dB) on the upstream transmissions of the WDM-PON.
Figure 6.10 shows the schematic of a WDM-PON implementing the proposed fault
monitor comprising a low-power broadband source, a lock-in module, and a series of
low-bandwidth detectors. The broadband light source is centered on a waveband distinct
from the downstream and upstream wavelengths of the network and is modulated with an
AC signal at a reference frequency, freq, from a lock-in module. In the downstream
direction, the spectral and cyclic properties of the arrayed waveguide grating, AWG2, at
the remote node slices the broadband light source into multiple monitoring channels, each
directed towards a different ONU along with the pre-assigned downstream channel. At
the ONU, the downstream signal is detected, and also used to injection-lock the VCSEL
upstream transmitter. As long as the monitoring channel does not coincide with the lasing
wavelength of the VCSEL, it will be reflected by the DBR mirrors of the VCSEL with ∼
99.5% reflectivity. Back at the CO, the upstream and reflected monitoring channels from
each ONU are separated by a coarse WDM (CWDM) filter at the output port of AWG1.
The monitoring channel is detected with a low-bandwidth detector (bandwidth ≈ freq) and
fed back into the lock-in module for measurement. The lock-in module singles out the
DC component of the detected signal at freq and rejects noise signals at all other
frequencies, thus allowing robust detection of very small AC signals in wideband noise
background. The power level of all monitoring channels can be determined from their
respective lock-in measurements and in turn, can be used to determine the status of the
feeder and distribution fibers, and also the VCSEL transmitter.
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Figure 6.10 Novel fault monitoring and localization scheme in a WDM-PON
with OIL VCSELs and lock-in-amplifiers.

The experimental setup used to investigate the feasibility of the proposed scheme
and for characterization of the fault monitor is schematically shown in Figure 6.11. At the
CO, CW light at 1576.1 nm from a DFB laser is externally modulated with 223-1 NRZ
PRBS data from a BERT. The downstream signal is coupled with broadband light from
an EDFA and directed towards an optical circulator, 20 km of feeder fiber, AWG and 2.2
km of distribution fiber. The broadband light which is modulated with freq = 2 kHz from
a commercial lock-in module is sliced into narrowband monitoring channels by the cyclic
AWG. The channel spacing and 3-dB pass-band of the AGW are 0.8 nm and 0.5 nm,
respectively. At an ONU, the downstream channel optically injection-locks a 1.55-µm
VCSEL, while the monitoring channel is reflected by the top DBR mirror of the VCSEL.
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Figure 6.11 Experimental setup. Inset is the reflection spectrum of a tunable
laser beam from the VCSEL top mirror when the VCSEL is off.

The inset of Figure 6.11 shows the reflection spectrum from the VCSEL top
distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) mirror when the VCSEL is switched off. Only the
short wavelength side of the spectrum of the DBR (reflectivity vs. wavelength) could be
measured, as the tunable laser used was limited in wavelength tuning range. Further, note
that since the VCSEL is free-spaced coupled to Port 2 of the optical circulator, the
reflection spectrum is only a relative measure of the input power at Port 2 and the
reflected output power at Port 3. Nevertheless, the reflection spectrum indicates a stopband that is wider than the broadband optical spectrum of the EDFA, allowing all
monitoring channels to be reflected. The stop-band and band edge of the VCSEL top
mirror can be designed accordingly by changing the composition of the DBRs while the
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reflectivity can be increased by changing the number of DBR layers. Throughout the
experiment, the VCSEL was biased at 6.32 mA (∼ 1 mW output power) and modulated
with 2.5 Gb/s 223-1 NRZ PRBS from a second BERT. Along with the reflected
monitoring channel, the modulated output from the VCSEL that is aligned to the
wavelength of the downstream channel is then sent back upstream towards the CO. At the
CO, the monitoring channel is detected using an optical band-pass filter, a coarse WDM
filter, a low bandwidth (DC ~ 50 MHz) detector and the lock-in module. The optical
band-pass filter with a 2 nm pass-band was implemented in place of an AWG at the CO.
To visually demonstrate the feasibility of the monitoring scheme, the optical spectra
of the downstream, upstream and monitoring channels were observed at locations A and
B of the experimental setup in Figure 6.11. The optical spectra of the modulated
downstream signal and broadband monitoring source measured at location A are shown
in Figure 6.12(a), while that of the reflected monitoring channel and the upstream
channel from the OIL VCSEL in a network without failures measured at location B are
shown in Figure 6.12(b). It should be noted that the low peak powers of downstream and
upstream signals are attributed to the low resolution of the OSA measuring over a large
wavelength span. Further, the two reflected monitoring channels, spaced apart by the
FSR of the AWG, are caused by the broadband source having a bandwidth larger that the
AWG’s FSR. For these measurements, the launching power of the broadband source was
intentionally increased to +9 dBm and all other ports of the AWG were properly
terminated to enable only the monitoring channel(s) on the specific output port connected
to the VCSEL to be clearly observed on the OSA. At system initialization in the absence
of network failures, the power level of the monitoring channel for each ONU is recorded.
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Figure 6.12 Optical spectra measured at locations A (Fig. 3(a)) and B (Fig.
3(b)-(f)) of the experimental setup in Figure 6.11: (a) broadband light +
downstream channel (b) no failure (c) transmitter failure (d) feeder fiber
failure at 20 km (e) distribution fiber failure at 2.25 km after AWG (f)
monitoring channel in detail.
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Figure 6.12(c)-(e) show the optical spectra measured at location B for the following
network conditions: in the event of VCSEL transmitter failure; feeder fiber cut at 20 km;
and distribution fiber cut at 2.25 km from the AWG, respectively. We simulated the
VCSEL transmitter failure by biasing the device below threshold under non-lasing
condition. In the monitoring scheme, transmission failures are diagnosed with the
presence of a monitoring channel at the non-failure power level AND in the absence of
the associated signal in upstream receiver. Distribution fiber failures are diagnosed with
an optical power level of the monitoring channel being lower than the non-failure power
level, with the lowest power recorded for a distribution fiber cut located just before the
input to the ONU (i.e. at 2.25 km away from the AWG in our setup). Likewise, feeder
fiber failures are diagnosed with a power level of all monitoring channels being above the
non-failure power level.
Figure 6.12(f) shows the power level of the monitoring channel (1555.8 nm) in
detail, measured at location B under different conditions of fiber and transmitter failures.
In particular, the distribution fiber breaks at 0 km and 2.2 km away from the AWG are
clearly discernable allowing the exact location of the fiber fault to be determined. Even
at lower launching powers of the broadband source, the monitoring scheme is able to
determine the exact location of the fiber fault due to its capability to differentiate small
amounts of changes in the optical power levels using the lock-in measurements, as
evident from our measurements of the lock-in DC signal as a function of received optical
power at the low-bandwidth detector.
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Figure 6.13 DC signal of monitoring channel measured at lock-in amplifier
as a function of optical power received at the low bandwidth receiver. The
inset shows DC measurements over a wider range of received optical power
from -67 dB to -35 dB in this case, highlighting the ability to detect signals
over a large dynamic range.

The DC signal of the monitoring channel measured at the lock-in amplifier is plotted
in Figure 6.13 as a function of optical power received at the low bandwidth receiver in
the monitor. The detection rate is measured to be 5 µVrms / 1 nW, with stable DC
measurements down to 1.3 µVrms or -67 dBm. Taking into consideration the spectral
slicing and roundtrip propagation losses incurred by the monitoring channel in a typical
WDM-PON (i.e. Figure 6.10) and the results in Figure 6.13, our monitoring scheme can
accommodate a broadband source with a total launch power of as low as -7 dBm,
allowing a lower cost alternative such as an LED rather than an EDFA to be used. In a
worst case that the distribution fiber breaks at 2.25 km away from the AWG, a reflected
monitoring signal with power of -67 dBm can still be detected by the lock-in module. The
sensitivity of the monitor can potentially be increased by using a detector with an even
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lower bandwidth, ideally at 2 kHz. Likewise, the upper limit in the received optical
power is limited only by the maximum tolerable input power of the low bandwidth
receiver. The inset of Figure 6.13 shows DC measurements over a wider range of
received optical power (from -67 dB to -35 dB in this set of measurements), highlighting
the ability to detect signals over a large dynamic range.

Figure 6.14 BER of upstream signals, repeated for experiments in back-toback (B2B) and 22.25 km transmission configurations, with and without
implementing the monitoring scheme. The eye diagrams measured at BER =
10-9 for the 22.25 km transmission case are shown as insets.

BER measurements of a 2.5 Gb/s upstream signal from the OIL-VCSEL is
performed to investigate the power penalty incurred by the monitoring scheme. It is
essential that the added feature of monitoring and localization of faults is non-intrusive to
the signals on the network and also the injection-locking performance of the VCSEL. To
detect the upstream signal, we tuned the BPF to the upstream wavelength of 1576.1 nm
and detect the optical signal using a 2.5 Gb/s APD. The BER measurements obtained for
the back-to-back (B2B) and transmission configurations, with and without implementing
the monitoring scheme are shown in Figure 6.14. The eye diagrams for the transmission
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case with and without the implementation of the monitoring scheme at BER = 10-9 are
shown as insets. Results in both B2B and transmission cases show a 0.5 dB power
penalty at BER = 10-9, demonstrating the monitoring scheme to have minimal impact on
the transmission and OIL performance of the VCSEL.
In summary, this is a novel scheme of fault monitoring and localization in a WDMPON with a wavelength-dependent passive tree and branch topology. Using a highly
sensitive but low-cost monitor comprising a low output power broadband source and low
bandwidth detectors, in conjunction with the high reflectivity mirror of VCSELs, the
monitoring channel can be fed back and detected with high sensitivity at the central
office. Experimental investigations indicate that the added benefit of implementing the
proposed fault-monitoring scheme imposes minimal cost associated with upgrades to the
network, and also minimal penalty to data transmissions on the network.
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Chapter 7
Optical Injection Locking of Multimode VCSELs

Recently, there has been growing interests and research on developing 100Gb/s
Ethernet LAN [103] and 60-GHz radio-over-fiber (RoF) systems [104] using multimode
(transverse mode) VCSELs due to the tremendous bandwidth optical fiber provides over
electrical cables, and the cost-effective manufacturing and performance advantages of
multimode VCSELs. However, it is well known that multiple modes lasing at different
wavelength of a laser, such as Fabry-Perot (F-P) lasers, would introduce mode
competition noise and modal dispersion, which prevent these devices from being used for
high-speed or long-distance transmission [105]. On one hand, this led to the active
research and development on single-mode lasers in the early 80s, which are now widely
deployed in long-haul and high-performance transport networks in spite of their
expensive cost. On the other hand, OIL was experimented in the same era on F-P lasers
with the aim of creating a single-mode device by selectively locking a particular
longitudinal mode of the F-P laser [7]. However, the small FSR (~ 0.1 nm) between
different cavity modes of the F-P laser greatly confines the tuning and locking range, thus
limiting the stability and the dynamic performance improvement OIL can provide [106].
For multimode VCSELs, on the contrary, due to very small cavity length (~ 1 µm) the
FSR is large enough to emit only a single longitudinal mode. However, large device
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aperture size is typically designed to have enough current injection and reasonable output
power, but at the same time it supports multiple transverse modes emission, which
typically exhibit 1 to 2-nm mode spacing. Therefore, there are two major advantages of
OIL on multimode VCSELs compare to F-P lasers. First, the much larger mode spacing
would allow large detuning, thus larger locking range for a selected mode. Second, other
than frequency selection, spatial mode profile matching is an extra degree of freedom that
one can utilize to accomplish locking preferentially on a particular (especially higherorder transverse) mode. Our study and demonstrations on injection-locked single-mode
VCSELs show much improved performance in many aspects as discussed in the previous
chapters. Hence, it is straightforward to expect that similar improvement could be seen on
injection-locked multimode VCSELs as well, possibly with some slight variation on the
parameter values. OIL on multimode VCSELs has been studied before, but only in the
weak injection regime with no dynamic performance (e.g. modulation characteristics)
reported [107, 108].
In our work, we are interested in exploring the possibility of using OIL to improve
the direct modulation response of multimode VCSELs by leveraging the unique
properties of these devices with both spatially and spectrally well-separated modes. We
hope this technique will provide an important solution to low-cost upgrades of existing
embedded LANs and future 60-GHz RoF for indoor distributed wireless networks.
In this chapter, I will show preliminary results on experimentally improved
frequency response, data transmission performance as well as numerically simulated
stability performance of injection-locked 1.55-µm multimode VCSELs. Important issues
that require further study in the future are also discussed.
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7.1 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF SMALL-SIGNAL FREQUENCY
RESPONSE
The experimental setup of OIL on a multimode VCSEL is essentially the same as the
one for a single-mode VCSEL, except that the device used in this case is multimode with
an aperture size of typically 10 ~15 µm (as opposed to single-mode device with an
aperture of < 6 µm). The lasing threshold is ~ 6 mA and maximum output power is ~ 5
mW at bias current of 25 mA. Single-mode lensed-fiber is still used in the experiment to
inject and collect light from the VCSEL due to the single-mode nature of the master laser.
Therefore, because of the substantial size mismatch between the laser aperture and the
core of the single-mode fiber, coupling loss of 5 ~ 10 dB is usually present.
7.1.1 Resonance Frequency and Bandwidth Enhancement
For the small-signal frequency response measurement, the VCSEL is biased at 10
mA with 1.2-mW output power. This condition is chosen with an aim at obtaining both
multimode operation on the device as well as an optimized RF response, i.e. maximizing
the modulation bandwidth enhancement, because the number of modes increase with the
bias current, but keeping a high injection ratio (lower slave laser bias) would help obtain
larger modulation bandwidth. Under this condition, the VCSEL emits both the
fundamental and the first-order transverse mode including two polarization modes that
are at wavelength 1.5 nm shorter than the fundamental mode (with higher frequency). If
one examines the case in the frequency domain, OIL employs a master laser to frequency
lock the slave laser, so either the fundamental or the higher-order mode can be locked
since they are at different wavelengths. Indeed, this was demonstrated previously [109].
By optimizing the injection ratio, detuning, and the spatial mode overlap between the
master and slave lasers, a regime with plausible locking efficiency and stability can be
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found. Locking occurs easily when the master laser wavelength is tuned to preferentially
lock to the fundamental mode, which usually has the highest output power (but not
significantly higher than other modes since the device is multimode). Locking on the
higher-order mode by controlling the spatial mode overlap is also possible and will be
discussed in the next subsection.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.1 Frequency response and optical spectra of a free-running and the
corresponding OIL multimode VCSEL with aperture size of 10 µm at various
injection ratio and detuning conditions. (a) Small-signal frequency response.
Resonance frequency increases from 3 GHz up to 54 GHz and 3-dB
bandwidth of 38 GHz is obtained. Response can be tailored by adjusting the
locking parameters. The system parasitic is included such as the electric
probe (40 GHz), photo-detector (50 GHz) and the bias-Tee (50 GHz). (b)
Optical spectra. Master laser locks on the fundamental mode. The higherorder (1st) transverse modes are suppressed under external light injection.

Once stable locking on the fundamental mode is achieved with the higher-order
modes greatly suppressed, small-signal frequency response under various master power
and detuning conditions are tested. Figure 7.1 shows the response curves and the optical
spectra of a multimode VCSEL with and without OIL. Same as in the single-mode case,
the data presented here is raw data including VCSEL RC rated at 10 GHz and
measurement system parasitics such as the electric probe (40 GHz), photo-detector (50
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GHz) and the bias-Tee (50 GHz). In Figure 7.1(a), the free-running VCSEL has a
modulation bandwidth of only 3 GHz. However, if it is injection-locked by a master
laser, a resonance frequency as high as 54 GHz can be obtained. As it was demonstrated
before on a single-mode VCSEL, the frequency response can be tailored by adjusting the
injection ratio and the wavelength detuning, similar behavior exhibits on OIL multimode
VCSEL as well. When the master laser injecting at the slave laser with higher power
(9.03 dB) and farther red detuned (0.48 nm), a flat response is achieved with a 3-dB
bandwidth of 38 GHz, which can be potentially used for a 40-Gb/s system.
Figure 7.1(b) shows the corresponding optical spectrum for each locking condition.
The black trace is the free-running spectrum showing both the fundamental mode and the
first-order mode at bias current of 10 mA. Two polarization modes can also be seen for
the first-order mode. Once the fundamental mode is injection-locked, the higher-order
mode is greatly suppressed, and the fundamental mode is lasing at the master wavelength.
However, this preliminary demonstration is limited by the available master laser power
since a multimode VCSEL requires additional power to suppress the higher-order mode.
To test if OIL works for highly multimode VCSELs, two devices with aperture size
of 15 µm are also injection-locked independently at the fundamental mode using the
same lensed-fiber for coupling at various detuning conditions. Due to the larger aperture
the coupling loss is increased to 12 dB, thus lowering the achievable injection ratio. This
lowered injection ratio limits the resonance frequency enhancement to ~ 30 GHz from a 3
GHz free-running resonance as shown in Figure 7.2(a) and 7.3(a). A higher power master
laser or better coupling mechanism (possibly fiber with larger core size) would allow for
enhancement similar to the 10-µm VCSEL. The corresponding optical spectra in Figure
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7.2(b) and 7.3(b) show the higher-order mode suppression similar to the 10-µm VCSEL
even though more than two groups of higher-order modes are present in the free-running
condition.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.2 Frequency response and optical spectra of a free-running and the
corresponding OIL multimode VCSEL with aperture size of 15 µm at various
injection ratio and detuning conditions. (a) Small-signal frequency response.
Smaller enhancement observed results from the reduced injection ratio
caused by larger coupling loss. (b) Optical spectra. Master laser locks on the
fundamental mode. The higher-order transverse modes are suppressed under
external light injection.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.3 (a) Frequency response and (b) optical spectra of another freerunning and the corresponding OIL multimode VCSEL with aperture size of
15 µm at various injection ratio and detuning similar as shown in Figure 7.2.
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7.1.2 Spatial Detuning
As pointed out earlier in the chapter, multimode VCSELs provide an extra degree of
freedom on tuning for the master laser to preferentially select a mode to lock using spatial
transverse mode profile. This idea is illustrated schematically in Figure 7.4.
A multimode VCSEL with aperture size of 10 ~ 15 µm usually emits the
fundamental mode, the 1st order and possibly the 2nd order transverse modes, which are
also spectrally separated, as verified by measured optical spectra shown in Figure 7.4(a).
Since the master laser emits only the fundamental transverse mode (DFB laser in our
case), the lensed-fiber can thus be spatially moved in the horizontal plan to maximize the
spatial overlap between the master laser and the preferred mode for injection locking in
addition to the frequency selection by tuning the master wavelength. For example, the
fundamental mode will be easily locked if the lensed-fiber is coupled to the center of the
VCSEL aperture where the fundamental mode has the strongest emission. However,
Locking would occur more easily on the higher-order modes if the lensed-fiber is moved
to the edge of the aperture, where higher-order modes emit with stronger intensity. By
doing so, locking can be achieved more effectively and more robust than by adjusting the
detuning only, especially in the case of locking on a higher-order mode, which does not
overlap with the master mode profile by default alignment.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 7.4 (a) Optical spectrum of a multimode VCSEL with 15-µm aperture
size. The spatial profile of each transverse mode is labeled. (b) Schematic
showing spatial mode selection by moving coupling lensed-fiber.

The same 15-µm VCSEL used for the measurement shown in Figure 7.3 is examined
again here for spatial detuning study. By tuning the lensed-fiber, the 1st order mode can
be selected as the favored mode for injection locking. This is shown in Figure 7.5(b) by
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the free-running optical spectrum with the 1st order mode being the strongest now among
all lasing modes compare to the one shown in Figure 7.3(b). Then injection locking is
performed on the 1st order mode. Similar improved modulation response is achieved as
shown in Figure 7.5(a). It is interesting to note that a double-resonance is observed due to
the presence of two polarization modes both belonging to the 1st order mode. This can be
clearly seen on the free-running spectrum in Figure 7.3(b) where no displacement occurs
on the lensed-fiber. This double-resonance is similar as the one previously shown in
Chapter 3 (Figure 3.9) except that both modes can be actively lasing in this case.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.5 shows (a) frequency response and (b) optical spectra of the same
15-µm VCSEL used for the measurement shown in Figure 7.3 but with
locking occurs on the 1st order mode. Double resonance is observed in the
frequency response due to two polarization modes belonging to the 1st order
mode.

7.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF LARGE-SIGNAL MODULATION, CHIRP
REDUCTION AND TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS
Since injection-locked single-mode VCSELs show much-improved performance on
large-signal modulation, chirp reduction and transmission distance enhancement as
demonstrated in the previous chapters, and injection locking makes a multimode VCSEL
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emit only at one particular mode, similar improved performance from an injection-locked
multimode device can be expected if the multimode VCSEL is modulated by large-signal
data.
7.2.1 Large-Signal Modualtion
A highly multimode VCSEL with a 15-µm aperture is used first to demonstrate
large-signal data modulation. When biased at 25 mA, approximately 3X above lasing
threshold, four to five modes are lasing simultaneously. For OIL, the device is biased at
12 mA with 3-dBm injection power. Once it is injection-locked, single-mode emission is
achieved. Both the modulation index and the bias current of the VCSEL are optimized
separately for free-running and injection-locked conditions in order to obtain the best
BER performance.
Figure 7.6 shows the optical spectra of both the free-running and the injection-locked
VCSEL under 10-Gb/s PRBS modulation. It is obvious that OIL narrows the spectral
width greatly, which is a strong indication of significant chirp reduction as will be shown
in the next subsection.
The eye diagrams of the same device under free-running and injection-locked
conditions are shown in Figure 7.7(a) and (b), respectively. In the free-running case,
beating between different modes and frequency chirp result in large intersymbol
interference, which almost closes the eye. However, at the same receiver power level,
when the VCSEL is injection-locked, the single-mode emission opens up the eye.
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Figure 7.6 Optical spectra showing highly multimode device becomes a
single-mode device after injection locking. 10-Gb/s PRBS modulation is
applied directly to the VCSEL.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.7 Eye-diagrams taken at the same oscilloscope settings and receiver
power when the multimode VCSEL is modulated with 10-Gb/s 215-1 PRBS.
(a) Free-running condition. The nearly closed eye indicates inter-symbol
interference caused by beating noise between different modes. (b) Injectionlocked with 3-dBm injection power. The single-mode emission results in
much cleaner eye-opening.
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BER performance is tested at a few different injection power levels. As shown in
Figure 7.8, there is 1.5-dB power penalty when the VCSEL is locked by 3-dBm injection
power compare to the free-running case, but 1-dB and 2-dB power penalty reduction
when the injection power increases to 4 dBm and 6 dBm, respectively. A possible
intuitive explanation is that the 3-dBm injection power is not yet strong enough to
completely stabilize the locking condition though the spectrum already shows singlemode emission. Therefore, the modes are still competing internally for lasing especially
with large-signal direct modulation, which helps excite all the possible modes. However,
higher injection power will strongly support the selected mode but suppress the other
modes, hence a more stable locking condition, which results in better BER performance.
Similar as mentioned before for single-mode VCSELs, one would expect the power
penalty goes high again at some point if the injection power keeps increasing. This is due
to the extinction ratio degradation from the reflected CW master light. Unfortunately, it
could not be demonstrated here because of the limited output power from the tunable
laser used as the master laser in the experiment.
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Figure 7.8 Back-to-back BER showing performance improvements as a
function of injection power levels.

7.2.2 Chirp Reduction and Negative Chirp
Since the much-narrowed optical spectrum of an injection-locked multimode VCSEL
suggests significant chirp reduction, the time-resolved chirp waveform is taken and
shown in Figure 7.9. Figure 7.9(a) shows the signal pattern and corresponding chirp
waveform of the free-running VCSEL as a reference. This device possesses peak-to-peak
transient chirp of ~ 10 GHz and adiabatic chirp of ~ 4 GHz. Figure 7.9 (b-d) are the chirp
waveforms of the same device but injection-locked with 3-dBm, 4-dBm and 6-dBm
injection power. Same signal patterns exhibit in all these cases and no data inversion
occurs. Therefore, zero adiabatic chirp and positive transient chirp with peak-to-peak
value of 5 GHz, 4 GHz and 3 GHz is observed for the above three injection power levels,
respectively. The results here are consistent with what has been shown in Chapter 4 for
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single-mode VCSELs – the transient peak-to-peak chirp decreases as the injection power
increases.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.9 Chirp reduction by OIL on a 15-µm aperture multimode VCSEL
without data pattern inversion. (a) Free-running with 10-GHz peak-to-peak
positive chirp and non-zero adiabatic chirp. (b) OIL at 3-dBm injection
power with 5-GHz peak-to-peak positive chirp and zero adiabatic chirp. (c)
OIL at 4-dBm injection power with 4-GHz peak-to-peak positive chirp and
zero adiabatic chirp. (d) OIL at 6-dBm injection power with 3-GHz peak-topeak positive chirp and zero adiabatic chirp.

Data pattern inversion and negative chirp should also be expected on the same device
if the gain level of the VCSEL is suppressed by either adjusting the detuning value or
increasing the injection power, as described in Chapter 4. Since this device is a highly
multimode device with 15-µm aperture size, more injection power is required to reach the
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loss regime for data inversion. Again, due to the limited output power from the master
laser, the tuning range is also limited, which prevent getting data inversion on this
VCSEL.
To achieve data inversion and negative chirp with the present setup, another VCSEL
with 10-µm aperture size is used, which emits fewer modes, thus requiring less injection
power to reach loss regime. The free-running signal pattern and chirp waveform of this
device is similar as shown in Figure 7.9(a). So Figure 7.10(a) and (b) shows the inverted
signal pattern and negative chirp from this device when it is injection-locked with 3-dBm
and 6-dBm injection power. As one could imagine, higher injection power results in
smaller transient chirp. Again, zero adiabatic chirp is obtained as well.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.10 Reduced negative chirp by OIL on a 10-µm aperture multimode
VCSEL. (a) OIL at 3-dBm injection power with 4-GHz negative chirp. (b)
OIL at 6-dBm injection power with 2-GHz negative chirp.

7.2.3 Transmission Distance Enhancement
The much-reduced positive and negative chirp is expected to provide muchenhanced transmission distance over standard single-mode fiber (SSMF) [105]. The small
positive chirp would still broaden the optical pulse of a bit through interaction with the
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fiber chromatic dispersion but with much slower speed, which equivalently increases the
distance the pulse could travel. The small negative chirp would compensate the fiber
chromatic dispersion to compress the pulse first. And then after propagating through the
optimal distance where the accumulated dispersion effect completely cancels with the
amount of the negative chirp, the pulse starts to broaden again. But the overall
transmission distance will be greatly lengthened.
The transmission characteristics are presented in Figure 7.11. The power penalty in
the vertical axis is calculated using the free-running 15-µm VCSEL back-to-back errorfree receiver power. The distance of a multimode VCSEL is severely limited to no longer
than 2 km due to the mode beating and chirp. However, as the chirp is reduced by OIL,
the transmission distance is enhanced. For positive chirp, the penalty increases
monotonically with the distance, and smaller chirp value (higher injection power) results
in slower penalty increase with distance. As shown in Figure 7.11, the transmission
distance is enhanced to 20 km and 40 km with injection power of 3 dBm and 6 dBm,
respectively. For negative chirp, the compensation between chirp and dispersion accounts
for the penalty reduction in the beginning of the propagation. After transmitting over
certain distance, the penalty increases with distance very slowly. Therefore, a shallow dip
exhibits in the transmission characterization curve. The bottom of the dip, presenting
minimum power penalty, is the distance where the optical pulse is compressed the most.
The total transmission distance in this case can be greater than 100 km. This significant
transmission distance enhancement together with the existing advantages on yield,
manufacturing and cost make multimode VCSELs even more attractive for all various
kinds of digital and analog applications.
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Figure 7.11 Transmission characteristics comparison between free-running
and injection-locked multimode VCSELs with different values of peak-topeak positive as well as negative chirp.

7.3 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF INJECTION-LOCKING DYNAMICS
OF A TWO-MODE VCSEL
It is necessary to create a theoretical framework to guide the experiments for
exploring more meaningful demonstrations since OIL of multimode VCSELs is a fairly
new topic to investigate. Modeling of the dynamics of such a system can be established
without much hassle by adopting the OIL rate equations with extension to multiple
modes.
There are different approaches to model multimode VCSELs presented in literatures
before, even though they all used rate equations. The first approach [107] is to explicitly
include spatial dependence of both carrier diffusion and the electric field profile, whereas
the second one [109] treats different transverse modes similar as longitudinal modes by
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lumping the difference between modes into the photon lifetime term and the gain
compression factors, since different modes all share the same carrier reservoir as gain
media. The second approach provides a comprehensive model to study injection locking
on a multimode VCSEL including mode competition and nonlinear effect. It also exhibits
great similarity to the single-mode OIL rate equations, hence is much simpler in terms of
computational complexity. Therefore, we adopt this approach for our study.
To simplify the simulation process but without losing the generality of the modeling,
only two modes are considered. The free-running rate equations are listed below. The
parameters listed in Table 7.1 are chosen such that both modes are lasing notably with
one mode slightly dominating the other.
The LI curves of the laser are shown in Figure 7.12. Mode 1 is the dominant mode
that has a lower threshold. Once mode 2 is turned on at about 2-mA bias current, the
slope efficiency of mode 1 is reduced due to the existence of mode 2.

(7.1 a-c)
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Table 7.1 Parameter values for free-running VCSEL simulation.

Γ

0.03

gn

610-16 cm2

Va

310-12 cm3

B

810-20 cm3/ns

τp1

310-3 ns

ε11

210-7

ε21

0.510-7

Mode confinement

vg

8.3 cm/ns

Group velocity

Differential gain

τN

1/0.22 ns

Carrier lifetime

Active region volume

Ntr

1.51018Va

Transparency carrier #

β

110-4

τp2

2.9910-3 ns

ε22

210-7

ε12

0.510-7

factor

Recombination
coefficient
Mode 1 photon
lifetime
Self-gain-saturation
coefficient of mode 1
Cross-gain-saturation
coefficient

Spontaneous emission
rate
Mode 2 photon
lifetime
Self-gain-saturation
coefficient of mode 2
Cross-gain-saturation
coefficient

Figure 7.12 Simulated LI curves of a two-mode VCSEL using the parameters
listed in Table 7.1. See Appendix A1.7 for MATLAB code.
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To simulate OIL, one needs to add extra injection terms to the photon number
equations, and include phase equations as well. An ideal case is to consider only one
mode of the two is stably locked and the other is greatly suppressed, which leads to a set
of simplified rate equations with external injection term added only to one mode (either
mode 1 or mode 2). In reality, even though this is the observation once locking occurs on
the selected mode, however, it ignores the fact that both modes experience the external
injection from the master laser, and locking is finally achieved on one of them after mode
competition. Therefore, to simulate the dynamics more accurately, we add injection terms
to both modes, and employ different values for the coupling rate κ1 and κ2 to emulate
spatial detuning. The rate equations are shown below with most of the parameter values
listed in Table 7.1, except the linewidth enhancement factor α = 5.

(7.2 a-e)
The injection ratio and detuning values are measured referred to mode 1. If mode 1 is
the fundamental mode and mode 2 is the higher-order mode, the schematic showing the
frequency detuning calculation for both modes is in Figure 7.13. Since the typical mode
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spacing between the fundamental and the first order mode is ~ 1.5 nm

(from

experimental spectrum), which is equivalent to ~ 190 GHz at 1550 nm, the detuning of
the second mode can be expressed in terms of the detuning of mode 1 and the mode
spacing as shown in Figure 7.13.

Figure 7.13 Schematic showing frequency relations between master laser and
the two modes for calculating frequency detuning values.

There are 4 possible outcomes from solving the rate equation set (7.2) – (i) unstable,
(ii) stable but locking on mode 1, (iii) stable but locking on mode 2, and (iv) stable but
locking on neither of the modes. These conditions can be determined by measuring the
photon density output of the two modes after injection locking is applied over an enough
long period of time (~ 10 ns in the simulation). In the unstable case, the simulation does
not converge, while in the stable locking case, the simulation converges. The threshold
we set to categorize various locking condition is as follows. If mode 1 power is 10 times
greater than it of mode 2 after locking, we assume locking occurs on mode 1 and the
same rule applies to mode 2. If both modes are lasing with considerable amount of power
but no one is significantly greater than the other, we assume no locking happens.
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Locking stability plot is simulated using the time-domain method by solving the rate
equation set (7.2) at various spatial detuning conditions by choosing different
combinations of κ1 and κ2. The results are shown in Figure 7.14. Different colors
represent different locking conditions stated above with one-to-one correspondence:
black – (i) unstable, red – (ii) stable locking on mode 1, blue – (iii) stable locking on
mode 2, and green – (iv) stable but no locking.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.14 OIL stability plots of a two-mode VCSEL at different spatial
detuning conditions. (a) κ1 = 0.71012 s-1 and κ2 = 0.31012 s-1 (b) κ1 =
0.31012 s-1and κ2 = 0.71012 s-1. Different colors represent different
locking conditions: black – unstable, red – stable locking on mode 1, blue –
stable locking on mode 2, and green – stable but no locking. See Appendix
A1.8 for MATLAB code.

Figure 7.14(a) shows the result when κ1 = 0.71012 s-1 and κ2 = 0.31012 s-1. The
locking range of mode 1 is reduced on the large frequency detuning side due to the
existence of mode 2 shown by the green area. Since mode 1 dominates in the freerunning condition, in such a case that the spatial detuning does not favor mode 2 strongly,
the stable locking range of mode 2 is very small as a result of mode competition shown
by the blue area. In Figure 7.14(b), κ1 = 0.31012 s-1 and κ2 = 0.71012 s-1, which
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emulates the situation that mode 2 (higher order) is being preferentially selected to be
locked by adjusting the spatial detuning. As one could expect, in this case, the locking
range of mode 2 is significantly enlarged, along with the reduction of the locking range of
mode 1. Mode 2 also wins in the mode competition as the green area migrates towards
mode 1 locking range. These results are consistent with the experimental observation.
7.4 OUTLOOK
We have demonstrated preliminary results on multimode VCSEL injection locking
in this chapter. The experimental small-signal and large-signal measurements show
encouraging results on both modulation bandwidth and transmission distance
enhancement. In order to attain more guidance on further study of OIL dynamics of
multimode VCSELs, we build a theoretical framework to simulate locking behaviors of a
two-mode device.
However, there are still many issues and interesting problems unclear, which require
further investigation, and I would like to point out a few of them here. First,
experimentally, more detailed characterization on the transverse mode nature of a
multimode VCSEL [110] can be performed to improve our understanding of the device
itself, which can in turn help improve the modeling accuracy of the device. For example,
if more modes or details of the modes such as polarization, spatial profile need to be
considered in the model. Next, the numerical simulation is only performed in CW
condition without any modulation dynamics incorporated so far. Small-signal modulation
certainly can be included to study the dynamic behavior of multimode VCSELs under
OIL, such as frequency response, linearity, noise etc. Experimental calibrations on these
properties should follow up to verify the prediction of the simulation. Furthermore, an
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important problem to be solved is the coupling loss induced by the mismatch between the
multimode device and the single-mode coupling fiber. Since master laser is usually a
single-mode laser, the incoming fiber from the master laser to the VCSELs needs to be
single-mode to ensure an effective injection. However, the single-facet emission of
VCSELs would not allow a separate multimode fiber to be used to collect the output from
the device. Therefore, a possible solution is to design a fused single-mode / multimode
fiber coupler, which could potentially efficiently collect both single-mode and multimode
emission. Also, it is seen from the experiments that master laser with higher power is
desired to improve the VCSEL performance even more. Tunable laser may be a choice
for the master laser in the future, because a feedback loop circuit can then be integrated
with the tuning mechanism of the master laser to assure stable locking even in some
harsh environment, e.g. huge temperature variation. In this case, high power can be
achieved by tagging an EDFA after the laser. Finally, although the demonstration is on
1550-nm VCSELs, the technique is readily feasible for 850-nm and 980-nm devices as
well. In fact, 850-nm multimode VCSELs has the biggest commercial market.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work

Optical injection locking on semiconductors lasers has been studied more than two
decades since the very beginning of the telecommunication revolution. Although it has
not yet become a commercialized technique to be widely deployed, it is still a lively and
active research topic and actually attracts more and more attention not only in the
academic community but also in industry. Compare to the earlier OIL experiments and
work published by other groups, we try to go beyond the original frequency locking and
nonlinear coupling nature of this problem, and try to investigate the dynamic modulation
properties of OIL lasers with the interests of discovering new physics as well as innovate
new applications out of it. And this is also what this dissertation has been trying to
deliver. We have reviewed the physics of the injection-locking technique and the
performance of injection-locked lasers. One has seen that the characteristics of a directly
modulated laser can be drastically changed when it is locked to a master laser through
coherent nonlinear interactions, resulting in superior device performance for various
applications. Even though most of the results presented in this dissertation obtained from
a VCSEL injection-locked by a master DFB laser, there is no apparent restriction on the
type of lasers to be used for either the slave or the master laser.
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Due to the rapid development and application needs of high-speed lasers, our main
focus has been on the performance improvement of directly modulated semiconductor
lasers using OIL for both analog and digital fiber-optic communications. The
demonstrated improvement includes chirp and noise reduction, resonance frequency,
modulation bandwidth, RF link gain, and SFDR enhancement. Preliminary improvement
is also observed on multimode VCSELs.
Based on the superior performance of injection-locked diode lasers, they can be
utilized in various systems. We have discussed OIL VCSELs used as laser transmitters in
PON. It is also appealing to transmit analog signals for RoF and wireless sensor
networks. Furthermore, it can be an alternative approach to construct an OEO system for
low phase noise microwave signal generation. In addition to the applications we have
presented here, OIL was demonstrated to have advantages in many other microwave
photonic applications. Just to name a few, for example, optical injection phase-locked
loop (OIPLL) combining phase locking technique and injection-locking technique has
been shown to improve the phase noise performance [111]. All optical regeneration, as a
critical function in high-speed photonic networks, has been widely investigated by using
an OIL-DFB laser [112] and a two-mode OIL FP laser [113]. Injection locking has also
been proposed and demonstrated as one of the techniques for optical generation of
millimeter-wave signals with low phase noise [114, 115], which would be crucial in a
RoF system.
Despite all the intriguing device performance and system applications demonstrated
already, there are still many new ideas and novel applications requiring further
investigation.
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OIL on multimode VCSELs apparently is the topic only partially studied in this
dissertation. The last section in Chapter 7 summarizes the important issues that require
further study.
For OIL OEO discussed in Chapter 5, it is also necessary to establish a detailed
theoretical framework to study the phase noise limit. Comparing with the conventional
OEO system that employs a MZM, the OIL OEO phase noise might be severely RINlimited rather than RF amplifier noise limited. It will also be challenging to push the
OEO generated RF center frequency to 60-90 GHz in the unregulated high-speed wireless
transmission band. Fast tuning of the center frequency within this frequency band will
also be an intriguing feature to add by taking advantage of the great tunability of the
resonance frequency of an injection-locked laser.
When data inversion was discussed in Chapter 4, a transition state where only spikes
at the rising and falling edges on the waveform showed up was presented in Figure 4.9
but was not studied or explained in detail. This state can be used for edge detection and
clock recovery as a strong RF tone at the clock frequency exhibits in the RF spectrum
when the device is modulated by PRBS. The same state can also be used as an
optoelectronic technique to generate ultrawideband (UWB) signal (3.1 – 10.6 GHz) for
wireless communication [116, 117]. If the electrical data is programmed to generate a “1”
bit in every eight bits at 10 Gb/s, so the periodic pulse will generate a so-called
monocycle optical pulse with pulse width of ~ 50 ps (similar as shown in the middle of
Figure 4.9, but with higher bit-rate, hence narrower pulse width). Preliminary study
shows encouraging results for both the clock recovery and the UWB signal generation,
but further characterizations are certainly necessary.
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A critical step to find a cost-effective solution to WDM-PON, as discussed in
Chapter 6, is to innovate the technology for colorless operation. A tunable VCSEL will
be the enabling device for our proposed OIL WDM-PON system to achieve colorless. All
ONUs will universally employ the same type of tunable VCSELs and each ONU needs to
tune the laser to their specified channel wavelength. Our group has recently successfully
demonstrated a nano-electromechanical optoelectronic (NEMO) tunable VCSEL using an
ultra-thin (145 nm) electrostatically actuated high-index contrast subwavelength grating
(HCG) as the top mirror [118], which boosts up the tuning speed by more than 2 orders of
magnitude [119]. Therefore, applying OIL on these devices and integrating them into the
WDM-PON system will be a promising and exciting direction to pursue.
Finally, to ensure the commercial use of OIL for future optical communication
systems, low cost integrated device – an integrated OIL laser transmitter – is one
important direction to pursue [120]. Due to the lack of chip-based integratable isolator
with acceptable insertion loss, this is currently a very challenging goal. It will require
more brainstorming and experimenting to seek a solution to achieve unidirectional
locking, which is the prerequisite of stable locking hence securing all the dynamic
performance improvement. However, in any respect, we hold the belief that the OIL
lasers will become one of the key technologies in the next generation high-speed fiberoptic networks if continuous effort and intelligence is devoted to this research area.
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Appendix 1

MATLAB Code

A1.1 Single-Mode OIL Stability Plot – Frequency Domain Method
% solve for stability plot using frequency domain method
% rate equations analytically solved in steady state
% see Erwin Lau's paper in JQE vol. 44 No.1 Jan. 2008 for details
clc;
clear;
%------ constant -------gamma = 0.03;
% confinement factor
vg = 8.3;
% group velocity cm/ns
gn = 6e-16;
% differential gain cm2
Va = 3e-12;
% active region volume cm3
G0 = gamma*vg*gn/Va; % gain coeff. 1/ns
taop = 3e-3;
% photon lifetime ns
Ntr =1.5e18*Va; % transparency carrier #
Nth = Ntr+1/G0/taop;
% threshold carrier #
gammaN = .22; % carrier decay rate 1/ns
gammaP = 1/taop;
% photon decay rate 1/ns
Jth = gammaN*Nth; % threshold current rate 1/ns
k = 1e3;
% coupling rate 1/ns
alpha = 5; % linewidth enhancement factor
J = 2*Jth;
%------ expressions --------inj_ratio = [-40:.5:-25];
R = sqrt(10.^(inj_ratio/10)); % field injection ratio R = Ainj/A0
det_f = -60:2:20;%[-100:5:100]; % detuning in GHz
det_w = 2*pi.*det_f;
% detuning in angular frequency
for i = 1:length(R)
for j = 1:length(det_w)
phi_0 = asin(-det_w(j)/k/sqrt(1+alpha^2)/R(i))-atan(alpha);
det_N = -2*k/G0*R(i)*cos(phi_0);
Afr = sqrt((J-gammaN*Nth)/gammaP);
A0=sqrt((Afr^2-gammaN/gammaP*det_N)/(1+G0*det_N/gammaP));
z = k*R(i);
%------find eignvalues of linearized rate equations-------mAA = z*cos(phi_0);
mAp = z*A0*sin(phi_0);
mAN = -1/2*G0*A0;
mpA = -z*sin(phi_0)/A0;
mpp = z*cos(phi_0);
mpN = -alpha/2*G0;
mNA = 2*A0*(gammaP-2*z*cos(phi_0));
mNN = gammaN + G0*A0^2;
%---p is the polynomial to be solved---------p(1) = 1; % coeff for 3rd order term
p(2) = mAA + mpp + mNN; % coeff of the 2nd order term
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p(3) = mAA*mpp + mAA*mNN + mpp*mNN - mAp*mpA - mAN*mNA; % coeff
of the 1st order term
p(4) = mAA*mpp*mNN + mAp*mpN*mNA + mAp*mpA*mNN - mAN*mNA*mpp; %
coeff of the 0 order term
s = roots(p);
damp = real(s);
if (damp(1) < 0 && damp(2)< 0 && damp(3) < 0)
stable(i,j) = 1;
else
stable(i,j) = 0;
end
end
end
%------plot stability plot--------lambda = 1550e-7;
% lasing wavelength in cm
c = 30;
% speed of light in cm/ns
det_lam = - lambda^2/c*det_f/1e-7; % wavelength detuning
figure;
for i=1:length(inj_ratio)
for j = 1:length(det_lam)
if stable(i,j)==1
plot(inj_ratio(i),det_lam(j),'ro','MarkerFaceColor','r');hold on;
else
plot(inj_ratio(i),det_lam(j),'k.','MarkerSize',1);hold
on;
end
end
end
xlabel('Injection Ratio (dB)'); ylabel('Wavelength Detuning (nm)');
%-----plot locking range defined by rate equations-----upperbound = k*lambda^2/(2*pi*c)*sqrt(1+alpha^2)*R/1e-7;
lowerbound = -k*lambda^2/(2*pi*c)*R/1e-7;
plot(inj_ratio,upperbound, inj_ratio,lowerbound,'-b','LineWidth',2);

A1.2 Single-Mode OIL Stability Plot – Time Domain Method
% transient behavior of an injection-locked single-mode laser with
nonlinear gain effects
% locking range is simulated - stable locking in detuning_freq vs.
injection ratio 2D plan
clc;
clear;
%-----solve single-mode rate equations for master laser--------options = odeset('AbsTol',1e-6,'RelTol',1e-6,'Stats','on');
tspan= 0:10;
% ns, time span of interest
y0 = [0 0 0];
% initial values for s1, s2 and N
master_bias = 10e-3;
% bias in mA
[t_master,y_master]=ode45(@singlemode,tspan,y0,options,master_bias);
Sinj0 = y_master(length(t_master),1);
% initial injection power, will keep constant
index = find(t_master > 3);
% time for phase to be stable
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phi_fit=polyfit(t_master(index),y_master(index,2),1);
% curve-fitting master phase
%initial master phase changing with time, so put into rate equations
%-------solve single-mode rate equations for slave laser-------options=odeset('AbsTol',1e-6,'RelTol',1e-6,'Stats','on');
tspan= 0:10;
% ns, time span of interest
y0 = [0 0 0];
% initial values for s1, s2 and N
slave_bias = 2e-3;
% bias in mA
[t_slave,y_slave]=ode45(@singlemode,tspan,y0,options,slave_bias);
S_0 = y_slave(length(t_slave),1);
phi_0 = y_slave(length(t_slave),2);
N_0 = y_slave(length(t_slave),3);
Y_inj0 = [S_0, phi_0, N_0];
%--------Solve for Injection locking---------------%initial values for locking
inj_ratio =-30:-10;
% injection ratio in dB
inj_coeff = 10.^(inj_ratio/10)*S_0/Sinj0; % injection ratio is relative
to the slave initial value
det_f =-150:4:150;
% detuning frequency in GHz
% indices for results in stability plot
for i=1:length(inj_coeff)
S_inj = inj_coeff(i)*Sinj0;
for j = 1:length(det_f)
options=odeset('AbsTol',1e-6,'RelTol',1e-3,'Stats','on');%---test if this point is in the locking range, stably locked,
inputs = [S_inj,det_f(j),phi_fit(1),phi_fit(2),slave_bias];
tic;% start measuring the time of solving this locking condition
[T_try,Y_try] = ode23(@singlemodeOIL,[10,20],Y_inj0,options,inputs);
t_solver=toc
if t_solver > 2
stable(i,j) =0;
else
index1 = find(T_try<12);index2=find(T_try > 18);
v1=var(Y_try(index1,1));
v2=var(Y_try(index2,1));
if (v1/v2 > 1e2)&&(Y_try(end,1)>Y_try(1,1))
stable(i,j) = 1;
else
stable(i,j) = 0;
end
end
end
end
%----plot transient at one locking condition-----figure; plot(T_try, Y_try(:,1)); xlabel('Time (ns)'); ylabel('Photon
Number');
figure; plot(T_try, Y_try(:,2)); xlabel('Time (ns)'); ylabel('Phase');
figure; plot(T_try, Y_try(:,3)); xlabel('Time (ns)'); ylabel('Carrier
Number');
%------plot stability plot wavelength detuning vs. injection ratio----lambda = 1550e-7;
%wavelength in cm
c = 30;
% speed of light cm/ns
det_lam = lambda^2/c*det_f/1e-7; % wavelength detuning in nm
figure;
for i=1:length(inj_ratio)
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for j = 1:length(det_lam)
if stable(i,j)==1
plot(inj_ratio(i),det_lam(j),'ro','MarkerFaceColor','r');hold on;
else
plot(inj_ratio(i),det_lam(j),'k.','MarkerSize', 1);hold on;
end
end
end
singlemode.m
%single-mode free-runnning rate equations
function dy = singlemode(t, y, bias)
%-------constants---------gamma = 0.03;
% mode confinement factor
vg = 8.3;
% group velocity cm/ns
gn = 6e-16;
% differential gain cm2
Va = 3e-12; % active region volume cm3 (length=1e-4 cm, mesa=10*10um2)
G0 = gamma*vg*gn/Va;
% gain coeff. 1/ns
Ntr = 1.5e18*Va;
% transparency carrier #
eps11 = 2e-7; % self-saturation coeff. cm3 for mode1
tao1 = 3e-3;
% photon lifetime of mode1 ns
B = 8e-20;
% recommbination coeff. cm3/ns
beta = 1e-4;
% spon. em. rate
gammaN = .22; % carrier recommbination rate ns-1
q = 1.6e-10;
% electron charge A/ns
alpha = 5;
% linewidth enhancement factor
% differentail equations y(1) = photo number (s), y(2) = phase, y(3) =
N
% creat a column vector which is required by ode solver
dy = zeros(3,1);
% photon # equation
dy(1) = (G0*(y(3)-Ntr)/(1+eps11*y(1))-1/tao1)*y(1)+ beta*B/Va*y(3)^2;
% phase equation
dy(2) = alpha/2*(G0*(y(3)-Ntr)/(1+eps11*y(1))-1/tao1);
% carrier # equation
dy(3) = bias/q - gammaN*y(3) - G0*(y(3)-Ntr)/(1+eps11*y(1))*y(1);
singlemodeOIL.m
% single-mode injection locking rate equations
function dy = singlemodeOIL(t, y, inputs)
% inputs from the main program inputs(1) = Sinj, inputs(2) = det_f,
inputs(3)=phi_inj1,inputs(4) = phi_inj2, inputs(5) = slave_bias
%-------constants--------gamma = 0.03;
% mode confinement factor
vg = 8.3;
% group velocity cm/ns
gn = 6e-16;
% differential gain cm2
Va = 3e-12;
% active region volume cm3
G0 = gamma*vg*gn/Va;
% gain coeff. 1/ns
Ntr = 1.5e18*Va;
% transparency carrier #
eps11 = 2e-7; % self-saturation coeff.
tao1 = 3e-3; % photon lifetime ns
B = 8e-20;
% recommbination coeff. cm3/ns
beta = 1e-4;
% spon. em. rate
gammaN = .22; % carrier recommbination rate ns-1
q = 1.6e-10;
% electron charge A/ns
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alpha = 5;
% Linewidth enhancement factor
k = 1e3;
% coupling rate ns-1
% differentail equations y(1) = s1, y(2) = phi1, y(3) = N
dy = zeros(3,1); % creat a colum vector which is required by ODE solver
% photon # equation
dy(1) = (G0*(y(3)-Ntr)/(1+eps11*y(1))-1/tao1)*y(1) + beta*B/Va*y(3)^2 +
2*k*sqrt(y(1)*inputs(1))*cos(y(2)-inputs(3)-inputs(4)*t);
% Phase equation
dy(2) = alpha/2*(G0*(y(3)-Ntr)/(1+eps11*y(1))-1/tao1)-2*pi*inputs(2)k*sqrt(inputs(1)/y(1))*sin(y(2)-inputs(3)-inputs(4)*t);
% carrier # equation
dy(3) = inputs(5)/q - gammaN*y(3) - G0*(y(3)-Ntr)/(1+eps11*y(1))*y(1);

A1.3 Fabry-Perot Amplifier Model for Frequency Response
% use amplifier model to sketch out the frequency response
clear; clc;
%------ define constants------r1 = 0.995; % top mirror field reflectivity
r2 = 0.999; % bottom mirror field reflectivity
l = 1e-6;
% cavity length
alpha_i = 1e3; % distributed material loss m-1
lambda_0 = 1.55e-6; % emission wavelength
detuning = [-0.35, -.15, 0]*1e-9;
% wavelength detuning
kappa = 1e12;
% coupling rate
alpha = 6; % linewidth enhancement factor
R_inj = 0.65; % field injection ratio
g0 = 3e-20; % differential gain in m^2
c = 3e8; % speed of light
vg = 8.3e7; % group velocity of the wave inside the slave laser
cavity, index ~ 3.6
gamma_th = alpha_i - log(r1*r2)/l
% threshold gain of the laser
Nth = gamma_th / g0 % threshold carrier density
mod_stop = [3.5,2.5,2]; % stop frequency scanning for optical and
elecrical response
%---------------steady state solution-----------m=1;
figure;
for j=1:length(detuning)
%- steady state solution
% steady state phase
phi_0 =
asin(2*pi*c/lambda_0^2*detuning(j)/kappa/sqrt(1+alpha^2)/R_inj)atan(alpha)
% carrier density reduction under OIL
del_N = - 2*kappa/(vg*g0)*R_inj*cos(phi_0)
N = Nth + del_N; % electron density
gamma = g0*N;
% cavity resonance shift in wavelength
del_cav_lambda = - lambda_0^2/(2*pi*c)*alpha*vg*g0*del_N/2;
% cavity resonance shift in Hz
del_cav_f = abs(alpha*vg*g0*del_N/2/2/pi)
%-------reflectivity and frequency response calculation----------%------expression of modulation sidebands-------
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fm = 0:1:(mod_stop(j)*del_cav_f/1e9);
% modulation frequency in GHz
lambda_m = fm/100*.8*1e-9;
% modulation frequency in nm
% spacing between lower sideband (longer wavelength)and cavity
resonance
l_sb = del_cav_lambda - detuning(j) - lambda_m;
f_l = l_sb/0.8*100*1e18; % l_sb in frequency
% spacing between upper sideband (shorter wavelength)and cavity
resonance
u_sb = del_cav_lambda - detuning(j) + lambda_m;
f_u = u_sb/0.8*100*1e18; % u_sb in frequency
%------ calculate reflectivity and sideband detection-----phase_l= -2*i*(2*pi*f_l/vg)*l; % phase of the lower modulation sideband
% field reflectivity of lower sideband
ref_l = (1-r1^2)*r2*exp((gamma-alpha_i)*l)*exp(phase_l)./(1r1*r2*exp((gamma-alpha_i)*l)*exp(phase_l))-r1;
phase_u= -2*i*(2*pi*f_u/vg)*l; % phase of the upper modulation sideband
% field reflectivity of upper sideband
ref_u = (1-r1^2)*r2*exp((gamma-alpha_i)*l)*exp(phase_u)./(1r1*r2*exp((gamma-alpha_i)*l)*exp(phase_u))-r1;
% relative frequency response in dB, electrical intensity
response = 40*log10(abs(ref_l + ref_u));
%----------plot optical spectrum & frequency response---------slave = lambda_0*1e9;
% slave wavelength in nm
slave_x = slave*ones(1,25);
slave_y = 1:25;
master = (lambda_0 + detuning(j))*1e9; % master wavelength in nm
master_x = master*ones(1,40);
master_y = 1:40;
lambda_m = fm./100*0.8; % modulation sidebands in nm
cav_scan = master + lambda_m;
% the x-axis for the cavity gain
%----------------optical spectrum-------------subplot(3,2,m);plot(cav_scan,20*log10(abs(ref_l)),'m','LineWidth',
3);hold on;
plot(master_x,master_y,'r','LineWidth', 3);
plot(slave_x, slave_y,'k:','LineWidth',3);
xlim([1549.3,1551.5]);
ylim([0,50]);
if j == 2
ylabel('Optial Gain (dB)');
end
if j == 3
xlabel('Wavelength (nm)');
end
%----------------frequency response-------------subplot(3,2,m+1);plot(fm,response,'b','LineWidth', 3);
xlim([0,110]);
if j == 3
xlabel('Frequency (GHz)');
end
ylim([0,30]);
if j == 2
ylabel('Relative Response (dB)');
end
m = m+2;
end
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A1.4 Parasitic De-embedding from Measured Frequency Response
%Plot s21 curve with curve-fitting
clear;
%clear workspace
%----------Set constants--------------plot_diff=0;
% if plot the difference fitting results 1 or 0
plot_para=0;
% if plot average parasitics 1 or 0
plot_raw=0;
% if plot raw data 1 or 0
plot3dB=1;
% if plot 3dB points on the graph
plot_log=0;
% if plot the result in log scale 1 or 0
plot_title= ’my de-embedded s21 plot’;
fig_name= ’my de-embedded s21’;
% name of saved file
% p(i)= fz_1, fp_1, fr_1, gamma_1, magnitude_1, const.offset(1-2),
fz_2, fp_2, fr_2, gamma_2, magnitude_2
p0_diff=[100,10,15,10,10,0,100,15,36,10,10];
% lower boundary for curve-fitting the difference
lb_diff=[1,1,1,.1,0,-15,1,1,1,.1,0];
% upper boundary for curve-fitting the difference
ub_diff=[50000,1000,40,100,20,15,50000,1000,40,100,20];
% initial values: p(i)=fz, fp, fr, gamma, magnitude, const.offset
p0_k=[100,10,30,1,10,0]; % injection-locked
p0_f=[0,0,6,25,10,0];
% free-running
% lower boundary for curve-fitting each file
lb_single=[0,0,1,.1,0,-100];
% upper boundary for curve-fitting locked file
ub_single=[100,100,40,100,20,100];
%upper boundary for curve-fitting free running
ub_single_f=[1,1,12,100,20,100];
err_tol=500;
% set error tolerance
detunings=[99,1,2,3,4];
% detuning of each file from left to right
% frequency interval of removing the noisy part for difference curvefitting
f_min=1; f_max=38;
% frequency interval of removing the noisy part for curve-fitting
f_st=1; f_sp_free=20; f_sp_lk=38;
% frequency at which stop plotting the parasitic removed free running
data
f_cutoff_free=22;
% frequency at which stop plotting the parasitic removed locked data
f_cutoff_lock=38;
freq_add=1;
% if add 10GHz or longer frequency axes 1 or 0
freq_add_stop=50;
f_3db_free=8;
% set search start point for 3dB bandwidth
f_3db_lk=[42,34,30,23];
%---------Set files---------------------filename='yourfilename';
file_num=[0,1,2,3,4];
% free running at first
for i=1:length(file_num)
files{i} = strcat(filename,num2str(file_num(i)),'.s21');
end
%----------calibration the DC power due to EDFA gain saturation-----% DC drop due to EDFA gain saturation
DC_drop=-7.8843 - [-14.4849,-14.3984,-13.9727,-14.4175];
% order is the same as filename, calibration value(real DC gain)
DC_locked=[-79.17,-79.00,-78.67,-79.67];
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% calibration is done in function files:s21-curve-fitting and fitting
difference
DCshift=DC_locked + 84.67 + DC_drop;
%--------Curve-fitting of the difference-------------count=0;
%fit difference of two injection locked curves(no free running)
for i=2:(length(file_num)-1)
for j=(i+1):length(file_num)
[parasitic,error,p]=s21_curve_fitting_difference('file1',char(files(i))
,'file2',char(files(j)),'fit_plot',plot_diff,'delimiter','\t','p0',p0_d
iff,'f_min',f_min,'f_max',f_max,'lb',lb_diff,'ub',ub_diff,'cal1',DCshif
t(i-1),'cal2',DCshift(j-1));
if error < err_tol;
count=count+1;
parasitics(:,count)=parasitic;
errors(count)=error;
parameters(count,:)=p;
end
end
end
%--------------Get average of all parasitic------------parasitic_avg=0;
for i=1:count;
parasitic_avg = parasitic_avg + parasitics(:,i)/errors(i);
end
parasitic_avg = parasitic_avg ./ sum ( 1 ./ errors );
%parasitic_avg = parasitic_avg ./ count;
%-----------Curve-fitting of each file------------------%-----------fitting free running--------f_cut_min = f_st; f_cut_max = f_sp_free;
[parms,f,f_add,s21_raw,s21_sub,s21_fit]=s21_curve_fitting(0,char(files(
1)),'\t',parasitic_avg,p0_f,f_cut_min,f_cut_max,freq_add,freq_add_stop,
lb_single,ub_single_f,0);
s21_raws(:,1) = s21_raw;
s21_subs(:,1) = s21_sub;
s21_fits(:,1) = s21_fit;
para_each(1,:)=parms;
fr(1)= parms(3);
%--------------fitting locked-----------%get noise free part for injection locked
f_cut_min = f_st; f_cut_max = f_sp_lk;
for i=2:length(file_num)
[parms,f,f_add,s21_raw,s21_sub,s21_fit]=s21_curve_fitting(1,char(files(
i)),'\t',parasitic_avg,p0_k,f_cut_min,f_cut_max,freq_add,freq_add_stop,
lb_single,ub_single,DCshift(i-1));
s21_raws(:,i) = s21_raw;
s21_subs(:,i) = s21_sub;
s21_fits(:,i) = s21_fit;
para_each(i,:)=parms;
fr(i)= parms(3);
end
%-----------Plot out the result-------------------------%----------Plot of averaged parasitics------------------if plot_para==1
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figure;
plot(f,parasitic_avg,'LineWidth', 2.5); %grid on;
title('Parasitic');
xlabel('Frequency (GHz)');
ylabel('Relative Response (dB)');
end
%-----------Set color system--------------color=[0.23189431811233
0.23931256446899
0.04975448407125
0.07838407477005
0.64081540987002
0.19088657039756
0.84386949887436
0.17390024846178
0.17079281374168
0.99429549051392
0.43979085694638
0.34004794885569
0.61421731054403
0.26507838692867
0.69323955120646
0.59152520374645
0.11974661695181
0.03812879676737
0.45859795466496
0.86986735040701
0.93423651891762
0.26444916614927
0.16030033919718
0.87285525701963
0.43788030773557
0.44583124997499
0.16688742090893];
%-------------plot raw data-------------if plot_raw==1
figure;
%raw data
set(gcf,'DefaultAxesColorOrder',color);
plot(f,s21_raws,'LineWidth',2);
title('Raw data');
xlabel('Frequency (GHz)');
ylabel('Relative Response (dB)');
grid on;
end
%-------------Make a legend-------------------------legendstr='legend(';
for i=1:length(file_num)
legendstr=strcat(legendstr,'''');
if detunings(i)==99
legendstr=strcat(legendstr,'free-running')
else
detune=num2str(detunings(i));
legendstr=strcat(legendstr,'detunning= ',detune,'nm');
end
legendstr=strcat(legendstr,'''');
if i < length(file_num)
legendstr=strcat(legendstr,', ');
end
end
legendstr=strcat(legendstr,',2)');
%--------------Plotting----------------------%-------------linear scale---------------%------search for 3dB point------if plot3dB==1
flat_resp=s21_fits(30,:);
three_db=flat_resp-3
for i=1:length(file_num)
d2=100; flag=1;
if i==1
f_3db_inx_free=find(f_add>f_3db_free);
j=f_3db_inx_free(1);
else
f_3db_inx_lk=find(f_add>f_3db_lk(i-1));
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j=f_3db_inx_lk(1);
end
while flag==1
d1=abs(s21_fits(j,i)-three_db(i));
if d1<=d2
f_3db(i)=f_add(j);
s21_3db(i)=s21_fits(j,i);
else
flag=0;
end
d2=d1;
j=j+1;
end
end
end
%---------plot-----------------------figure;
set(gcf,'DefaultAxesColorOrder',color);
%curve-fitted data
plot(f_add,s21_fits,'LineWidth',1.3);
if plot3dB==1
hold on;
plot(f_3db,s21_3db,'+','MarkerSize',11);
title(plot_title);
disp('fz, fp, fr, Gamma, A, offset'); %place fitted parameters
for i=1:length(file_num)
disp(num2str(para_each(i,:)));
text(f_3db(i)-2*i-2,s21_3db(i)-5*i+5,strcat(num2str(f_3db(i)),'GHz'));
text(2,-70-i*6, num2str(para_each(i,:)));
end
end
xlabel('Frequency (GHz)');
ylabel('Relative Response (dB)');
grid on;
eval(legendstr);
ylim([-120,40]);
hold on;
f_int_f=find(f<f_cutoff_free);
freq_f=f(f_int_f);
s21_p_rem_f=s21_subs(f_int_f,1);
f_int_l=find(f<f_cutoff_lock);
%eliminate the noise
freq_l=f(f_int_l);
s21_p_rem_l=s21_subs(f_int_l,2:length(file_num));
set(gcf,'DefaultAxesColorOrder',color);
%parasitic removed data
plot(freq_f,s21_p_rem_f,':',freq_l,s21_p_rem_l,':','LineWidth',2.5);
%saveas(gcf,fig_name,'fig');
%saveas(gcf,fig_name,'jpg');
%----------------------plot in log scale-----------------------------if plot_log==1
figure;
%curve-fitted data in log scale
set(gcf,'DefaultAxesColorOrder',color);
plot(log10(f_add),s21_fits,'LineWidth',1.3);
title(plot_title);
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xlabel('Frequency (dB)');
ylabel('Magnitude (dB)');
grid on;
eval(legendstr{1});
ylim([-150,5]);
hold on;
plot(log10(freq_f),s21_p_rem_f,':',log10(freq_l),s21_p_rem_l,':','LineW
idth',2.5);
%parasitic removed data in log scale
saveas(gcf,strcat(fig_name,'-log'),'fig');
saveas(gcf,strcat(fig_name,'-log'),'jpg');
end
s21_curve_fitting_difference.m
% curve-fitting the difference of two transfer functions
function [parasitic,resnorm,p]=s21_curve_fitting_difference(varargin)
%curve-fitting program of s21
%first curve-fitting the difference of two curves to get the fitting
parameters
%then use the optimazed parameters to get the curve-fitted result
%subtract the curve-fitted result from the raw data to get parasitic
%average the parasitc got from two curves
%return the average parasitic of the two files and the curve-fitting
error value
%-------------Input arguments----------%Totally 12 inputs, every two stand for the same thing, first is
meaning of the argument, second is the value of the argument
for i=1:2:nargin
varargin{i};
switch varargin {i}
case 'file1'
file1=varargin{i+1}
case 'file2'
file2=varargin{i+1}
case 'fit_plot'
fit_plot=varargin{i+1}
case 'delimiter'
delimiter=varargin{i+1}
case 'p0'
p0=varargin{i+1}
case 'f_min'
f_cut_min=varargin{i+1}
case 'f_max'
f_cut_max=varargin{i+1}
case 'lb'
lb=varargin{i+1}
case 'ub'
ub=varargin{i+1}
case 'cal1'
DCshift1=varargin{i+1}
case 'cal2'
DCshift2=varargin{i+1}
end
end
%--------------Import files------------file_raw_1 = dlmread(file1,delimiter);
%import file_1
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file_raw_2 = dlmread(file2,delimiter);
%import file_2
f = file_raw_1(:,1)./1e9;
%get frequency
value and change the frequency unit to GHz
s21_raw_1=file_raw_1(:,3) + DCshift1;
%get response
value and do calibration
s21_raw_2=file_raw_2(:,3) + DCshift2;
f_num = find(f>f_cut_min&f<f_cut_max);
%eliminate the
noisy part
f_int = f(f_num);
s21_raw_1_int=s21_raw_1(f_num);
s21_raw_2_int=s21_raw_2(f_num);
%-------------Make a difference of the two raw data-------s21_diff = s21_raw_1_int - s21_raw_2_int;
%-------------Curve-fitting the difference---------------%---fitted parameters p(i)= fn_1, f0_1, fr_1, gamma_1, const.offset(12), fn_2, f0_2, fr_2, gamma_2
[p,resnorm,residual,exitflag,output]=lsqcurvefit(@difference_of_two_tra
nsfer_function,p0,f_int,s21_diff,lb,ub,optimset('MaxIter',1e3,'MaxFunEv
als',1e7,'TolFun',1e-16,'TolX',1e7,'MinAbsMax',1e52,'Display','final'));
p,resnorm
if exitflag < 0;
disp('Did not converge on a solution');
%inform failuar of curve-fitting
end
diff_fit = difference_of_two_transfer_function(p,f);
%get curve-fitted plot of the difference
s21_fit_1 = injection_locked_transfer_function([p(1:5),0],f);
%get curve-fitted plot of file_1 without const.offset
s21_fit_2 = injection_locked_transfer_function([p(7:11),0],f);
%get curve-fitted plot of file_2 without const.offset
parasitic_1 = s21_raw_1 injection_locked_transfer_function([p(1:5),(mean(s21_raw_1)mean(s21_fit_1))],f);
parasitic_2 = s21_raw_2 injection_locked_transfer_function([p(7:11),(mean(s21_raw_2)mean(s21_fit_2))],f);
parasitic = (parasitic_1 + parasitic_2)/2;
%get averaged parasitic from every two files
%------------Plot the fitting result------------color=[0.61421731054403
0.26507838692867
0.69323955120646
0.59152520374645
0.11974661695181
0.03812879676737
0.45859795466496
0.86986735040701
0.93423651891762
0.26444916614927
0.16030033919718
0.87285525701963
0.43788030773557
0.44583124997499
0.16688742090893]
if fit_plot==1
figure;
set(gcf,'DefaultAxesColorOrder',color);
plot(f_int,s21_diff,':','LineWidth',3.5); hold on;
plot(f,diff_fit,'LineWidth',1.5);
grid on;
title('Curve-fitted difference');
figure;
set(gcf,'DefaultAxesColorOrder',color);
plot(f,s21_fit_1,'LineWidth',1.5);
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grid on;
title('one time curve-fitted s21')
end
injection_locked_transfer_function.m
% injection-locked laser transfer function
function [y]=injection_locked_transfer_function(p,f)
%This is the analytical injection locked transfer function
%p is the vector holding parameters in the function
%p(1) = fz, p(2) = f0, p(3) = fr, p(4) = gamma, p(5) = magnitude, p(6)=
const.offset
y = p(6) + 10*log10 ( ( 1 + (f ./ p(1) ).^2 ) ./ (1 + ( f / p(2) ) .^2
) ./ ( ( 1 - ( f./ p(3) ) .^2 ) .^2 + (( p(4)/2/pi./p(3)).^2) .* (
f./p(3) ).^2 ) );
difference_of_two_transfer_function.m
% difference of two injection-locked laser transfer functions
function [y]=difference_of_two_transfer_function(p,f)
%The difference of two injection locked transfer functions fixed the
magnitude
%p is the vector of parameters in the two functions
%p(1) = p(1) = fz_1, p(2) = fp_1, p(3) = fr_1, p(4) = gamma_1, p(5) =
magnitude_1, p(6) = const.offset, p(7) = fz_2, p(8) = fp_2, p(9) =
fr_2, p(10)= gamma_2, p(11)=magnitude_2
y = p(6) + 10*log10 ( (1 + ( f./ p(1) ).^2) ./ (1 + ( f / p(2) ) .^2 )
./ ( ( 1 - ( f./ p(3) ) .^2 ) .^2 + (( p(4)/2/pi./p(3)).^2) .* (
f./p(3) ).^2 ) ) - 10*log10 ( ( 1 + (f ./ p(7) ).^2) ./ (1 + ( f / p(8)
) .^2 ) ./ ( ( 1 - ( f./ p(9) ) .^2 ) .^2 + (( p(10)/2/pi./p(9)).^2) .*
( f./p(9) ).^2 ) );
free_running_transfer_function.m
% free-running laser transfer function
function [y]=free_running_transfer_function(p,f)
%This is the analytical injection locked transfer functionp
%p is the vector holding parameters in the function
%p(1) = fz, p(2) = fp, p(3) = fr, p(4) = gamma, p(5) = magnitude, p(6)
= const. offset
y=p(6) + 10*log10 ( 1 ./ ( ( 1 - ( f./ p(3) ) .^2 ) .^2 + ((
p(4)/2/pi./p(3)).^2) .* ( f./p(3) ).^2 ) );
s21_curve_fitting.m
% curve-fitting single de-embedded s21
function
[p,f,f_add,s21_raw,s21_sub,s21_fit]=s21_curve_fitting(f_lk,file,delimit
er,parasitic,p0,f_cut_min,f_cut_max,freq_add,freq_add_stop,lb,ub,DCshif
t)
%curve-fitting each s21 file using the average parasitc got from all
the files
%---------Import file------------s21_file = dlmread(file,delimiter); %import file
f = s21_file(:,1)./1e9;
%get frequency and change unit
%try to eliminate the noisy part then do curve-fitting
f_num = find(f>f_cut_min&f<f_cut_max);
f_int = f(f_num);
s21_raw = s21_file(:,3) + DCshift;
%get response and calibrate
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%---------Subtract the parasitic from raw data---------s21_sub = s21_raw - parasitic;
s21_sub_int = s21_sub(f_num);
%---------Curve-fitting the parasitic-removed data----------if f_lk==1
% locked fitting
% p(i)=magnitude, f0, fr, gamma, const.offset
[p,resnorm,residual,exitflag]=lsqcurvefit(@injection_locked_transfer_fu
nction,p0,f_int,s21_sub_int,lb,ub,optimset('MaxIter',1e3,'MaxFunEvals',
1e7,'TolFun',1e-16,'TolX',1e-7,'MinAbsMax',1e52,'Display','final'));
if exitflag < 0;
disp ('Did not converge on a solution');
end
p,resnorm
else
%free_running fitting
%p(i)=fn, f0, fr, gamma, magnitude, const.offset
[p,resnorm,residual,exitflag]=lsqcurvefit(@free_running_transfer_functi
on,p0,f_int,s21_sub_int,lb,ub,optimset('MaxIter',1e3,'MaxFunEvals',1e7,
'TolFun',1e-16,'TolX',1e-7,'MinAbsMax',1e52,'Display','final'));
if exitflag < 0;
disp ('Did not converge on a solution');
end
p,resnorm
end
%----------Curve-fitted result----------------------------------if freq_add==1
f_add=f;
%plot in a longer scale of frequency for curve-fitted data
for i=1:(freq_add_stop-40)/10
f_len=length(f_add);
add=find(f_add>20+i*10&f_add<30+i*10);
%increas 10GHz every time
f_add(f_len+1:f_len+length(add))=f_add(add)+10;
end
else
f_add=f;
end
if f_lk==1
s21_fit = injection_locked_transfer_function(p(1:6),f_add);
%curve-fitted locked result
else
s21_fit = free_running_transfer_function(p(1:6),f_add);
%curve-fitted free running result
end

A1.5 Amplifier Model for Data Pattern Inversion
%- use amplifier model to simulation data pattern inversion
clear; clc;
%- define VCSEL constants
r1 = 0.99; % top mirror field reflectivity
r2 = 0.995; % bottom mirror field reflectivity
L = 1e-6;
% cavity length
alpha_i = 1e3; % distributed material loss m-1
detuning = [0.05 0.355 .8]*1e-9;
% wavelength detuning
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kappa = 1e12;
% coupling rate
alpha = 4; % linewidth enhancement factor
R_inj = 0.3; % field injection ratio
g0 = 2e-20; % differential gain in m^2
c = 3e8; % m/s - speed of light
vg = 8.3e7; % group velocity of the wave inside the slave laser
cavity, index ~ 3.6
gamma_th = alpha_i - log(r1*r2)/L
% threshold gain of the laser
Nth = gamma_th / g0 % threshold carrier density
%---------constants for QW gain calculation--------e = 1.6e-19; % C - electron charge
nr = 3.6;
% refractive index
h_b = 1.05e-34; % Js
eps0 = 8.8542e-12; % F/m - vacuum dielectric const.
m0 = 9.1e-31;
% kg - free electron mass
me = 0.041*m0; % electron effective mass
mlh = 0.05*m0; % light hole effective mass
mhh = 0.56*m0;
% heavy hole effective mass
mh = (1/mlh + 1/mhh)^-1; % hole effective mass
mr = (1/me + 1/mh)^-1;
% reduced mass
Eg = .75*e;
% J - bandgap adjusted to emit at 1550 nm
Lz = 5e-9; % m - quantum well thickness 5 nm
QW = 7; % layers of quantum wells for the gain
Ep = 20.7*e;
Mb = m0/3*Ep;
% QW momentum matrix element
kBT = 26.5e-3*e;
% J - Botlzmann constant * room temp.@300K
Ee1 = h_b^2/(2*me)*(pi/Lz)^2/15;
% 1st subband in c band, energy
reference is the top of the valence band
Eh1 = -h_b^2/(2*mh)*(pi/Lz)^2/15;
% 1st subband in v band, factor
1/15 used to adjust from ideal infinite well model
E_tran = (Eg + Ee1 - Eh1)/e % intersubband transition energy
% emission wavelength
del_E = Eg + Ee1 - Eh1;
lambda = h_b*2*pi*c/del_E;
W = 2*pi*c/lambda;
% parameters in the gain spectrum
C0 = pi*e^2/(nr*c*eps0*m0^2*W); % constant
p2D = mr/(pi*h_b^2*Lz)/100; % density of states of 2D structure,
adjusted from ideal model
%- modulated carrier density
N0=4e22;
% carrier modulation amplitude
t=[.6:1/1e2:7.6];
% two periods of square wave
data = square(pi*t, 30); % square wave with amplitude of N0 and period
of 2 ns - 1 Gb/s pulse
rise = [-1:.1:1];
fall = [1:-.1:-1];
l=1;
while l < length(data)
if (data(l)-data(l+1)) < 0
data = [data(1:(l-1)),rise,data((l+2):end)];
t = [t(1:(l-1)),[t(l):1/2e3:t(l+1)],t((l+2):end)];
l=l+1+length(rise);
end
if (data(l)-data(l+1)) > 0
data = [data(1:(l-1)),fall,data((l+2):end)];
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t = [t(1:(l-1)),[t(l):1/2e3:t(l+1)],t((l+2):end)];
l=l+1+length(fall);
end
if (data(l)-data(l+1)) == 0
l=l+1;
end
end
%dc = 1e10;
% offset chirp frequency 10GHz
N_m = N0*data;
t_chirp = 5e-12*diff(N_m);
% transient chirp induced by carrier
modulation
t_chirp(length(t_chirp)+1) = 0;
m=1;
figure;
for j=1:length(detuning)
%- steady state solution
phi_0 =
asin(2*pi*c/lambda^2*detuning(j)/kappa/sqrt(1+alpha^2)/R_inj)atan(alpha) % steady state phase
del_N = - 2*kappa/(vg*g0)*R_inj*cos(phi_0)
% carrier density
reduction under OIL
N = Nth + del_N + N_m; % electron density
P=N;
% hole density
% quasi Fermi levels
Fc = Ee1 + Eg + kBT*log(exp((N*pi*h_b^2*Lz)/(me*kBT))-1); % energy
reference is the top of valence band
Fv = Eh1 - kBT*log(exp((P*pi*h_b^2*Lz)/(mh*kBT))-1);
Fc_Fv = Fc/e - Fv/e;
% Fermi Energy difference (compare with
intersubband transition)
% Fermi-Dirac distribution
fc = 1./(1+exp((Eg + Ee1 - Fc)/kBT));
fv = 1./(1+exp((Eh1 - Fv)/kBT));
gamma = QW*C0*p2D*(fc-fv)*2*Mb; % amplifier gain
%g = g0*gamma/gamma_th;
% rescale differentail gain (slope of
gain) at different amplifier gain level
del_cav_lambda = - lambda^2/(2*pi*c)*alpha*vg*g0*(del_N+N_m)/2;
%
cavity resonance shift in wavelength
del_cav_f = abs(alpha*vg*g0*(del_N+N_m)/2/2/pi);
% cavity
resonance shift in Hz
%--------------Phase and reflectivity calculatio--------------del_lambda = del_cav_lambda - detuning(j); % spacing between master
mode and cavity resonance
del_f = - del_lambda/0.8*100*1e18; % above spacing in frequency
phase = 2*i*(2*pi.*(del_f + t_chirp)./vg)*L;
% optical phase of
the master mode
Refl = abs((1-r1^2)*r2*exp((gamma-alpha_i)*L).*exp(phase)./(1r1*r2*exp((gamma-alpha_i)*L).*exp(phase))-r1).^2;
% intensity
reflectivity of the master
%- plot original modulation signal
subplot(3,2,m);plot(t,gamma/100,'b','LineWidth', 2.5);
% plot
gain in cm^-1
xlim([t(1),t(length(t))]);
if j == 3
xlabel('Time (ns)');
end
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ylim([-300,120]);
if j == 2
ylabel('VCSEL Gain (cm^-1)');
end
%-------plot optical intensity of the master-------------subplot(3,2,m+1);plot(t,Refl,'r','LineWidth', 2.5);
xlim([t(1),t(length(t))]);
if j == 3
xlabel('Time (ns)');
end
if j == 2
ylabel('Relative Output Intensity (a.u.)');
end
m = m+2;
end

A1.6 Spectrogram Plotting
% Plot spectrogram by definition from measured data
% Similar as FROG traces, see FROG introduction as references
clear;
filename = 'import_chirp_data.chp';
data=dlmread(filename,',',8,0);
time=data(951:1150,1)/1e-9;
% in ns
inten=data(951:1150,4)/1e-3;
% in mW
chirp=data(951:1150,5)/1e9;
% in GHz
N = 200;
%number of data points. An even number makes it easier
width =time(N)-time(1);
%pulse duration in ns
dt = width/N;
%sampling time interval
t = (-N/2:N/2-1)*dt;
%new time sequence - time delay center at 0
df = 24.3/N; % chirp step for y-axis labeling
f = (-N/2:N/2-1)*df;
%frequency sequence for FFT
f0=0;%3e8/1.5e-6/1e9; %center frequency
intensity = inten;
%pulse intensity
phase = cumsum(chirp)*2*pi*dt+f0;
E_sig = sqrt(intensity).*exp(-j*phase); % electric field of the signal
gate = exp(-(t/.032).^2);
% gate pulse - change the width of the
gate pulse, to make the spectrogram look better (0.004 for FR)
XF = XFROGTRACE(gate,E_sig); % get spectrogram by definition
XF_inten=XF./max(max(XF)).*max(max(intensity));
figure;
imagesc(t,f,XF_inten); axis xy; colormap(jet); colorbar;
xlabel('Time Delay (ns)'),ylabel('Frequency Chirp (GHz)')
CalcEsigOP.m
function [E]=CalcEsigOP(G,P)
% Calculate E_signal (time domain complex form of FROG trace) using
Outer PRoduct
error(nargchk(2,2,nargin))
N = length(P);
E = G(:)*P(:).';
for i = 1:N
E(i,:) = circshift(E(i,:),[0,i-1]);
end
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XFROGTRACE.m
function SHG = CALCSHG(gate,pulse);
SHG = CalcEsigOP(gate,pulse);
SHG = fftshift(fft(SHG)); % fftshift swap the upper/lower half, and
left and right half of the matrix
SHG = abs(SHG).^2;

A1.7 LI Curve of a Two-Mode VCSEL
% LI curves of a free-running two-mode
clc; clear;
h = 6.63e-34;
% Planck constant
nu = 3e8/1550e-9; % photon frequency
taop1 = 3e-12;
% mode_1 photon lifetime in s
taop2 = 2.99e-12;
% mode_2 photon lifetime in s
R = 0.998; % top mirror reflectivity
%----solve two-mode rate equations------options=odeset('AbsTol',1e-6,'RelTol',1e-6,'Stats','on');
tspan= 0:10;
% ns, time span of interest
y0 = [0 0 0];
% initial values for s1, s2 and N
bias = [0.1:.1:2,3:10]*1e-3;
% bias in mA
for i = 1:length(bias)
[t,y]=ode45(@twomode,tspan,y0,options,bias(i));
output(i)=y(length(tspan),1)*h*nu*(1-R)/taop1*1e6;
end
%-------Plot trasient-------figure; plot(t,y(:,1)); xlabel('Time (ns)'); ylabel('Photon # Mode 1');
figure; plot(t,y(:,2)); xlabel('Time (ns)'); ylabel('Photon # Mode 2');
figure; plot(t,y(:,3)); xlabel('Time (ns)'); ylabel('Phase');
%-----Plot LI curve----figure; plot(bias*1e3, output, 'LineWidth',2); xlabel('Bias (mA)');
ylabel('Power (uW)');
twomode.m
% 2-mode free-runnning rate equations
function dy = twomode(t, y, bias)
% bias is the input from the main program
%---------constants-----------gamma = 0.03;
% mode confinement factor
vg = 8.3;
% group velocity cm/ns
gn = 6e-16;
% differential gain cm2
Va = 3e-12;
% active region volume cm3
G0 = gamma*vg*gn/Va;
% gain coeff. 1/ns
Ntr = 1.5e18*Va;
% transparency carrier #
eps11 = 2e-7; % self-saturation coeff. for mode 1
eps22 = 2e-7; % self-saturation coeff. for mode 1
eps12 = .5e-7; % cross-saturation coeff.
eps21 = eps12;
tao1 = 3e-3; % photon lifetime of mode1 ns
tao2 = 2.99e-3; % photon lifetime of mode2 ns
B = 8e-20;
% recommbination coeff. cm3/ns
beta = 1e-4;
% spon. em. rate
gammaN = .22; % carrier recommbination rate ns-1
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q = 1.6e-10;
% electron charge A/ns
% differentail equations y(1) = s1, y(2) = s2, y(3) = N
dy = zeros(3,1); % creat a colum vector which is required by ode solver
dy(1) = (G0*(y(3)-Ntr)/(1+eps11*y(1)+eps12*y(2))-1/tao1)*y(1)+
beta*B/Va*y(3)^2; % photon # equation for mode1
dy(2) = (G0*(y(3)-Ntr)/(1+eps21*y(1)+eps22*y(2))-1/tao2)*y(2)+
beta*B/Va*y(3)^2; % photon # equation for mode2
dy(3) = bias/q - gammaN*y(3) - G0*(y(3)Ntr)/(1+eps11*y(1)+eps12*y(2))*y(1) - G0*(y(3)Ntr)/(1+eps21*y(1)+eps22*y(2))*y(2); % carrier # equation

A1.8 Two-Mode OIL Stability Plot With Spatial Detuning
% transient behavior of an injection-locked two-mode laser with
nonlinear gain effects
% locking range is simulated - stable locking in detuning_freq vs
injection ratio 2D plan
clc;
clear;
%-------solve single-mode rate equations for master laser------options = odeset('AbsTol',1e-6,'RelTol',1e-6,'Stats','on');
tspan= 0:10;
% ns, time span of interest
y0 = [0 0 0];
% initial values for s1, s2 and N
master_bias = 10e-3;
% bias in mA
[t_master,y_master]=ode45(@singlemode,tspan,y0,options,master_bias);
Sinj0 = y_master(length(t_master),1);
% initial injection power, will keep constant
index = find(t_master > 3);
% time for phase to be stable
phi_fit=polyfit(t_master(index),y_master(index,2),1);
%
curve-fitting master phase
%initial master phase changing with time, so put into rate equations
%------solve two-mode rate equations for slave laser----options=odeset('AbsTol',1e-6,'RelTol',1e-6,'Stats','on');
tspan= 0:10;
% time span of interest
y0 = [0 0 0 0 0];
% initial values for s1, s2 and N
slave_bias = 3e-3;
% bias in mA
[t_slave,y_slave]=ode45(@twomodesfull,tspan,y0,options,slave_bias);
S_01 = y_slave(length(t_slave),1);
phi_01 = y_slave(length(t_slave),2);
S_02 = y_slave(length(t_slave),3);
phi_02 = y_slave(length(t_slave),4);
N_0 = y_slave(length(t_slave),5);
Y_inj0 = [S_01, phi_01, S_02, phi_02, N_0];
%--------Solve for Injection locking---------------%initial values for locking
inj_ratio =-15:0;
% injection ratio in dB
inj_coeff = 10.^(inj_ratio/10)*S_01/Sinj0;
det_f = -100:10:300; % relative to Mode 1 and in GHz
% indices for results in stability plot
for i=1:length(inj_coeff)
S_inj = inj_coeff(i)*Sinj0;
for j = 1:length(det_f)
options=odeset('AbsTol',1e-6,'RelTol',1e-3,'Stats','on');
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%---- test if this point is in the locking range, stably locked-----inputs = [S_inj,det_f(j),phi_fit(1),phi_fit(2),slave_bias];
tic;
% start measuring the time of solving this locking condition
[T_try,Y_try] = ode23(@twomodes_couple,[10,20],Y_inj0,options,inputs);
t_solver = toc
if t_solver > 4
stable(i,j) =0;
else
index1 = find(T_try<12);index2=find(T_try > 18);
v1=var(Y_try(index1,1));
v2=var(Y_try(index2,1));
v3=var(Y_try(index1,3));
v4=var(Y_try(index2,3));
if (v1/v2 > 1e2) && (v3/v4 > 1e2)
%check converge
if (Y_try(end,1) > Y_try(1,1))&&(Y_try(end,3) <
Y_try(1,3))&&(Y_try(end,1)/Y_try(end,3)>10)
stable(i,j) = 1;
% mode 1 locked
else
if (Y_try(end,1) < Y_try(1,1))&&(Y_try(end,3) >
Y_try(1,3))&&(Y_try(end,3)/Y_try(end,1)>10)
stable(i,j) =2;
% mode 2 locked
else
stable(i,j)=3;
% converge but both
modes lasing
end
end
else
stable(i,j) = 0;
end
end
end
end
%----plot transient at one locking condition-----figure; plot(T_try, Y_try(:,1),'LineWidth',2); xlabel('Time (ns)');
ylabel('Photon Number Mode 1');
figure; plot(T_try, Y_try(:,2),'LineWidth',2); xlabel('Time (ns)');
ylabel('Phase Mode 1');
figure; plot(T_try, Y_try(:,3),'LineWidth',2); xlabel('Time (ns)');
ylabel('Photon Number Mode 2');
figure; plot(T_try, Y_try(:,4),'LineWidth',2); xlabel('Time (ns)');
ylabel('Phase Mode 2');
figure; plot(T_try, Y_try(:,5),'LineWidth',2); xlabel('Time (ns)');
ylabel('Carrier Number');
%------plot stability plot--------figure;
for i=1:length(inj_ratio)
for j = 1:length(det_f)
if stable(i,j)==1
plot(inj_ratio(i),det_f(j),'ro','MarkerFaceColor','r');hold
on;
end
if stable(i,j)==2
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plot(inj_ratio(i),det_f(j),'bo','MarkerFaceColor','b');hold
on;
end
if stable(i,j)==3
plot(inj_ratio(i),det_f(j),'go');hold on;
end
if stable(i,j)==0
plot(inj_ratio(i),det_f(j),'k.','MarkerSize',1);hold on;
end
end
end
xlabel('Injection Ratio (dB)'); ylabel('Frequency Detuning (GHz)');
twomodesfull.m
% 2-mode free-runnning rate equations with phase equations
% bias is the input from the main program
function dy = twomodesfull(t, y, bias)
%------------constants-----------------gamma = 0.03;
% mode confinement factor
vg = 8.3;
% group velocity cm/ns
gn = 6e-16;
% differential gain cm2
Va = 3e-12;
% active region volume cm3
G0 = gamma*vg*gn/Va;
% gain coeff. 1/ns
Ntr = 1.5e18*Va;
% transparency carrier #
eps11 = 2e-7; % self-saturation coeff. for mode 1
eps22 = 2e-7; % self-saturation coeff. for mode 2
eps12 = .5e-7; % cross-saturation coeff.
eps21 = eps12;
tao1 = 3e-3; % photon lifetime of mode1 ns
tao2 = 2.99e-3; % photon lifetime of mode2 ns
B = 8e-20;
% recommbination coeff. cm3/ns
beta = 1e-4;
% spon. em. rate
gammaN = .22; % carrier recommbination rate ns-1
q = 1.6e-10;
% electron charge A/ns
alpha = 5;
% Linewidth enhancement factor
% differentail equations y(1) = s1, y(2) = phi1, y(3) = s2, y(4) =
phi2, y(5) = N;
dy = zeros(5,1); % creat a colum vector which is required by ode solver
dy(1) = (G0*(y(5)-Ntr)/(1+eps11*y(1)+eps12*y(3))-1/tao1)*y(1)+
beta*B/Va*y(5)^2; % photon # equation for mode1
dy(2) = alpha/2*(G0*(y(5)-Ntr)/(1+eps11*y(1)+eps12*y(3))-1/tao1);
% phase equation for mode_1
dy(3) = (G0*(y(5)-Ntr)/(1+eps21*y(1)+eps22*y(3))-1/tao2)*y(3)+
beta*B/Va*y(5)^2; % photon # equation for mode2
dy(4) = alpha/2*(G0*(y(5)-Ntr)/(1+eps21*y(1)+eps22*y(3))-1/tao2);
% phase equation for mode_2
dy(5) = bias/q - gammaN*y(5) - G0*(y(5)Ntr)/(1+eps11*y(1)+eps12*y(3))*y(1) - G0*(y(5)Ntr)/(1+eps21*y(1)+eps22*y(3))*y(3); % carrier # equation % 2-mode
twomodes_couple.m
%injection-locking rate equations, locking on both modes
function dy = twomodes_couple(t, y, inputs)
% inputs from the main
program inputs(1) = Sinj, inputs(2) = det_f, inputs(3) = phi_inj1,
inputs(4) = phi_inj2
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%--------------constants------------------gamma = 0.03;
% lateral mode confinement factor
vg = 8.3;
% group velocity cm/ns
gn = 6e-16;
% differential gain cm2
Va = 3e-12;% active region volume cm3 (length = 1 um, mesa = 10*10
um^2)
G0 = gamma*vg*gn/Va;
% gain coeff. 1/ns
Ntr = 1.5e18*Va;
% transparency carrier #
eps11 = 2e-7; % self-saturation coeff. for mode 1
eps22 = 2e-7; % self-saturation coeff. for mode 2
eps12 = 0.5e-7; % cross-saturation coeff.
eps21 = eps12;
tao1 = 3e-3; % photon lifetime of mode1 ns
tao2 = 2.99e-3; % photon lifetime of mode2 ns
B = 8e-20;
% recommbination coeff. cm3/ns
beta = 1e-4;
% spon. em. rate
gammaN = .22; % carrier recommbination rate ns-1
q = 1.6e-10;
% electron charge A/ns
alpha = 5;
% Linewidth enhancement factor
k1 = 0.7e3;
% coupling rate ns-1 for mode 1
k2 = 0.3e3;
% coupling rate ns-1 for mode 2
% differentail equations y(1) = s1, y(2) = phi1, y(3) = s2, y(4) =
phi2, y(5) = N
dy = zeros(5,1); % creat a colum vector which is required by ODE solver
dy(1) = (G0*(y(5)-Ntr)/(1+eps11*y(1)+eps12*y(3))-1/tao1)*y(1)+
beta*B/Va*y(5)^2 + 2*k1*sqrt(y(1)*inputs(1))*cos(y(2)-inputs(3)inputs(4)*t); % photon # equation for mode1
dy(2) = alpha/2*(G0*(y(5)-Ntr)/(1+eps11*y(1)+eps12*y(3))-1/tao1)k1*sqrt(inputs(1)/y(1))*sin(y(2)-inputs(3)-inputs(4)*t) 2*pi*inputs(2); % Phase equation for mode1
dy(3) = (G0*(y(5)-Ntr)/(1+eps21*y(1)+eps22*y(3))-1/tao2)*y(3)+
beta*B/Va*y(5)^2 + 2*k2*sqrt(y(3)*inputs(1))*cos(y(4)-inputs(3)inputs(4)*t); % photon # equation for mode2
dy(4) = alpha/2*(G0*(y(5)-Ntr)/(1+eps21*y(1)+eps22*y(3))-1/tao2)k2*sqrt(inputs(1)/y(3))*sin(y(4)-inputs(3)-inputs(4)*t) 2*pi*(inputs(2)-190); % Phase equation for mode2
dy(5) = inputs(5)/q - gammaN*y(5) - G0*(y(5)Ntr)/(1+eps11*y(1)+eps12*y(3))*y(1) - G0*(y(5)Ntr)/(1+eps21*y(1)+eps22*y(3))*y(3); % carrier # equation
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